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FOREWORD

This monograph. "Science and Technology in America An Assess-
ment," is the published version of a series oirdistinguished lectures
delivered at the National Bureau of Standards during he months of March
and April 1976. This series Was conceived to cnmmetAbrate two anniversa-
ries thelArth of this Nation 200 years ago, and the founding of the Na-7
tional Bdreau of Standards 75 years ago-. With this monogiaph, 'We are

:h4rpy to share the authoritative view which the series:is'a whole provides
of the broad reach of science and teehnoly, in this country witintivider
audience than was able to attend the lectures in person.

This Series_ was designed to assess the current state and future
- prospects of those broad physical sciences and technologies in which the

Bureiti.of Sfandards is significantly involved. Sciences and technology have
been increasingly a critical factor in the dievelopment oour world. More
specifically, this Nation was born in an age of scientific exploration and ex-
perimentation. Some of the signers of the Constitution,. who considered
themselves men of science, included Franklin, Madison, Pinckney and Jef-
.ferson. These then looked to the early establishment ofa national universi-
ty and Federal societies of the arts and sciences. ,

Over the past 200 years, we as a Nation have participated increasingly
S. in the development of the intellectual structure" we call science an

achiiement in its own right. By expanding our knowledge of nature in this
way we are, in' fad, expanding knowledge of ourselves. Fo the end the
primary resource for, and the primary beneficiary of, scien d technolo-
gy is man himself.

. Resistance to technological innovation is certainly not a modern
development. The .early restrictive and nuisance laws on horseless car-,
ris,gievis-a-vis the-horse-drawn variety is but one case in point: However,
the pace of modern technological innovation and the ultimate limits in

1' global carrying capacity, which come ever ctosei (icon us with each incre-
ment in production and population, have caused us to look at science and
technology with new eyes. Some propose returning to a simpler life with a
moratorium on science and t'echnology. Others point to the need forcon-
tinued scientific and technological growth, but call for greater understand-

. ing and assessment of the overall effects and extern'alized costs of major
'new technologict deployments. Clearly we are in a period which demands
much greater statesmanship from the ,scientific and technological commu-
64. and we at the National Bureau of Standards believe we, ha9e con-
tributed much, and have much more to .offer in the future aloligAis line.
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However, as practicinpvientists, w e also believe that the scientific quest`
is as egt a.challenre as it ever was, and that the deep personal satisfac-
tions which come to the creative scientist still speak as strongly as ever.

In this light, then, we at the National Bureau of Standards are proti'd to
present this monograph which is both an assessment and a Celebration of. 4
science and technology in America.

.% ,
la

Ernest Ambler
Acting Director, National Bureati of Standards
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN AMERICA:
A CHRONICLE AND SOME ICTIONS

)

Seventy-five years ago when the Bureau of Standards was established.
a very neat change occurred, perhaps by coincidence, in the field which I
will address. Up to that date there was almost no connection between
science and technology. Even though' technology, of cow-se, used the
results of science, a real collaboration existed only as an exception. Today
we can hardly speak about either science or technology without mentioning
the other.

I would like briefly to *go back into the dark ages in America, when
science and technology still went their separate paths. I want to emphasize
technology throughobt my lecture, even though I came to the United States
as a pyre scientist and was converted slowly and painfully to technology.
Technology in kmerica was something very remarkable because it was se

'different 3n then from technology anywhere else. I would like tor
highlight this by recording a few facts and relating a few stories.

My first fact is: We are accused today of an indecently high per capita
consumptiob of energy in relation to the rest of the world. In the year 1800,
when kmerica' was an anicultural society, our energy consumption was
even more out of line than it is now. In 1800 the per capita energy consum p
tion in the united States was almost as high (I think about 80% as high) as
it is now in Western Europe. The energy was, of course, mostly derived
from wood, which was there for the burning: the more,you burned, the
better. The other source was hay for the horses and "horsepower." This
latter provided one-third of the energy. But energy even at that time was
consumed in the United States much more,copiously than it is today almost
anywhere in the world.

Apart from being so rich in energy we have a very peculiar problem in
this country: size, and the difficulties which come with physical size. One
very interesting story of how size has affected America is connected with°.
the. Governor of New York and the attempt at the befinningoPthe 19th cen/
wry to open lip the Far West (meaning Buffalo). As Governors of New
York usually do, DeWitt Clinton established a commission. On that
commissionlthere served a man by the name of Colonel John Stevens,
who said, "I have heard of a man in England; I think his nameIs James
Watt. He has built a steam engine. In this country. we have had rails in
mines for a lont' time. Could we not put one of James Watt's engines on
such rails in oriler to get to Buffalo?" Nobody believed him. Quite a few
years litter. and three years before Stevenson's "Rocket," Colonel John

-r
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Stevens demonstrated the first locomotive ...on his own farni. lid-the
\
New

'.. irork`comMissah saidno. 2
..-

The commission decided instead on the Erie Cattal, and the proposal
went to Washington for approval. The President of ihe. United States at
that time said that to dig a canal; hugdreds of Miles long, through .wiI-

_derness,,was an idea whicl; was premature at least by a century The
.eresident of the, Phited States who said that was; sttrprisingly eriough,

Thomas Jefferson!
.

. ,

Whereupon t Governor of New'York went ahead withthe canal pro-
, jectloy means oft h marvelous reedit invention of Adam Smith, priv'st' e

liti4

viterprise. The bonds were subscribed, the Canal was dug. It was not the
longest canal m the worldthe Chinese had done better almost 2000 years .

earlier. The Canal was.finisbed in the 1820's, quickly paid off all its debts,
and made a profit. But 15 or 20 years later, it was put out of business by

, -
Competition with the railroad which had been suggested by John Stevens
in the first place. . . .

These days, when I go to bed, desperate beeause an additional incredi-
ble blunder has been made in Washington, I like to remember that story.

In those days, Americ'a was not yet industrialized. Still, it had probably
fit as many steam engines as all of Western Europe. Because of the river-

boats, and then later therallroads, steam engines were neededto overcome
the distance. Another step in the saine direction was the early use of the

"telegraph in the United Slates. It was much moue important here,than in
Europe where communications over the shorter distances were much, easi-
er. . , .

Among many others, there is a third specific accomplishment of the
United States hat I want to mention. This third accomplishment is tied to
the name of Eli hitney, and I do not have in mind the cotton gin. Eli Whit:
ney pioneered the proposition that one could get money out of the Defense
Department. He got a contract for making guns. Not only did he make that
breakthrough, he also failed to deliver in time, overran his budget and still
continued to get money out of Washington. Wien the'early predecessor of
the Pentagon became impatient with' him, asking him to bring in some

...../
guns he arrived in Washington with a sack. 'When he opened the sack,

r there were no guns. Asked," Where are the guns?" he said, "These are ten
i

pills; just put them together." Iir the sack were interchangeable parts.
Apart from some very early attempts in Venice, this was a brand new

. approach which Eli Whitney made to work only in a halting and ineffective
, way. But it was a beginning. From there, of course, came the bicycles and

the sewing machines and the typewriters, and in the end, even Henry
Ford's automobiles.

Not only was genius at work in the case of Eli Whitney; of that there
can be. little question. But there was tflso something else ati
work something connected with necessity, and a reasonable reaction to

41
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',e a challenge. The industrial revolutiun real industrialization came to the
United States only in the second half of 'the 19th century. even a little later

-.than mid-centinry.,The remarkable thing is that labor in the United States
was then twice as expensive as in England, and in Engrind, in turn, people

1.
were better paid than in continental Europe. Yet America managed to com-
pete. The higher wages were, of 'course. que to the.fact that anybody could
go out West and get land. 'A man in 'America insthose days did not need to
work for miserable 'wages. But in spite of those high wages, or because of
those high wages. American industry was for.ced into the path of innova-
tion.

, It is more remarkable that in'1862, in the middle of a disastrous war,
Congress should have taken time to establislithe land grant colJege for the
specific ;urpOse of encouraging the agricultural and mechanical arts. I
claim that this single act of Congress did More than anything else in the'
history of this Country to establish the muscle of preseht day America.

But let me now turn to the 20th century. You will find there example
after example of real collaboration between science and technology. The
two have betome-practically one, My favorite example is flying. Of course,
the first planes were put together by tinke,rers.. extremely ingenious tinker-
ers, whose experiments were not unrelated to the scientific method.

,ever, very soon, and at first not pritnarny in this country, the more elaborate
theory of aero4nainics an a beginning of a decent theory of turbulence

. brought science and technology into the closest relationship; The same
hold4. with a \tittle time delay. for ,electronics, which was particularly
strongly based in this country from the very beginning. Even today the'
electronics industry is the 'Only industry and forgive me for slightly exag-
gerating which willoundertake aesearch job without a certainty that it
will pay off in three years.

Another example Whih I would like to mention is nylon, liehich I
discuss for a peculiar reason. Nylon was developed'as a weapon in the 61-

° tie of the sexes. That wa's the orilahal intention. and-thelefore it is rightly
called a peaceful enterprite. But when it suiceeded-the girls got no
strokings. because Warld War II was on. and all the nylon went into
parachutes and bomber tires.-I tell this very short story to indicate that
there is no invention. no new development that is either wholly peaceful or
wholly warlike. 'Anything that we learn. anything that can he developed,
can be used ii a variety of ways. The modern idea that technology is dan-
gerous may bec partly -right, but if you want to maintain such a claim you
must carefully qualify it.

I have not mentioned the Bureau of Standards, and I would like to do
so now very briefly. andstfrom my limited pr;)int of view. I came to Washing-
ton in 1935. and made many friends here. I came to a new world. whichls
never an easy experience, but it was made very much easier not oily by the
hospitality of Americans. not only because they are, much rhore tolerant

3
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toward all kinds of peculiar people, but also because the scientific commu-
nity was completely opet%. In that community, one never even dreamt of

... any distinctions except those between good science and something not so
good. During several fruitful years in Washington, I came often to the Bu
reau of Standards (although, of course, not to its present building). I came
Onceevery .week because Fred Mohler had a colloq*um which was the
Washington colloquium. People came from all thrsurrounding univers4
ties, the Naval Research Lab, and the Carnegie Institution. I tried to con-6
tribute, both by Helping to invite speakers, and by being leg m- .
pletely restrained in asking questions. I felt that I had a c iR

pate, through the Bureau of Standards' colloquium, in th
of the Washington community. N , .

I was asked in the recent past the question, how were the administra-
tive problems f the Bureau of Standards atrthat time. And I confess that I
knew absOlute y.nothing about them. Neither I nor anyone with whom I
talked in those ays mentioned bureaucratic problems. Big selince had not
yet been born, a at that time I. was a pure scientist, fully enjoying the im-
mense intellectual timulation that this gave to all of us.

Then, of our e, come the Second World War. And again I would lik
,,

to tell a shopory becaute it is connected with the Bureau of Standar s. ,
'One og my crazy friends, another- Hungarian, Leo Szilard, wrote a letter
about the possibility of a nuclear bomb, be signed, by Albert Einstej,90
The letter was addressed tcr,President R s'evelt. It arrived WI-Roosevel4:4
desk two or three months later, andte called the Director of the Bureau of
Slo,h(fards,-_Dr. Briggs, about it. III,.. Briggs held a meeting to explore the
question, to which I was invited. hat nag the, be'ginnini of scientific bu-
rea acy. I will,speak abo-ut only oneiSpecf of this meeting because I have
beeniti 'credit or blame for one of its results in a manner which is not

_ quite just' ed. One of my friends who was also invited was Enrico Fermi.
Fermi was at Cothmbia University, and he'seid he would neff come to the

L, meeting. Since I was hiA friend, I was sent up to New York with instruc-
tiortsto "Bring Fermi.: I talked with him, and Enrico just wouldn't come.

. lie had talked about the possibility of atomic energy to the Navy previ-
'Ously, and they had thrown him out, so he had had enough of such non- ,

sense. I tried to argue, but Fermi was a pretty stubborn individual. rn the
end he hid, "Edward, look, I cane!l you what I would say if I tven4. You
tell it for me. I don't need Id go." And that's how it happened.

,...
After some, preliminaries at the meeting, a controversy develofled

between Szilard, who believed in nuclear bombs,' and a colonel from
Aberdeen who dial. It was then my turn, a I very-properly said. "I am
only here to represent Fermi, and we want t go ahead; we know hyw to go
ahead. We must first build a reactor, a d in mrder to slow down the
neutrons, we need graphite. But we need pure graphite, and pure graphite
is not available. Therefore, We need a budget for the first year of $6000.".

ork
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Well, Szilard almost murdered me on the spot, because ;6000 is what we
got for the first year. This was the start of Scientific Bureaucracy an
of ilig Science.

I will not continue the story of atomic energy because that is history,
even if much of it is secret. Apir-from atomic energyl certainly, should
mention the field of computers ind the exploration of space. Computers
are machines which can do anything that the human brain can do provided
only that we understand in real mathematical terms what the human brain
does. They represent a tremendous opportunity not only in a practical
sense, but also because we an through them imitate what the human brain
Aloes and in the end understand our own brain a little better. About space
exploration, I want to be quite brief. We made a siendid start and then
we stopped. However, I am very sure that we did. not stop for good.

At this point I have to mention a, very terrible thing. Starting with
Hiroshima (and I have clear and detailed evidence throughout the years
that it started with Hiroshima), technology in the United States fell into
disrepute. Some of our young people say technology is irrelevant. They did
not invent this absurd statement. TI professors invented it. I was present
when a group in 1947 or 1948 gave advice to the Ford Foundation not to
bother wit technology or anything like it not even with science. Concen-
trate, t id, instead on the social applications. That reconipiendation
came rom scientists. The young people learned it, and they started to hold
in contempt no only technology, but in the end also science itself. As a
direct consequence, 1970 or 1971 was the first year when the United States .

imported niore manufactured goods than it exported. People-blame it on
high wages. The wages, relatively speaking, were even' higher at the very
beginning of American technology.- high wages can be paid if there is
innovation. And it is on thi fron of innovation where we are Tacking.
Today the university departm of engineering have a low 'staring
in academic counsels. It is a fact that institutes of technology, instead 4

of taking pride in themselves, very frequently begin to calf themsplves
- universities.- All of us in the scientific and technical community bear

a great responsibility to be ever mindful of that essential relationship
between technical innovation and ultimate economic well-being. I believe
that one of the centers that has remained strong and vigorous throughout
the years in the united field of science and technology is this Bureau of
Standards.

I turn now to some predictions. What is next in science and teehruko-
gy? I am told that one shouldn't make predictions, particularly not about
the future, but I prefer to live dangerously.

One ofihe predictions I make is that we must address the energy fri-
sis in a substantive technological way. But we do not. I shall mention some
details showing why we do not. The first point has to, do with the time scale
of research pay-off. Industry is doing a lot of good research that will pay off

5



in the next three years. Government 'agencies usually concentrate on pro-
jects that will bear fruit in 15 to 20 Year's. Between the two lies a rip man's

, land. The proble s of energy.cannot-be solved in three years. but they can
be solved in 10. infortunately, nobody is addressing the relevant technical
issues in this 10-year time period. I am much concerned about this subject,
because this is one of the really terribly important fields on which our
strength and maybe even our national existence may ultimatly depend.

I shall make a few specific remarks about the technogy of energy,
beginning with a little remark about fossil fuels. The most popular idea
(and in. a way it's rightly popular)jeto gasify, liquefy and prify o r abun
dant coal. ERDA submitted a marvelous program $6 billion for pilot
plants which are copies of what was done in 1940. Fortunately i was de-
feated in the House of Representatives. There are two-much bettertpossi-
bilities. First, is the use of modern technology for operating gasification
processes at very high temperatures. New materials are either now availa-
ble or could be made available which can withstand these high tempera-
tures. The second possibility is underground coal gasification and in situ
conversion of oil shale into oil. These vital possibilities-receive little atten-
tion.tion.

Another point. even more important,)s conservation. We have been
spendthrifts for 200 years. I have a theorem for which I should ge
Nobel prize. The theorem is that of all matter known to man the one with
the highest inertia is the human brain; with one exception only, the collec-
tive human brains of the whole nation. If we have been spendthrifts for 200
yearsthen to break the habit is not easy. ht industry as a whole, we don't
know by Vial specific tricks we crnsave energy. Incidentally, the Bureau
of Standards has done a small bipt marvelous job on better insulation for
buildings, particularly of mobile honks,

Solar energy. We speak about the-extensive use of solar electricity
whia is currently 10 times as expensive as electricity from other sources,
and which will require large scale land use (which the environnfentalists
will oppose strenuously the moment we begin to introduce it). But"we know
today how to use solar energy to produce domestic hot water, and we know
htlw to use solar energy to raise steam fife-process heat. In these field
have barely started.

/Old last, but not least, I speak of nuclear ener 1 ur main effort goes
into the fast breeder reactor, and spe cally in uilding a fast breeder on
the Clinch River. That breed obsolew 'even before the ground is
broken. It is suppose 2 billion and eventually it will cost $5 billion
in the best tra ition of Eli hitney. But I do not ink it has much else in
common with,,Eli Whitney. There are plenty of oth r possibilities in nuclear
reactors. There is the matter of the thorium cycle which is much easter to
work with. In that case, wesjugt have to produce heavy water.-ERDA may
begin to move in that direction. I would be happy about that.

6
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But the m n problem is that propaganda for a .nuclear shutdown is
gathering fore Pf,courst, we, have an absolutely perfect heitIth and safety
rec opd, with i ustial nuclear reaetors; The trouble is in the minds of the
.critics. ,TP ' t ouble is in the minds of 2000 scientists (or people who call
themselv , but most of whom have never heard any detail of nuclear
reactor w protest. These protests hive come to a head or the8th of
June, 1976 p, a 1.a1ifornia vote, and the issue will also come up in Other
states/ W ington cannot..be blitined for that,,but it can lie blamed for not
doing sem thing to help. We have excellent methods to dispose of wastes. .
Hoviever, tt decision' must be made. I am reminded of Btiridah's ass. whotstarved t .,death between two equidistant and equally desirable stacks of
hay. ice, avg in the nuclear waste field at least four solutions, all excellent,
burwe also bAye four bureaucracies to'make the decision: NRC, ERDA,
EPA d cgQ. These agencies are coupled together, a,nd tl must all
go' unisr to ape solution.

Untie my old day; in Washington I seem to be drif ng into adminis.
naive firoblems.j do not wish to finish on that note. .

.

' There are at least two' tienkendous taski ahead of us hich are scien-
tific. and technological in the best traditions of those words. Onesk is to
uridefstand the atmosphere, to predict the weathesiland in the end to modi-
fy it. I believe,it will _he possible. It shoulebe done in the UnitedS,tates.
Considering our present antiscientific orientation, it m#-be.done first in
Russia. Howevet1 must warn you that if we succeed in modifying the

, weathe'r, something very remarkable will have happened. We Will have lost
. our one safe topic of conyersation,:t

/ The 4econd big task is to make use of the oceans for oil, for manganese
. , nodules, anclmore than anything else, for the production of food. , 't

The historic importance of technology today is that it iit spreading
across the tace of the world, and this spread is inexorable. Some 'People will
always predict the end of tie human race. This is nonsense. However, what
is certain' is that in a1ew decades the whole world will in some sense be
technological. And this change, coming as suddenly as it will, in many
cases to primitive peoples. mft bring in its wake a minter of catastrophes.

,There is no4ofter lord for it. ., , . .
- The first Wave of This worldwide spread of the industrial revolution

was in medicine. It was a very praiseworthy and most successful attempt
to save the lives of infants. As- a result we now have a population explosion
three times as rapid fin exponential growth) as was the Egropeah poPula-
tion explosion of the 19th century. In the year 2000 we will have a world.
population very close to- 7 billion people rather than the 4 billion we have
now. 1 do not-advocate the preacng of birth control. Pe'oplewill come to
that on their own account. But no matter what we do about bittiv control.
the pile do earth in the year 2000 cannot be fed unless, the Sold traditions
of the land grant colleges are exploited worldwide, and unless the oceans,

7
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which today'contribute only some 7 percent of the world's food supply, are
thoroughly used in every possillle way.

The big problem in the, world today ls energy. Our big, problem for the
next few decades will unavoidably be food. Anerthat is why the study and
exploitation of the ocean is something, that deserves particularly great
amphasis.-None of these important things, important for a smooth transi-
tion into a_decent future for all humariity, can happen without science and
technology. It is 'thus essential for Lis to win the battle for science and
technology'if 4America is to have a third century.
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Professor Norman F. Ramsey is Higgins Profecor of Physics at Har-

vard Urtiv.ersity. As a distinguished physicist. his work has ranged from
moleciilar beams to particle physics, with a concentration on precision
measurements of electric and _magnetic properties of nucleons, nuclei,
atoms, a,nd molecules. He and his associates discovered the electric
quadrupole moment of the:deuteron. propOsed the first successful theory
of the chemical Shift for the, magnetic sbieliding of nuclei n NMR, and
devejoped high precision methods of molecular'beam spectra. copy includ-
ing the atomic hydrogen maser. He is the recipient of the Lawrence Award.
the Davis and termer Prize, and the Presidential Certificate of Merit.
Professor Ramsey was formerly chairman of the Physics Department of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory. In 1973 he was the Eastman Professor at
Oxford University. Since 1966 he has been President of the Universities .

Research Association which operated the Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory. .'



QUANTUM SCIENCE AND.ITS IMPACT ON METROLOGY*

a

Introduction

s series of lectures celebrates both the 200t anniversary of the
Uni States and the 75th anniversary of the Nati nal Btrreati of Stan-
dards. owever. in view of my subject, I should call attention to the fact
that we are also celebrating the 75th anniversaryOf quantum science.
his great 1902 paper on blackbody radiation, Max Planck introduced the
very first quantum ideas and the now famous Planck constanth.. It is ap-

.propriate indeed that the National Bureau of Standards and 'quantum
science should have started ii the same year since that institution andthat
science have each had great impa6t on metrology, the science of accurate
measurement.

curing the-75 yeari ofits existence quantum mechanics has becomo
the basis ,of our interpretation. of the physical properties of all normal
matter. Even classical mechanics achieves its validity only insofar as it pro
vides a satisfactory approximation to the Ip roper quantum mechanical
description. From this point of view quantum science impacts all measure
merits And my assigned topic of Quantum Science and Its Impact on
Metrology becomes so all-encompassing that it virtually disappears.

However, it is possible to identify certain characteristic features of
quantuhi mechanics that have profound implications 'on the science of
measurement and to concentrate attention on these characteristics. This
is`the procedure I shall follow but I must emphasize that a short list of such
features is necessarily arbitrary and incomplete..

'Characteristic Quantum Features

Four qUantum features with profound effects on the science of mea-
surement as listed in figure 1 are:

1. Discrete quantum states
- 2. Identity principle

3. /Heisenberg uncertainty principle
4. Wave and coherent phase phenomena

A quantum mechanical system can exist in certain aitOrlific energy
states WI, W2.... W. and in many cases these energy mates are discrete.
When such a system makes a transition between one such discrete state

11
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CHARACTERISTIC QUANTUM FEATURES

i : ciSCROE QUANTUM STATES

2.,.IDENTITY PRINCIPLE

3. HEISENBERG UNCERTAINTy PRINCIPLE

4. WAVE AND COHERENT PHASE PHENOMENA

hv Wk -W., LIVIA t ?..h/4r

ch. h/2e =2.07 x10-15 Wb hp. 2 eV
484 MHz /iLV

Figure 1. Characteristic quathum features.

and another, energy is..copsrved. For example, if, a phOton of energy by is
emitted in such a transilion

hv= W .TV (1)

where h iti Planck's constant and v is the frequency of the emitted radia-
tion. The existence of such discrete frequencies permits accurate measure..
ments awl accurate frequency standards that sim'plt wOuldrnotbe possible
if the allowed frequencies hadtthe continuous distribution that charac-.
terizes a classical system. -

The meaning of i tity of two partiCles in quantdm mechariics is far
more profound than t normal meaning of the word identical. I am the
father of identical twi daughters,'and indeed they are remarkably alike.
Nevertheless, whe ne speaks of two protons or two hydrggen atoms as
being identical uch more is meant. For example, one can test the identity
of two particles by,scauering one Primal another in which case there is a
marked difference in the observableAcatterin if the p s are truly
identical instead of being almost identical. Th identity p nciple has a
profound effect on the science of measurement. It proYi , for example,
assurance that the frequency of a cesium atomic beam fre uenc,y standard
will be independent of, whether the cesium comes from Britain or the
United States. The identity priripk also adds much, to the significance
and universality of accurate phyiical measurements. With the quantum as
surance that all closely similar atoms are indeed identical, a scientist niea-
suriirg an-atoinie property on the earth knows that the result of his meta- ',,-
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sureme = ientis oon as well. This con
se uence of the identity principle is in sharp contras(! to geology; an'accu-
rate geological measurement on the earth doesti.ell determine the geolo-
gy T, . ces is due to the lack of an
identity principle in geology.

A guiding principle in the early development of quantum mechanics
was the Heisenberg uncertainty, principle which correctly emphasizes cer-
tain quantum limitations on precision measurements. For example, if the
energy TV of a system is measured to an accuracy ATV then there must be

ti an uqcertainty tit as to the length of time it is in the energy stater. where,

AfF,It h/ztir (2)

Although thi uncertainty principle indeed limits the accuracy to which two
cotnpremetAary variables can be measured. Planck:s constant h is fortu-
nately small compared to macroscopic angular momenta, so remarkably,ac-
curate measurements be-be made. e world of precision measurementih
would be far different if it were 6.6 instead of 6.6 x 10-34J (the world it-
self would, of course, also be far different in that case).

e limitations of the Heisenberg unceftainty principle a re further
diminiIkred byttheiz.applying to a single measurement on a single system.
If N different systems are measured, the uncertainty in principle is
reduced byN04/V. For example, within lesslhan 10 seconds we can easily de-
tect a shift of one part in 10'4 in a 109 Hz hydrogen maser oseillawr even
though the Heisenberg uncertainty limit is 0.1 Hz or one part in 101". The
reason we can do so much better is that within the 10 seconds we are mak-
ing measurements on 10'3 atoms so the effective Heisenberg uncertainty '
limit in principle is 3 X 106 lower than that fora single atom.

T,be way4 nature of the quantum mechanical state function and the
possibilities of coherent effects with such coherent waves provide many
different deyices or precision measurements including interferometers,
masers and laser . Furthermore, the energy gap that results from electron'
pairing in superconductors provides coherency effects on a macroscopic
scale. The coherent waves of electron pairs, for example, giye rise to the re-

, markable phenomenon of zero electrical resistance in a superconductor.
As a further consequence o such coherency on a macroscopic scale, the
magnetic flt4 enclosed by a superconducting ring must be limited to an in-
tegral multiple of the flux quantum

cf.,0= h/2e =2.07 x 10 -15 Wb. (3)

. The same coherency on a macroscopic scale givessise to the remarka-
ble Josephson effects when a thin barrier, through which the electron pairs

t.
can quantum mechanicalltunnel. is placed between two superehnductors..
Ifjor example, there is a voltage V across such a Josephson junction the .
electron pairs will change energy by 2eV in crossing the junction and the

13
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current through tt junction will be accompanied by an oscillatory current
whose frequency satisfies theAsual quantum relation of eq,(1) so

r hp=2 eV (4)

,As far as is known at present this relation is exact and permits accurate
measurements of voltages in terms of frequencies. The factor relating
frequency to voltage is approilmately 484 megahertz per.microvolt.

If we now look back at the four characteristic quantum features we see
that only one the Heisenberg uncertainty principle provides a limitation
to the accuracy of measurement and that this limitation in most instances
is so low as not to be serious. The other three characteristics give,univer-
sality and significance to accurate measurements or else permit new high
precision quantum measuring techniques. As. a result in our quantum
world, we can make meaningful measurement§ that are orders of mag-
nitude more accurate theft would be possible in a purely classical world. .

This was vividly brought to my attention by my difficulty in having a slide
made on a recent visit to England. The slide of concern is shown in figure
2. For the present purpose we need not concern ourselves with the content
of the slideit lists some properties of atomic hydrogen that have been'ac-
_curately measured with hydrogen masers developed at our laboratory. The
engineer at Oxford who was asked to prepare the slide at first refused on
the grounds that he had been traified as an engineer and from the point of
view of an engineer it was utterly meaningless to express any phYsical
number with such ridiculously high accuracy. From the point of !hew of a

N ATOMIC 1H, 2D, and '3"T

AN .1, 420,405, t51.7680 t 0.0015 Hz

Av0 1, 327,384,352.5222 ± 0.0017 14z

At/. 1, 516, 701,470.7819 ± 0:0071 Hz

pp= 0.00152103221 ( 2)

Bohr magnetons

/J. (H) /p. (0) c-1.00000000722 (10i

/Lj (H) / (T) 1.90 00000107(20)

Figure 2, Hyperfine separations. proton fitagnetoc moment and atomic moment ratios of
atomic hydrof,en, deuterium and tritium.
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classical engineer he was quite right. To express the Weight of the Washing-
ton Monument to an accuracy ol. one part in 1013 would be utterly
meaningless its height can't even be defined to that accuracy and.even if
it could it would change by much more than that atnotj from second to
second as it blew in the wind and-underwent thermal expansion and con-
traction. However, in a quantized world such accurate measurements are
both meaningful and possible.

Applications to MeastiremeTs

Vow that we have discussed the aspects of quantum science that have
the Iseatest impact on measurement, I would like to conclude my lecture
with a few illustrations of the way these quantum characteristics can be
utilized in accurate measurements. For the reasons discussed earlier,bap-
plications occur in almost all fields of measurement. For example, one of
the earliest such applications was to the use of intteromefers in the mea-
surement of length and in the definition of the unit of length in terms of the
wavelength of the radiation emitted when a krypton atom makes a transi-
tion betwe two of its quantized states. Someiof the other applications are
listed in igure 3.

However, to avoid an en dless list of precision measurement
techniques, I shall limit further discussion of the illustrations to just two of
the fields: (a) Measurement of time and frequency and (b) Measurements
dependent on the macroscopic coherent quantum phenomena of supercon-
ductivity.,

APPLICATIONS

LENGTH

SPEED :OF LIGHT

MAGNETIC FIELD

X,RAY INTVIFEROME TRY

RYDBERG CONSTANT

PARTICLE MAGNETIC MOMENTS

p

AVOGADROS CONSTANT

TdERMOMETRY

FINE AND HYPERFINE STRUCTURE

TIME AND FRE)ENCY

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND

JOSEPHSON EFFECTS

Figure 3. Measurements affected by qui;ntum science
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Timerand Frequency

The funlmental unit of prop* time and frequency is now defined .14
erms

. .

of the frequency emitted in accordance with eq (1) when an atom of
cesium in an atomic beam makes a transition from one designated quan-
tum state to another with the states being such that in one the electron spin
and magnetic moment are parallel to the nuclear spin while in the other
they are oppositely oriented. With such a cesium atomic beam standard,
the Boulder Laboratory of the National Bateau of Standards and other
laboratories define and measure time and frequency to an, accuracy of a
few parts in 1013. In contrast, a few decades ago, the unit of time was
defined in terms of the motion of the earth around the sun, which fluctu-
ated from year to year by more than one part in l(r.

For measurements requiring great .stability, the hydrOgen maser is
often used. Like the cesium beam tube, the hydrogen maser frequency de-
pends on transitions between two designated quantized atomic states but .
in addition the maser measurement of the frequency depends on quantum
mechanical coherency effects and in particular on the coherent stimulated
emission of the radiation emitted in the transition.

Although high precision quantum measurements of time and frequen-
cy have been used for a number of years the field is still a very active one
with a diversity of new ideas both for achieving increased precision and for
extending the range of frequencies which can be measured with high preci
sion. Some of the ,present and prospective devices for frequency and time
slitndards are listed in figure 4. Almost all of these devices depend on mea-
surehrents of relatively isolated atom $,r molecules. Consequently, the

'atoms or molecules are in thermal motion.and are subject to both first order
and second order Doppler shifts. Thebsecond order Doppler shift is just the
time dilation of a moving clock in special relativity (the often discussed
phenomenon- that a rapidly moving clock runs slow) and is proportional to.
(v/c)2 1013. This is sufficiently small that many current frequency stan-
dards do not eliminate the shift but merely provide means for estimating
the magnitude of the correction. On the other hand, the first order Doppler
shift the familiar increase in the frequency received from an approaching
radiation source is proportional to v/c ,3 x 10-7 so any competitive
frequency standard must provide a means for eliminating the firs; order
Doppler shift. Consequently, the essential features of the different
frequency standards can most simply be given by describing the way that
each one eliminates both frequency shifts and resonance broadening from
first order Doppler shifts.

In the cesium and molecular beam devices the first order Doppler shift
is eliminated by the use of two separated oscillatory fields of coherent
radiation of the same phase. In the hydrogenmaser; the first order Doppler
shift is eliminated by confining the hydrogen atoms to a small volume

16)
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Cesium Beam

Molecular Beam

Hydrogen Maser

Trapped Ion Spectroscopy

Loser Saturated Molecular Absorption

Double Resoponce Spectroscopy

Two Photon Spectroscopy

Superconducting Cavities

Laser Resonance Cooling

'' FIRST ORDER DOPPLER . ,

SECOND ORDEFt DOPPLER'

Figure 4. Experimental methods applicable io time nd frequency measurements.

which is traversed many times during the radiati
dig velocity averages to zero. In trapped ion sp
DOppler shift is eliminated for the same reas
mo cular absorption devices, laser light is pass
thr rgh, say, a CH, absorption cell and there is a
Lion at a frequency corresponding to no Doppler_s
volecules absorbing at that frequency absorb the li
equally well and hence are more readily saturated
molecules which respond at most to the light fro
Similarly, both double resonanCe spectroscopy and tw
py require the absorption of two photons 'and, if these
the opposite directions, the Doppler shifts would preven
sorption of both photons except for the absorption by m
the Doppler shifts are zero, i.e. for molecules with a negh
ponent of velocity along the direction of propagation of
carefully designed, swerconducting tuned cavity has high
bility for periods of time up to 1000 seconds and of course n
since its active element is stationary. Although such a device
as an absolute time standard; it is of value when a powe
signal is required wit high stability over relatively short inte

The active o tituents of most potential frequency st
relatively free atoms, molecules or ions and even if the first,or
shift is eliminated there may remain the above second order Do

n process ofeach atom so
troscopy,,the first order

With laser saturated
in opposite directions
inimum of the absorp-
'ft since the stationary
t from both directions

han are the moving
a single direction.
hoton miectrosco-
hotons come from
simultaneous lib.,
ecules for which

lily small com
e radiation. A
frequency sta.

Doppler shift
s not suitable

1 oscillatory
als of time.
dards are
r Doppler
ler shifts
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of magnitude 10-13. If progress is to be 'made much beyond the present
10-13 accuracy, means must be found for reducing the magnitude of the,
second order Doppler shift. Even the devices which eliminate the first
order Doppler shift by being insensitive to molecules with a nonvanishint
longitudinal velocity component are stibjecr to second order Doppler shifts
from the transverse velocity components unless special steps are taken to
eliminate the transverse -components,, say by the use of a well-defined
atomic-, beam, which greatly diminishes the intensity. A new possible
technique for reducing the magnitudes of the velocities has been proposed
by SP-haivlow and Hansch and by Fortson and Dehmelt but the proposals
are so far untested. The basic idea is to cool, say, atoms by shining on them
light whose frequency is slightly below an allowed absorption frequency by
an amount such that absorption occurs only through the first order Doppler
shift of the approaching atom. However, when the excited atom spontane-
ously radiates the radiation wilt be emitted in all directioris and con
sequently, on the average, the radiation will be of higherenergy than the
absorbed Irght and this additional energy must come from the kinetic,enerl
gy of the atom. lo this fashion atoms, molecules or trapped ions can be
cooled by many successive absorptions and reemissions'. It will be of Ireat_
interest during the coming years to see if these techniquesfor reducing,the
second order Doppler shift are successful and to see if they lead to a
marked lease in the accuracy of clocks and frequency standards.'

Superconductivity and Josephson Effects

\ The last category of quantum phenomena with a great impact on mea-
sdrement is that associated -with the macroscopic ,coherent quantum
phenomena of superonduc,ivity. Some applications arise directly from the
zero resistance characteristic of supeeconductivity. An illustration of this
was the pre\'iously discussed use 'Of superconducting tuned cavities in
frequent", measurements., Another PPlication'is the use of superconduc-
tors as magnetic shields where the magnetic flutquantization with super-
conchictors, discussed above, makes it possible to provide a perfect mag
netic shield.

However, the most spectacular applications .inacrosopic coherent
qtfSntum effects to accurate measurements have be with the previOusly
mentioned Josephson junctions that result from sep sting two supercon-
ductors by a thin barrier through which electron pair can tunnel. Such a
Josephson junction is shown schematically in 'figure S. everal intzgling
effects occur at such junctions. One of these, known as e4 JosAAson
effect, is the passage of low currents through the junction with the Potential
V across the junction remaining at V =0. However, as di :Fussed earlier, for
currents higher than a critical current a voltage difference V appears

26
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IC

by= 2eV
'1.44 = 2eV

".)

figure 5. Josephson junction and Josepeson effects.

(Th

across the junction but the passage of electron pairs between opposite
sides of the barrier with a 2 eV change in energy is accompanied by an
oscillatory current (a.c. Josephson effect) whose frequency satisfies the
usual quantum relation of eq (I) or eq (4) above. Finally, if microwaves of
frequency are'coupled to a Jos,ephson junction, the current-voltage curve
is modified by the appearance of steps as in figure 5. The steps correspond
to the stimulated emission or absorption of n quanta o$1energy hf by the
strong microwave signal in the nonlinearJosephson junction while electron
Pittis-the barrier with an energy difference of 2 eV. Consequently at
each step

nhf=2e1V (5)

Accurate measurements of the frequencies and associated voltage4steps in
*q (5,) have provided an excellent determination of the fundamental quanti-
ty 2e/h. When this result is combined with other known measurements, it
provides an accurate value for the fundamental dimensionless fine strut'
ture constant, a= eqhc. Inversely the Jo- sephson effect and eq (5) can be
tised to meastirea.c. voltage and provide an- excellent basis for a definition
of thAolt.

'it The voltage tditequency conversion provided by the Josephson effect
through eq (5) makes possible low temperature thermometry by accurate
measurements of the thermal noise generated by a resi%or, r, which aas as
the thermometer.

The Josephstin effect can also be combined with the. previouslyi
discussed 'phenomenon of flux quantization. This can be done by forming
a superconducting loop with one or two Josephsonjunctions included in the
circuit as in figure 6. Such a device is called a SQUID (SupTonducting
QUantum Interference Device). The phase of the superconducting state
changes aroand the loop by an amount piicrportional to the magnetic flux
linking the loop and various measurable quantities become periodic in the

te.
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Figure 6. SQUIDS (Superconducting QUantum Interference Devices).

magnetic flux 4 with the period being the flux quantum dio= hl2e of the
previous eq (3). For example, in the d.c. SQUID on the left side of figure 6,
the critical current I. changes periodically with 4 as shown in that figure.
Likewise, the voltage across one of the Josephson junctions in the d.c.
SQUID is periodic in 0. Alternatively, in the rf SQUID shown on the right
side of figure 6, the ring is coupled to an LC resonant circuit to which an rf
current iosimat is applied. The amplitude, Vo, of the voltage across the reso-
nant circuit is then a periodic function of the flux applied to the SQUID
with the period being the flux quantum 4o. The SQUID can be used in
several ways to measure magnetic flux. Oneisto lock on a sharp minimum
and feed back a known current in a loop to keep the flux constant, in which
case the SQUID is a null detector in la feedback system. In this way

1 SQUIDs have been effectively exploited to measure magnetic fields and to
compare direct currents. SQUIDs have also been used effectively in ther-
mometry and in the measurement of radiofrequeney currents.

1-
Conclusion .

The science of measurement has undergone a major revolution in the
past 75 yeais. This has largely been due to the exploitation of the various
quantum effects which make such precise measurements both possible
and meaningful. The magnitude of advances can best be illustrated by
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comparing a few of the values of the fundamental constants as listed in
Birge's 1929 tables and those of the CODATA evAation of 1973 as brought

up to date in 1975. In this comparison I could not go hack to 1901 Since two
ofthe quantities a and ii, were unknown at that time *while e, rn, and NI
eie in error by 300 percent. The precision of these measurements has in

creased by a factor of 3000 in less than 50 years. Although many different
technical advances and much hard wor have contributed to the increased
precision, it is clear that most of the ess has been the result of new
quantum techniques (fig. 74.

MEASUREMENT ACCURACIES

(Ports per million)

BIRGE 1929 COGATA 1973
FACTOR OF

ESTIMATED ERROR ACTUAL ERROR 'ESTIMATED ERROR IMPROVEMENT

c 13 20 0.004 5000

a 800 0.82 2500
".

2000

e 1000 6000 2.9 2006

h ' 1200 11,000 5.4 2000

1.0 NA (1000 7000 1:1* ,- 6400 /

me 1500 13,000 5.1 2500 &-

R., 0.6 1.2 0D09* 130

Averoge 3000
*Cohen and Taylor 1975

Figure 7 Measurement aecura( les
..

--y.
We thus see that the precision of basic measurements has increased

mod than a thousandfold during the past half-century. This progress in the
science of measurement owes much to the existence of the National Bu-
reau of Standards and to quantum science, each of which had its indepen-
dent beginning a mere 75 years ago. It will be a formidable task for
scientists to match these achievements during the next three - darters of a
century.
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MATERIALS

Introdoction d'
kam

honored to join in,this series of meetings assessing the current
state and future of science and technology in America on the occasion of
the 75th Anniversary of one of the great scientific-technological institutions
of our time. Although the admiration and respect of the national communi-
ty of scientists and engineers for the National Bureau of Standards are
widespread, they are especially strong in those of us who have come to
know the RBS and its people intimately through years of collaboration in
federal programs".

In my case, this began in the World War II years when my late as-
sociate, Dr. R. R. Williams, was designated to organize the U.S. research
and divelcipmeht capability for synthetic rubberone of the forerunners of
the synthetic -materials that now figure so prominently in our national life.
The NBS Associate Director Dr. A. T. McPherson, Dr. E. Wood and others

, responded superbly to the task-of helping to create a new materials indus-
try and national capability. In this 36th year of-upbroken affiliation with the
staffignd leadership of the NBS, I an report directly the, unclouded record
of integrity and excellence which that organization has provid)d in its na-
tional service. '

During this span, it has bed, my privilege to see and have some part in
the steadily growing resources of the NBS and its evolving structure, in-
cluding particularly.for our subject this morning the Institute for Materials
Research. This section has properly caught the dynamic qualities oil
discovery and application of materials, which have been among the
vigorous frontiers of the mid-20th century. Thus, in reviewing briefly some
principal currents of thought and action in that field, we are also saluting
the 15th Anniversary of the study of materials in the NBS, especially as
symbolized by the spirited work of the present Institute for Materials
Research and its Director, Dr. J. Hoffman.

2

Regularity and Imperfection in Natural Materials

Molt of the mattercomprising our planet solidifies as crystals, whose
idealized forms are shown in figure 1. Interestingly., the major portion of
textured ,matter has come from life processes, such as the oriented cellu-
lose components -in -plants, the collagen in animals, the chitin in insects,
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'SINGLE CRYSTAL

A

pountlin1C---

RANDOM

(

TEXTURED

Figure I. Idealized crystal structures.

and the fell-known keratins of silk fibers and the like. 01 course, asbestos
add similar mineral systems show some texturing as well.

One is charmed by'the elegant regularity-of atomic and molecular ar-
rays in crystals. What a magnificent discipline hems to occur in nature,
otherwise noted for its variety and disarray! But, although figure 2 in-
dicates the atom's relatively frenzied process of finding an ordered crystal-
line lattice spot, and figiire 3 even indicates how samunblies cooperate in
yielding Macroscopic crystals, nature has always hadthe last laugh. For the
arrays are ever imperfect, with vacancies, dislocations and impurities,
which only the most elegant- techniques of the last few decades, particu-
larly the zone refining of Pfann. have reduced to near ideal limits. Indeed,
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Figure 2. Computer model of crystal growth piocess: Atoms move randomly to fill incomplete
lattice on surface of crystaL

Figure 3. Computer model of spiral wth process in crystals: Vertical screw dislocation (in
center of this model) acts as active growth site, perpetuating its spiral structure.

figure 4 depicts the origi findings of Pfann and Vogel, confirming the
theoretical suspicions the early, days"of structural crystallography that
there would be lines of defects, dislocations or vacancies in virtually every
real crystaL The pits in figure 4 display that reality. And the curious adjust-
ments to such reality made by thermally agitated atoms in crystals can in
turn lead to biiarre recrystallization. One case is the famous and tenacious
"whiskers," first discbvered in tin by Galt and Herring some decades ago
as spontaneous growth at room temperature: In figure 5, they appear in
symmetrical fibrous form, since they are single crystals.
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Figure 6. Electric potentials can i ause the vacancies in thin films to coalesce. producing open
circuits. friktures or physical discontinuities.

. .

Further, we have found very recently that external fields, such as elec-
trical potentials, have even more striking effects on the mobility of atoms
and vacancies in the real surroundings of the crystal. To our amazement,
vacancies are (*able of aggregating in thin film structure, so important for
modern ekitronics and for surface stabilization of metals and other
systems! As diagrammed in figure 6, these aggregates can coalesce and
cause open circuits, fractures or physical discontinuities in what are as-
sumed to be atomically coherent layers of matter.

So already we aee the future of materials research and development
being shaped by properties unknown until the mid-century and, in many
Cases, recognized only in the past few years. For we know that the-strength
of matter, the youthfulness of steel, iron-and copper, the hundreds of alloys-,comprising systems of which ow civilization.is constructed are,iter-
mined by these imperfections and the movement of associated atoms
in the solid. Just as the frailty of man may lie in spirit, so the frailty
of matter lies in what isn't tangible, and in how it redistributes itself.
Yet we know from these last decades that all the subtleties of strength,
reliability and even reactivity are connected with these imperfections.

3111-5411 0 - 77 - 3
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Figure 7 J. T Newel; conducts tensile strength test of new copper -based spinodal alio!, in
which tin, uniformly distributed in a Copper -based no kel matrix.impedes the movement of
cry'sfal dislocations '

0
The curious, clicks that Mason and I "heard" ultrasonically years ago,
as fractures were incited in stressed solids, have now been adapted as
routine testing methods for determining the quality of ceramics, metals and
various complex bo,dies.

But at the same time that we find the nonideal spanning the behavior
of solids, as we have always known for liquids and gases, we find new op-
portunities for modulating it to enhance the usefulness of many classic
materials. Thus, Plewes appears tl figure 7 measuring the tenacity of the
world's oldest refined metals, the

figure
and other capper alloys, after he

has modified the susceptibility of their dislocations by spinodal decompo-
sition of phases in the solid. this prevents large-scale dislonetion move-

,
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F igure 8 oppr- r alloy. la) "Is pli at applit anon. tht Relative strength and

T1131.E 1 1 tell strength of bronze

TYPICAL ENHANCED

MATERIAL YIELD STRENGTH YIELD STRENGTH

(103psi) (10'psi)

Cio-5SN (PHOSPHOR BRONZE)' 70 110 TEXTURED

C12104211b (NICKEL SILVER) 65 125
"

CN9111-21k (MOO, CUPRONICKEL) 45 105
..

C1.71e YUMA) 145 170 "

Co-916-65= I) 50 150 SPINIXTAL

--......

ments that cause mbst metals'ild and eventually
% break: Figure 8 showsf ,
the extraordiDary improvements' in ilityield strength of copper alloys,
whose qualities had already been improvld for millennia, and whose yield
stresses determined the course of Mill/Aim through the weaponry of the
Bronze age and much of the electreal media of the early 20th century.

I ikewis in table I we see other profound improvements in the yield
stresses of bronzes i ausd by i milliliter-regulated texturing of the wire-hive

29
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or planar systems involved. Here Dr. G. Chin Etas used the notions of
crystal strength anisotropy. systematized by Professor G. I. Taylor in the
early days of x-ray crystallography but not optimized. becau'e of geometric
cotnplexity. until the computer analyses of the last few years.

But regulating the properties of matter. imperfect and cum Ilex as they
may be. no latger depends on the amiable compliance of crystals
dominated by one or two kinds of atoms. Rather, composition can create
desirable new elbtrorncs as well as Ynechanics. Thus, although a brilliant
era of magnetism. evliki electromagnetism, was signaled by the nickel-
dopinated alloys of the permalloy-per tnendur era, we now find.that subtly
selected electronics of rare-earth shell structures, elements made as by-
products of refining processes in the nuclear energy age, yield new mag-
netic qualitiee. These may in the future revolutionize all magn,etomechani-
cal devices and systems such as armatures, miniature motors. etc. So. as ',
illustrated in figure 9, the unsurpassed magnetic strengths of the copper

Figure 9 E A Nesbitt "holdm scissors with rare-elri h permanent magnet.
Co; 1 2Fe0 eo r.Sms 7S-

n'
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rare-earth alloys represent yet' another modification of crystal quality its
electronic and electromagnetic propertiescharacteristic of modern
materials synthesis. Figure 10 depicts some of the magnetic field permea-
bility qualities yielded by these compositions.

But if new magnetism is accessible. what about new conductivity? For
it is said that the single most vital issue in the energy challenges of our in-
dustrialize'd society is to find more efficient electrical conductorssfor the
distribution and use of centrally generated tlectricity. We all know that
since the mid-century. when the subject of superconductivity was formally
assessed as exhausted. new systems have been created with superconduc-
tivity exceeding any known before! Figure 11 shows critical properties of
some high-transition superconductors. Recently, transition temperatures.
at the current highest level of 22.3 K have been reached by Matthias and
his associates.

ALNICO 5, (BH)pig5 X we G. Oe

ALNICO 9,.(8H)le9 X 106 G. Oe

FERROXDUR,(BH)
P
83.4 x 10e G. Oe

Co
5
Sm, POWDER COMPACT

(E1H) m16 X 108 G. Oe

12000

10000

.

8000 0
z
4
to

6000 z
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2000

.:

4000 7000 6000 5000 4000 3000 2000 1000 I
H IN OERSTEDS

Figure 10. Magnetie-field permeability properties of t upper rare-earth alloy%
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Figure ii. Critical field vs. temperature for several high-transition fil-wngsten structure su-
perconductors.

The question is, why can we pot increase that temperature? Figure 12
shows that indeed we might, if we but knew how to introduce critical
distorting forces into the lattice. Studies by Testardi and- his assUeiatts,
among others, have shown a curious consistent rise in transition tempera-
ture T, in a given system wherever there is appropriate distortion. It is as
though the wonderful elvron pairing theory, begun by Bardeen not long
after his transistor invention, is realized and augmented by s(tieCial pertur-
bations of that same regularity whose unreality we saluted at the outset. ,

Well, it may be said, if all these, wonderful things happen from crystal
perturbation, and if the .fut re of at least inorganic and metallic materials
lies in distorting or othe Ise disrupting the-lattice still further, why not go
all the way and make morphous metal by sufficient quenching, as Duwez,
Willeris and tbe,1r fates showed could be done some years ago? As

32
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Figure 12. Relation between superconductivity transition temperature (T.) and.lattice distor
tion, as measured by resistance ratio in niobium germanium=

figure 13 shows, this can be done extensively, yielding nice little ribbons of
all kinds of metal glasses, as shown in figure 14. These do have intriguing
magnetic and electrical properties, vastly altered temperature coefficients,
and other shifted electronics, as well as interestinwchanies. We may see
much more of their.application too, in the years ahead. Their process of
devitrification are also illuminating, and we may 4pect some over ing
of inorganic and metallic properties through the amorphous metal pfithway.
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Figure 13. One type of apparatus used to quench molten alloys rapidly. producing amorphous
material with unique magnetic. el&trical and mechanical propertty
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c.

Figure 14. Glass ribbons of a cobalt.phosphorus-boron alloy produced by rapid quenching.
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But what about metallic and nonmetallic electrical properties: are they
really interchangeable too.? Well, the theory of Mott of years ago said that
under sufficient pressure or other crystal perturbations, insulating struc-
tures and empty bands could be converted into conductors or, in other
words, there shou}d indeed be metal/insulator transitions. These too have
been provided by the lattice adjustments we are accenting, as shbwn in
figure 15 for vanadium oxide. There, has, of course, been a lively polemic
among theorists and experimentalists in recent years about the extension
and' qualifications of the Mott transition. But there is little doubt that vast
new opportunities, even including new microswitches and circuit elements,
exist in this kind of matter. Also various chemical and mechanical proper-
ties will surely be influenced by this versatility of electronic slates.

But let us not despair that we are losing the ideal and beauty of the sin-
gle crystal.- In the gairts, arnongjke Most colorful of gems, we find not
only the capability of incorporating appropriate magnetic ions, but also of
distributing them in exquisite insulators. Here we can separate electricity
and magnetism in function and, like the more complex and less adjustable
ferrites, can create whole new families of insurating ferromagnets. Indeed,
the magnetic domains gendated here are among the most exciting sources
of information processing for the future, employing, as we know, the pro-
perty of digital dualism in norther south magnetic orientation.

400

,
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Y INSULATOR
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Figure IS. Metal/insulator transition in vanadium oxide with various percentages of chromi
um oxide. (Zero pressure point moves to left as percent Crz03 is increased. but diagram
remains unchanged:1
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Figure 16shoWs the rare-earth garnet crystals, with their heroically
,

elabgrated unit cells. These yield a base on which a filjn formed by epitaxi-
hl deposition provides an excellent source of so-called magnetic bubbles.
these provide superior quality for digital memory when the compo'sition is
precisely controlled, as Van Viten has achieved and as shown in table 2.
Then, as seen in figure 17, compact thin film memories of high quality"will
come into increasing use to lighten and expedite all sorts of information
handling. And all the attendant' materials for such thin film fabrication can
be' controlled with similar precision.

t

. sr
A

Figure 16 (.arnet enstals a source of magnetic bubbles That show promise for future mho.,
Net ito:7proerstiing devic es are metal oxides of rare-earth dements, iron and other metals.
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. TABLE 2. Properties of epitaxially Brown rare-earth garnet

et.

STRIP WIDTH D, (IAM) 6.2

(6Auss) 171

CURIE TEMP. (10 465

NOBILITY (CM/SEC-0E)

o (MIROTIDES FILM)

2000

c

13X
i*Ak'

St 5k

NJ

6.6

140

460

1400

7.0

_y

CONDUCTOR

GARNET EPITAXIAL
LAYER, (Sim)

NONMAGNETIC GARNET
SUBSTRATE

Figure 17. One type rif ffiagnetic bubble memory. Magnetic layer grown epitaxially on non.
' magnetic garnet substrate contains magnetic bubbles, which are attracted to permalloy

structures and can be moved from one to another.
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It is the same sort of symbiotic matching of metals, magnetics, insula-
tors and film forMers that is yielding semiconductor functions through sin-,.
gle crystal nicecieA as well. Tbus figure 18 shows a most exciting new solid
state development, the charge-coupled device for image sensing, memories
and shift registers. Still other cases of rogerials matching occur in the now
familiar but sill evolving light-emitting' diodes, whose uses go beyond the
familiar red "dials" of watches and calculators', As indicated in figure 19.

-And yet the capacities Tor special media built into or surrounded by
crystal, whether insulator, semiconductor or metal, are even, expand-

-VI -V1

a-

INSULATOR

++++++.k -
16 4,

- TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR ,

VI

(a) STORAGE

-V2 -V3

( b) TRANSFER

Figure 18 Charge-coupled devices (a) store electrical camera in potential wells created by
applying electrical potential to pie( trodes The camera can be (b) transferred from one to
another by varying the potential on adjacent electrodes. I
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is

ing. Thus figure 20 shows the new excitonic plasma switch, invented
recently by Auston, which depends or the metallic conduction of photo-
generated,, hole-electron droplets in the surface of the semiconductor
crystal. This device permits digital operations about a thousand times
faster than the best of the nanosecond circuits presently available and until
now thought to be at the frontier of electronics.

IN

Figure 19. Light-emitting diodes illuminate the dial on the TRIMLINE ® telephone.

/"o"
0.53 i.r.m

"OFF"
1.06 kr. m

MIOROSTRIP
TRANSMISSION LINE

Ivo OUT

GROUND PLANE SILICON SUBSTRATE

Figure 20 New optoele( Ironic switch operates in only 10 picoseconds. A laser pulseofocused
onithe gap in a microstrip transmission line increases conductivity near the surface of the
silicon substrate and turns the switch "on Another laser pulse turns the switch -of' by
shorting the line
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Regularity and Imperfection in Synthetic Materials

.Up to now we have spoken of the outlook for materials science and en-
gineerhig largely in terms of the natural composition of metals, alloys, gems
and semiconductor crystals. We know, howeVer, that the mid-century was
characterized particularly by an equally- dramatic advance in synthetic
substances for structural and mechanical as Well as electrical functions.
Preeminent among these are the high polymers, bases for rubber, plastics
and fiberswhich have,in their turn, been as central to social and econotilic
progress, as the inorganic and metallic structures. Thus figure 21
represents in one industry alone, one that for the past quarter-century has
reflected about 8 or 9 percent of the national annual capital investment, the
growing role of synthetic substances in making the actual plant, from
whjch our goods and services are derived. Similar representations would
exist for the textile industry, whose consumption of polyamides and
polyesters now far exceeds, and ecologically transcends, its classic depen-
dence on cotton, wool and silk.

The polymers listed in figure 21, as well as those used the fiber in-
dustry, and a huge volume of plastics (but not all) contain a la e fraction of

10010
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Figure 21. Bell System eonsiolption of plastic s and metals over the last 20 year's shows grow-
- cng mle of synthetic substances
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crystallinity like the inorganic matter we have reviewed. This micro-
crystalline state is shown by the electron micrograph in figure 22, where,

. there is a connective matrix of disordered maw whose qualities and na,
ture we have sought to specify since 1940. In these last three decades, con-
trolling both crystallinity and the packing of chain molecules comprising
most of these synthetic systems have been memorable parts of the role'of
polymer science and technology in the world economy and service. Thus
figure 22 but symbolizes an elegant and complex morphology, in which
sheaves of crystallites of ultramicroscopic dimension, often aggregating in
spherulites, are themselves connected by chain filamenTatto a remarka-
ble medium having both liquid and crystalline characteristics. Again ideal-
ism is unlikely, even in the ultimate c 'Emig structure, although some con-
densation polyesters and polyamides cvrAery cloy to it.

r-

i.

Figure 22 (.ry%tallinity of polymer% let tron mu rograph t:10.0(X) magnifit atom) %how% tie
molecule% Joining typo al sheaf like aggregates of dome polyerytttals
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iThe nonideal is common, however, as in the most important Single
class of materials in the field, pblyolefins, particularly polyethylene.
Polyolefins contain branches, which brings us back to the themt of learn
ing to deal with real solids and matter, in the future, to recognize and take
advantage of the versatility of the nonideal. ThuS figure 23 shows the qur
rent characteriztion of branches of the real carbon chains in polyethylene,
as determined by careful inicrofitcopic and geometric studies of (thankfully)
relatively standard materials provided by, the NBS.

These branches bring us at once to another quality of matter, which
we have emphasized little solar: ,chemical stability or reactivity. This pro-
perty, as we did in fact remark, is really dominant in the corrosion of metals
and other conversions by imperfections and impurities in the crystals. Here
in polymers a similar feature obtaims,.with the chemical realities being
much affected by both-impurities arid-chain abnormalities.

S
NBS BRANCHED POLYETHYLENE

FRACTION 5AS5

Mw = 15,600 = 1114 caibans
ii n .= 13,950 =996 carbons

r;
Ai

o

CH3

Branch points per wt:ov. rnol. per 1000 CH2
Ethyl (CH& . 1-.3 1.2
Butyl (C2) : 5.8 5.2
Amyl (C3) : 1.7 1.5
Long (C3) : t.0 0.9

9.8 8.8

Figure 23 Characterization of branching in NBS 1reti4hed polyethylene fraction 5AS5,
determinli by microscopic and geometric studies.
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Likewise stabilizationa vital quality of these systems, enabling their
real use, their technical at,51 industrial serviceis affected by the distribu-
tion of stabilizers in the solid, as governed by the crystallinity and in-phase
relationships. Thus in figure 24 is seen the crucial quality of polyethylene,
or indeed other polyolefins, as engineering and 'commercial materials. This
quality is resistance to oxidation in the atmosphere, to which they-are fun-
damentally vulnerable. However, as shown in the curve and r fleeted par-
ticularly in the work of Dr. L. Hawkins at Bell L r now applied
throughout the world, it is possible to prevent oxygen uptake and thus
degradation of polyethylene for such periods as to make it a highly effective
industrial substance. Properly compounded, polyethylene sustains a 40-

- year life, already demonstrated in cable sheath and in many other demand
ing tA'echanical and electrical applications.

0

INDUCTION PERIOD

' I TIME We REACT

ma-- WITS A SPECIFIC

VOLUME OF OXVGE,N

. Oigure 24. Sthemati«if oxidation of polyethylene. with stabilizers controlling its degralation.
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So, we can control and understand the reaction mechanisms sum-
marized in figure 25 well - enough to address the next issue in the future of ..

synthetic polymeric matter. That is, to what extent can we expect impor-
tant properties of polyethylene to conform to the ideal chemical composi-
tion of its inert hydrocarbon? Figure 26 indicates that the approximation
with respect to moisture absorption, a vital matter in packaging, in electri-
cal properties, in the use of barrier and protective material,is pretty good.
Nevertheless, it is not ideal, and we must deal with it accordingly. Years of
exposure of polyethylene to the high-pig:tire hydrolysis of the sea bottom
indicates that the effects are indeed oclest as shown. Figure 27 illus-
trates a similar reality for the processing necessary for Such high polymers:
namely, the hydrocarbon chain's do acquire some polarity and undergo
some alteration in composition, bo.i. of which are altogether manageable.
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Figure 26. Dielectric properties of ocean cable (SC) polyethylene at 30 MHz as a function of
moisture absorption.
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Leto us shift now to consideration of whether these synthetic polymer
structures, having the degrees of idealization through synthesis that we
have discussed in the past few examples,Can also be adapted to particulai
mechanical and electrical functions. These functions are often dominated
by designs and operations, but they frequently have little to do with the na-,
Cure of the material or the economy of processing.

Figure 28 illustrates such a case the wires used in c nications
and other electrical distributioh systems. These have I. g been insulated
and protected by composite sheaths of textiles, la a tiers and other ,in
gredients. The question is iwhether molecular desiu and synthesis can
substitute for these traditilmal and timY-proven ass. blies. On the one
hand, it is desirable to have rapid extrusion by the se of thermoplastic
economy at many-miles-a-minute fabrication speed On the other h/hd, it
is desired to have stable nonplasticity buf high el i gation and flexibility in
use. So, processing of polymer chains as thermo r astic is desired, with sub-
sequent cross-linkage, as is done in vulcanifation but at many times the
speed of sqch reactions. Similar reactions are also used ininaking all sorts
of thermoset and casting materials. As shown in figure 29, this alteration of
structure can be quickly achieved by activating copolymerized double
bonds with electrons from a small accelerator attached to the production

&

II

Figure 28. Electrical distnbution wires (Top) new crosslinked polymer coating and (bottom)
previous textileserved design.
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tA) As: EXTRU DED

Figure 29. Imidiation activates copolymerized delfibly bonds to form crosslinked polymer for
wire coating. Molecules of polymerizable monomer (tetraethylene glycol dimethacrylate) at-
tech to polyvinyl chloride and to one another, producing a network in single extrusion over
wire.
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line, as seen in figure 30. In this way, the management of complex arritys
a assemblies of wires requiring frequent readjustment or interconnec-
ti can be_vastly improved. replacing such aggregations as shown in figure
3L

Such modifications of material structure are ccreasingly widespread
in many other uses, such as the preparation of plastic ducts, tubes, b-
ing fixtures and equipment for the chemical proc industry. I other
modificatioins of solids are under development, sus the use of expand-
ing agents to form homogeneous bubbles, making expanded dielectrics and
structural insulating and thermal barri4rs available. An example of the
economy and dfficien c y involved is shown in figure 32, where high-density
-polyethylene has undergone a 50 percent expansion in volume on extru

Sion, using the techniques-of Dr. R. Hansen.
In addition fo these adjustments during polymer processing, other

major pathways to new materials and designs are offered by extensive
chemical modification of polymer structure before processing. Most excit-
ing is the use of composites, of which polymer carbon fibers, mistakenly
called graphite, are the central elements! Here it was found more than 20
years ago that various chain and net structures, after suitable chemical
treatthent and pyrolysis, would yield increasingly dehydrogenated network
solids.

-""1110.---
sue

*so

Figure 30. Western Electnc electron accelerator used to produce cross-linked polymer
N

wire
coating.
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One such case is polyvitiylidene chloride, illUstrated in figure 33.
Figure 34 symbolizes a related transformation using polyacrylonitrile. Here
again, highly conjugated ring structures tire created, and eventually.
polymer- carbon networks of extreme hardness and stability are attained.
This profess is particularly dramatic in the case of previously cross-linked
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Figure 33. Conversion of polyvinyhdpne chloride to condensed ring polymers
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Figure 34. (:onversion of.polyacrylonitrile by heat: further conversion is almost certain.
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nng polymers, such as potydivinylbenzene and its copolyingrs. Here, with
appropriate preoxygenation, exceedingly.Ogid networks of vitreous carbon
are obtained, as seen in figure'35. The whole solid structure is dominated
by the resonance bonding of the it electrons, Which spreadithroughout the
macroscopic sample after initial excitation. This is demonstrated during

44,
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Figure 35. Schematic -co Non of rimnyibenzenelethylvinylbenzene copolymer to elect
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rthe formation of the polymer carbon solid by a typical maximum in the
paramagnetism, illustrated in figure 36. Th dehlydrogenated side of this
maximum is, of course, characterized )elatively high electrical conduc-
tivity, as the resonating electrons are shared throughout the whole solid
and confer extraordinary stability mechanically and chemically on the
crosslinked carbonitings, as shown in figure 37.

Indeed, it is this effect that was first exploited in the foirmation of abla-
tive heat 'shie/ds for rockets and space vehicles, whose return to earth is

"1"10010.61.0.
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Figure 36. Paramagnetic resonant e absorption in preuxidized polyvinylbenzene as a function
of progressively higher temperatures of pyrolysis Typical maximum in paramagnetism-,
demonstrates resonance activity of rr electrons.
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Figure 37. Specific resisuvity of preoxidized polyvinylbenzene pyrolysates. Sharing of elec-
Irons produces charactenstkaily high electric& conductivity

protected in the atmosphere by the-actual in situ reaction converting the
polymer to a rigid, 'stable and refractory shield that withstands at least
7000 °F, as indicated in figure 38. Precision of shape retention, evenwith
the volume shrinkage necessary in this reaction, is significant in recalling
the fiber formation that is typically employed in the creation of composites.

The history of these composites is relatively familiar thrOugh the ambi-
tious effort to use the in the RB211 Rolls Royce jet engine big fan. While,
for many reasons, that program, was abandoned, the casting (epoxy)
polymer/polymer carbon fiber composites have, since 1971, played an in
creasingly important role in high-modulus, highly elastic and lightweight
structures. In the field of sporting equipment, tennis rackets, fishing rods
and golf-club shafts made of these systems have outperformed any others
in history. Presently taking shape is an important application of such
systems, proposed when they were first discovered in the 19501: their use
in demanding functions in equipinent for chemical and process industries.
The durability and chemical inertness of polymer carbon composites out-
perform any known econ omical metal or ceramic structures. The Babcock

, . 8
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and Wilcox Company is now making large experimental Cicts and valves
for,process applications, which appear to offer great advantages. We shall
expect to see critical parts of chemical plants and energyconversion
systems made of t hese 'composites in the relatively near future.

An interesting insight, supporting x-ray scattering and electrical mea-
surements madg of these systems during their first development, was pro-
vided by the recent otsefvations of Dr. J. J. Hauser and Dr. J. R. Patel on

A s'

oa

'Figure 38 Shock waves and turbulence in laboratory tests of manned Men ury t,apsule pro
tected by ifeitive heat shield. IPhoto courtesy of NASA.)
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tfro

. the -conductivity of carbon-implanted diamond. As indicated in figure 39,
liauser and Patel compared the temperature coefficient of dc conductivity
,of,amorphous carbon films made by getter sputtering with those formed by

E

T I 10
300. 163 93 , 53

109
38

100.24
0.28 0.32 0.36 0.40

T -1/4 ( K 1-V4

o ANNEALED IMPLANTED DIAMOND

I t I I I t I t I- t

0.44 0 48

Figure 39. TeMperature coefficient of de conductivity for amorphous carbon films, compar
ing films made by getter sputtenng to those made by carbon ion implantation lin diamond).
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carbon ion bombardment of a diamond crystal, yielding an amorphous
layer abou 1000 angitroms thick and thns.similar to the sputtered struc-
ture. The curves reflect an expression including the coefficient ofexponen-
tial dec4 of localized electronic-carrier states ai7alirto-elo, ns ity of localiz
states at the Fermi level. The similarity of the slopes for the diampnd-*:sed
and sputter-deposited amorphous carbon supports the general co' ept of
mixed grAphite-diathond bonds, which we deduced from of r studies
years ago. Optical transmission measurements also sup this view.
Short-range ordering by high 'Iemperature annealing e ces the graphite
content. But it is interesting that even when resist Hy as reduced to 1.8 X
10'3 ohm-centimeter at 300 K. the annealed layers remained exceedingly
hard. This supports the view that metallic conductivity indeed obtains-
when the localized states overlap, but there is still a preponderance of
diamond bonds,, yielding the remarkable mechanics of these polymers.
Thus we have further experimental indications that the slate of the solid is
the same whether diamond bends are added to graphite by polymer carbon
lorniation and pyrolysis evaporation or sputtering, or Whether graphite
bonds are generated in diamond by bombardment implantation of carbon

_ions.

In addition to these rather special, predominantly carbon
polymers, various other element 1 polymer systems have drawn attention
in recent times. Thus Dr. M. . Lobes at Temple University and sub-

4equently
Dr. A. G. MacDia id at the University of Pennsylvania have

oduced polymeric sulph nitride (polythiazyl), which shdws many opti-
cal and electricarilualit s of metals. Similarly, oriented fibers showing
high. anisotropy of el ctrical qualities have been produced. The
phosphazene polymers h e also had renewed 'attention recently, since the
early work of Allcock in preparing poly(dichlorophosphazene). Likewise,
organic conductors such as hexamethylene tetraselanofulvalenium-tetra-
cyanop-quinodimethanide have recently been studied by Cowan, Block

. and co- workers at Johns Hopkins University.
It would be unseemly to comment on synthetic materials or materials

in general in-this distinguished institution without referring to the many
new techniq measurement and characterization that are emerging.
One of the most p ising methoda of analyning complex shapes in terms
of stress distribution and viscoelastic qualities is holographic projection
%of stress birefringence. Thus figure 40 shOws the pattern ,around an in-
cipient fracture center in a plastic; where a laser has generated highly sen-
sitive interferometric evidence of stress euncentrating beyond the elastic
limit. Then in forming the hologram, as in figures 41 and 42, we can
reproduce an image of the real solid, as shown in figure 43. In the figure, an
injection-molded housing reveals subtlets-,of stress distribution and con-
cenCiation of valuyo both the process and'design engineer.If
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Figure 42. Recording a hologram Laser light is separated into two beams by a beam splitter
One beam illuminates the objec't. the other servtiras a reference The photographic plate
records the pattern of interference between reflected light from the object and the
reference beam.

Future 4.3. Hologram of a plastic telephone housing, revealing stress distribution and oncen
tration.

As we have noted, the imkortant characteristics of many inorganic and
metallic solids, those factors determining their strength, elasticity, yield
and general design utility, depend on the behavior of dislocation, vacaricy
and amorphous properties. Correspondingly. in synthetic organic systems.
in polymer solids and rubbers. viscoelastic relaxation phenomena are the
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dominant mechanisms for physical~ electrical, mermal and other proper-
ties. Thus, the past two decades hive seen an elegant use ordynamic
mechanics, and particularly of .broad-spectrum shear and longitudinal
wave characterizations, along with applications of polymer structure theory
and computer modeling. These are givinga firm understanding of the prin-
cipal variables in assuring desired rigidity, flexibility, high elasticity,..

needed for yield quality, and the like.
In particular, the segmental motion under thermal agitation distin-

guishing-the rubbery from the glassy, or often rigid, crystalline states has
been well establiShed. Thus, in one of the most widely studied rubbery
systems, polyisobutylene, figure 44 shows a temperature dependence of
relaxation frequency above and below glassy transition calculated by a
relatively satisfactory model. The engaging feature is that measurements
based on mechanical waves, electrical waves (responsive because of pillar
impurity groups in this and virtually all other' polymer chains examined)
and nuclear magnetic resonance measurements from various proton relax-
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Figure.44 Temperature dependence of relaxation frequency in polyisohutylene. showing
agreement of nuclear magiieth resonance. dielectric. and mechanic al measurements.
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ations coincide elegantly. Similarly, the typical crystalline polymer
polypropylene, in figure 45, displays the same consistency, as do the polar
copolymer of fluoroethylene and ethylene in figure 46 and the completely
substituted chain polytetrafluoroethylene in figure 47. Naturally, such indi-
cation of consistent structural response to external mechanical and electri-
cal fields as a result of thermal agitation has been already Widely applied in
engineering. We control, for example, various extrusion and molding
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Figure 45. Temperature dependence of relaxation frequency in polypropylene, showing
agreement of nuclear magnetic resonance. dielectric. and mechanicanneasurements.
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Figure 46. Temperature dependence of relaxation frequency in fluorinated ethylene.
propylene (FEP), showing agreement. of nuclear magnetic resonance. dielectric, and
mechanical measurements.

111

processes by calculating from these relaxation-times the necessary com-
pliance of the plastic or rubber as it, is cooled in the, final form. '

Knowledge of this sort has helped revolutionize such energy-demand-
ing operations as the processing of rubbery structures, an enormous ele-
ment in the materials industry, the basis for all vehicle tires and power
links. Figure 48 exhibits the, dramatic results of an old modifiCation of the
structure of rubber molecules through conversion of chains in locally
netted configuration by the methOd of microgel synthesis, discovered in
latex polymerization more than 30 years ago. New applications of this
technique are still being made through molecular control of the latex parti-
nlr', and even natural rubber has been vastly improved by, post-treatment of
its molecules before coagulation. As seen in the figu the use of microgel-
netted molecules so alters the relaxation process clang high-speed extrlio
sion that compliant and stress-free extrudates are rptYdfltained. These
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contrast sharply with the highly distorted and subsequently relaxing
rocessing.

Of course there are also many pblymer systems whose qualities are
dominated by high polarity and by dipole bonding and interaction. This is
especially true in fiber-forming systems. Here again we have a thorough
basis for process and physical control through detailed structural studies,
such as those of the dipole layer association, shown for typical p6.1yamidel
in figure la Also being revealed are the structures of polymer blends and
especially of the important emerging polymer metal composites and
polymer adhesive layers. Figure 50 shows the influence of a copper sub-
strate on pblyethylene crystallization. It gives evidence, micrographically,
of a special oriented layer of lamellae at the polyethylene /copper oxide in-
terface. This forms before the typical spherul. ructure appears farther
on in the polymer solid. Precise control of this p ocnir was vital in the- -
productipn of many transatlanlic submarine cab s, where phenomenal
pressures and extreme environmental demands we successfully met with
copper-polyethylenehigh-pressure seals. These worlf under circumstances
where only a few years ago polyethylene seemed the most thipromising ad-
hesive, which could never be trusted at extreme seabed conditions. The
latest, exceedingly high- capacity transatlantic ,cable, TAT-6, presently
being installed, outpaces all shellite communications in economy and
fidelity; it-depends much% this physical structure.

Figure 48. Extrum4n ()f three major types of natural rubber. Special processing ISP1 through /
partial cross-linking alters relaxation of rubber so thawsirtrudate retains size of die more
closely than rubber produced by conventional processing., /
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(a)

Figure 49. Dipole layer association: structure of ,polyarnide chains made from (a) odd -num-
bered ("acids or eveatumbered di (amines/Ina acids) or (b) evenmumbered oramino acids
or odd - numbered di ("Lines and acids). r
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pie, which played a vital role in the industry of pcilymer composites, we are .
now proceeding into a new era of glass fibers, syntheized for their optical

high interest. Figure 52 shows the methods used to produce such Materials;
figure 53 shows the products, with optical clarity nearly a thousand limes
that of the best glass lenses ever made before. Figure 54 indicates the con.

. struction of these fibers, which produce. as shown in figure 55, a unique op-
tioal medium, yielding in figure 56 historic efficiency of light transport,
with loss of less than 3 decibels per kilometer.

You already know of the programs at Bell Labs and elsewhere apply-
ing these systems`' to new urban and local communications, but it is nicely
they will have an impact on all information handling and signal processing,
as well as on new instrumentation. As shown in figure 57, Ilightguiding is in-
deed a new frontier, bUt it will be associated with equally extraordinary
materials used in fil risms, couplers and the like. As shown in figure
58, these are leading optical circuitry, or integrated optics, which
will have its part in science technology and industry in the years to come.
as the thin film electronic's of semiconductors is presently revolutionizing
that field.

But on this occasion, devoted to the future as well as to saluting the
past, comments on polymer material should conclude only with emphasis
on the challenges ahead. These rely still, as they have in the past, on
matching the functional eleganpe of natural systems, through synthesis and
understanding. We have come, a long way in fibers and plastics:i in
mechanical and electrical-chemical terms. However, in such features as ef-
ficiency of information handling as well as physical-chenttral versatility,
such arenas as the polynucleotides shown in figure 59 lie still beyond our
understanding. Nevertheless, as diagranimed in figure 60, the beautiful
helical structures and subtle interactions of the polar bases do .connect
with our :'merging knowledge of simpler synthetic.systews and give higg
promise of leading us still deeper into understanding organic matter.
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Figure 57. Glass hghtguides hke this will someday carry telephone calls on lightwaves. One
lightguide may transmit a few calls within big cities or several thousand calls over long
distances.
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Figure 58. Proposed hybrid integrated optical circuit for generating and transmitting
.......jightwsve signals. It combines discrete components such as laser. switch and glass

ligtnguides in one package.
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Figure 60. Schematic of double helix configuration of 401)nucleotideDNA.

Conclusions

We have sought to expr4ss the science and tec,hnology of solids at a
,time about midway in, or at ileast well beyond the earliest .years of, the.
present solid state era. This means that certain f'etors have achieved
strong growth in the last few decades, particularly the literature and biblio-
graphic resources in the field. There has been special valne during the
adolescence of materials science and enginetting in creating a common
language, so that sophisticated bibliographic techniques could be in-
troduced. This was done, for instance, in the Intrex program al MIT and
has beilPextended by various universities and professional societies.
Similarly, the theory of solids has been an exceptional stimulus, since earli-
er experimental methods were derived from centuries of classical

. -mechanics, physics and chemistry. se;

In other words, we have sought to characterize typical qualities of a
great multidisciplinary movement, which has benefited from generations
of disciplined lcarning and discovery in-the component, fields. Stich publi-
cations as the Annual Review of Materials Science have in tke past few

. years produced a readily accessible survey of theory and experiment,
which enables both the casual practitioner and deep scholar to master
much of the new knowledge of materials. These records, as well as per-
sonal and institutional involvethent, suggest that the future will be lively
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and appeahnog.P f this comes from the inevitable stimulus of real World
use of matter, part from the challenges and demands thateconomical and
socially-responsible usage in the future will impose. We have been unele
in this short time to give proper attention to intellectual adventurelf
modern materials research and development and especially to the extraor!`
dinary theoretical progress or these current years.
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CHEMISTRY -A,,CHANGING FRONTIER .

Beipg the same age as the Na na ureau of Standards is an honor
which wilt soon belong almost e elusively to the Bureau. In any case it
gives me an interesting perspectiv ..

The early years of man and institutions are usually devoted to finding
their place in the grand scheme of things. My sensitivity to the -chemical
world became acute upon changing from mining and metallurgy and arriv-
ing at Berkeley in the fall of 1925 in quest ra Ph.D. in chemistry. At that
time G. N. Lewis had noted that most stable molecules had an even
numbei of elFFTN,, also that bonds resulted in electron pairing and that
many atoms tended to inTitate the rare gases by surrounding themselves
with eight electrons. However, the nature of e chemical ,bond and its
strength was still the deepest of mysteries. The Pe 'odic Table was power-
ful in systematizing chemistry as it still is, but the ohr theory of the atom i
with the old quantum theory provided, at best, o y a partial explanation of,'
the Periodic Table. ,

c. v

evolutionary changes, however, were in the wind. Heisenberg's .
matrix formulation of- quantum mechanics was quickly followed by
DeBruglie's explanation- of-quantization -ar The-resonance of-eware -at
soditted with particles in periodic motion. Thus for the hydro.gen atom one
could write

nX = 2irr (1)
-1.. .

where n, A, and r are an integer, a wave length and the radius of the elec-
tron orbit respectively. This equation coupled with Bofir's quantization
equation w

40 -
nh= m v r2ir

-gives the equation ,

, e l Id mv= X (3).
which vos quickly verified by Davisson and Germer and by' George Thonl-, .
son. From this beginning Schrodinger developed ware mechanics much as

.
we know

...a today. DeBroglie noted that for particle$, as for photons one
could write for the energy of a particle me= = hv. Then, replacing, the
velocity c by Xv we obtain his equation Inc X= h.liere me is the mciiiiien
tum, where c is the wgve velocity which for a particle we write as v. Since

.the kinetic energy, T. has the value IP,

T= (m 0212m= h2/2mX2 (4)

(2)

4
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. ,
, we see that the kitletic energy of particles is inv'erse'ly props rtional to the

k
square of their wave length, A. Thus when iwo atoms, such as hydrogen,

, comeeclose together some fraction of the electrons' paths will encircle both
'atoms with a corresponding increase inwavelength'and decrease i magic -

energy. It ik"accordingly not surprising thltkthe principalcontrib ion to
the bonding energy is proportional to the number of such lengthened paths
which encircle-both nucleithe so-called exc nge bon-ding. One canton--
veniently think of the de,creaset of momenta with wave length as us-
trophobia which is lessened byNlectron lengthening its path by ir:
cling more than one nucleus. ,

Pauli's interpretation of pectra whico &ed him to state Zrtwo. elec-
)irons occupying the same o l must have o$posite spins also explained

r G. N. Lewis' rule that two electrons Pair to make a chemical bond.
The activation energy of reaction rates also became understandable as

'the work .nf'partial promotion of electrons into upp'erstatt-s arising from the
,

theelectronic reorganization ociurring in the activated complex as system.. .

.. )passes through the change inttview way oP'bonding. The-activated mat-
plex is that point along the pass`for which energy-wise it is downhill to
reach either reactants or products, i.e., a point of no return on the energy,
hypersurface. Low-lying troughs or valleys on such energy hypersurfaces
correspond to compound formation. Quantum and statistical Mechanics
together wiii.the use of the theory of small vibrations ables us' to calcu.
late all the properties of stable or activated stales of cbil.111,'.

The exciterne,nt,arising from the pr.Ospect of pure .. initi«.hemistry.
coming as ir didbefore we. had computers, faded rapidly. v i digital cum-
miters prospects have become much. brighter, but man,V problemsare still
best left to the analog computer, i.e., the chemical laboratory.

,
More importawa the numerical results so far coming out of most

ab mitio calculations e frames of reference quantum mechanics gives
for systematizing all o mistry. I use of.the energy hypersurfaee has
clarified our understanding of c mral reactions of all "kinds. Raising
molecules ,to upper energy hypersurfaces as in Mass spetrography,
photochemistry or, through using other types of radiation leads to transi-
tions bac*ic to the lower surface. Such transitions may be radiationless atsr

if the point where hypePsurfaces nearly cross while._ at other points such,
,' transitions involve radiative 'processes. Hund and Mulliketi's correlation', . .

. .. rdiagrams for diatomi molecuIes constructed using symmetry relations in-
-dicate how a state for the separate atoms passes into a particular state for

* the united atorn.Thus symmetry of the.system is the guidillg principle. No
crossing of lines on the diagram occurs for states of the same symmetry-but
may occur for levels with different symmetries. WAdward and Hoffman
have drawn analogouS correlation diagrams for energy levels joining reac .

tants'and Products for many types of reactions. This procedtre has led to
successful prediction's for photochemical and thermal reactions, anfl natu-

V.,
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oral inextensions will aid n systernirtizifig future studies in this field. This
brings up the question of how reaction rate data should-befel) 'orted. e).

If a reaction rate has-been well reported, the.procedure for
-ii straightforward. The authors' rate equatiois shouldpbe specified with the

_41
,constants they have established. This will make it possible for other in-
vesligaturs to use the ata in testing theories without loss of pertihent infor-
mation.!An ever-pres t question is whether the mechanism has been col.:
rectly established. 1 the work is b derline, a reference to it in the tables
should suffice. Wh elementary actions have been sorted out and
values for the Yates have been established over any extended range of tern.
peratures, pressures, solvents or phases, absolute reaction rate theory pro.
vides a powerful tool for extrapolation and of relating the observed results
of elementary; reactions to'rnolecular structure. This use of the data is not
infrequently hampered by misconceptions. A brief review of the theory of) r actions

The
r hshouldI d b

reaction
h e lopnf I.

involving a region of almost no returnign
the energy hypersurface. takes..the form

.
_8 WT

2 6 S 2 ` h

t,

Pere 8, C81, .6% X, K have the following 'meanings,`IespectiveTy: a short
(distance normal to the barrier (i.e.: along the ruction coordinate) in the re
gion of no return, the concentration,of activated complexes in a length 8
along the reaction cootrdinate. the concentration of these complexes in the
16west level in the degree of freedom Nopg the reaction coordinate. the
velocity along the reaction coordinate, an4 finally the transmission coeffi
cient which corrects for repe,ated Kamer crossing and is frequently very
near unity. Contrary to what is frequently-supposed, using the rate of reac
tion at points away frOm equililriOm as we have done in. the above deriva-
tion does not imply anything special about equilibration between the trajec-
tories approaching t* point of no return. Rather it rusts on the fact that
deletion of the product molecule's responsible for the back reaction is
withoqi signifiCant effect on the forward reaction measured at the point of
no return because' there is.no intercommunication and therefore no pertur-
bation of the forward rate by deletitgihe back.reaction. K corrects for mul-
tiple barrier crossings and quantum tirechanical reflection. Barrie'r leakage
should 01 course be added io trio rate. Reniembering the thermodynariiic
relationsCi=.F, y y,=emilkT, 1.1.,=aA don., 1, dkr) AG1
=.kT In 1:=kT In ,41/1-1fC;y,, it should be clear that eq (5) is applica
ble to elementary reackions in all phases and conditions involving points of
no return`, or nearty tio return. The symbols used have their (ool meaning
and so need not be defined further.
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Absolute .Rate theory in reducing ,kinetics to the language and oon-
.

cepts of thermodynamics achieves an intuitive clarity that is too often in-
completely utilized. Very much is to be gained in predictive effectiveness:
by thoughtful interpretation of good data yielding entropies. heats' and
volumes of activation ror elementary processes. This procedure will un-
doUbtedly bring about great future systematization of reaction kinetics so
that many fewer experiments' will be necessary with the accompanying
economies. , Or

Reaction rate .studies in which, reactants are restricted to a few
specifietiquantum states are yielding products .ity correspondingly less nu-
merous final states. The use of tuned lasers in the seplration of isotopes" is
a case in point. If either fission or fusion are ever to become the main
economic sources of power, more efficient separation of isotopes will be
one of the import nt obstaclek to be overcome. The recycling of materials
involves overcomin even more formidable obstacles and merits our, best

...-..efforts. Recycleor perish seems to be the dilemma that confronts us as we,
exhaust our natural .resources. We 'will s s cceed in meeting these difficult
challenges because We have to, but th ay will be greatly simplified by a.lot of advance planning.

A shortage of chromium, for example, influences our.,Affican policy.
More critical are the compromises which will confront us if we run short of
fuel ahead of powedul antagonists. Our most pressing problem are not'
only the developmAt of, wise national policies with respeot these.
shortages That do andwill confront us, but even more difficult for u that
the public must be educated to accept and implement, the programs
devised to alleviate the difficulties. In our democracy even the President is
powerless if he lacks popular support. 4 e

Bicause our national policymakers are less than omniscient, all t.
scientists,hare the responsibility orsupplyingthem with the best technical
information available. The National Bureau of Standards because of its in-
fluential position thus shares a dual responsibility in thil connection- first,
of supplying the best possible information to the policymakers and filen, of
doing all it can to make the resulting policies acceptable' to an enlightened.

ernpublic.'
v

The long delay in the wide adoptitin of the metric system in our indus-
try is an example of the reluctance of private business to absorb the4feavy
expense of a clikk change even thOugh'this lniiht be less expensive
ovefall. This same reluctance of private enterprise to absorb unacceptable
losses prevents industry from going all out in providing us gas-ohne from
coal. A segment of industry must be subsidited by the government to
pr-oduce, without loss, needed materials against the day when the present
cheaper sources dry up. Any o_therprocedure seems to invite disaster. Now
can the Bureau of Standards belti map out procedures which will usher us.
into a new era in which we have switched our consum ion of materials to
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sources that are inexhaustible, because they are being continually
renewed? This will not be, easy; ut must come eventually. We cannot solve

. all our problems at once, but a ensible ordering of priorities among the
many problems claiming our atte um should be de/eloped7A-ny intelligent
planning seems better than ,no ort to meet these situations that if
neglected could be disastrous.

The.brigh side of this picture IS the technical competence we have
enner to make the materials we need from avgilable sodrtks onto find ac-.

ceptable if not ideal substitute's. Illustrating this point, many striking exam-
ples of inventiveness precipitated by necessity could be cited. We
will mention only a few. kt the beginning of thi s-century fixed nitrogen for
fertilizers and explosives was obtained from Chile's deposits of saltpeteK
Germany was thus at the mercy of the British Beet which controlle e

Omanseas until- Fritz, Haber and othet C man chemists perfected the Ha er
process for'fixing nitrogen in the for of ammonia by using an iron catalyst.

trating human creative ability, this example illustrates the fallibility of
o'l.human judgment in Making use new discoveries and inventions. Another

This discovery made'the disastrOus first World War 'possible. Besides.illus-

illustration. of wartime inventiveness was the Germans' use of gasoline
from coal ter keep their war machine running when they were cut off from
the usual sources. In WoHd Warwhen the Japanese cut off the su' pRly of
natural rubber, American shemiite. within little more than A year were

. producing streams of artificial rubber which gew-into a torrent. For many.
uses thcisynthetie-rubber was better than the natural 'product. Even nvore--..-
revohnionary was the devolopmeht of the'atomic bomb during World War
II with the hydrogen bomb following soon after. Space exploration is a child
of the electronic revolution. but it, too. had its remarkable chemical com-
ponent's in'the fuels and the materials developed to withstarid the extraor-
dinary defnarids fox lightness, strength, severe changes in temperatuie and
freedom fromseorr.osion. .--, -

: Wind, sualliht, heat from. the earth, fission. an`d perhaps fusion. if the
hydrogen bomb can be tamird eco:nomically. together with recycling
.materials in short supply and more ecoNkaipal use of power in general:.
such sources should be phased into general use as fossil fuels phase out.
This change could occur without a cataclysmic' disaster if man faces up to ,

what lies ahead and has the moral fditinide to sacrifice while i.here are still-
optans that can be implemented with hard work and wise-planning. If we

a. 'cannot do this, mankthd is going to pay with unspeakable hardships for his ..
monumental folly. The hour is certainly very late. but not, too late to avoid
complete disaster if we set about developing the options still open lo us,
now. That the huLnan pace will survive seems prob'able and there will be
discoveries, arid inventions not dreamed of. born 'of chi, painful struggle for

' survNal, as there have always been in the past. .
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_APPUED MATHEMATICS AND ITS FUTURE

Introduction

Essentially, mathematics becomes "applied" when it is used to solve
real-world problems "neither seeking nor avoiding mathematical difficul-
tits" (Rayleigh). Thus applied mathematics icompasses the
interdisciplinary aspects of mathematics.

.The preceding definition is very, loose. and I shall not dwell on it. All
branches of mathematics are potentially applicable, and indeed as sOin as
ono important application is found for a particular mathematical idea or
tecNque, analogy will often suggest others. For this reasot the nature of
applied mathematics is continually changing.

Moreover the best appliedInathematics is often done by persons who
are not professional mathematicians of any kind, let alone "plied mathe-
maticians. Correlated with this the fact that the most important areas of
aPplicatipn, of mathematics, such as 1-nathematiCal physics, mathematical
statistics and the mathematics of cninputingi tend to split off from the rest
of mathematics and to becorns new specialties avith 'their own professional:
societies.

--s the content of appied mathematics not only'.
time-dependent but even unstabie: because of its inherent close relation to
other subjects, piece's of it are constantly being rAptured_by efpe,rts in
these subjects and taken away from mathematicians:

This instability is only one of many difficulties tilt beset the profes-
sional applied mathematician. Another is the fact that mathematical for-
mulations of real-world problems are apt to be imppssitly -complicated ot;
ridiculously simple. In the first case, they are intractable; in the second.
their solution does not requireAhe services of a professional. In the broad
spectrum of real-world problems, very few fit neatly inttiorhat narrow com-
plexity band of those that can be solved by a skillful applied mathematician
in from 1 to 5 years. As a result, the most important branches of applied
mathematics in real life are still arithmetic and elementary logic!

No attempt to piesent a ceinprehensi*e vjew of applied mathematics
and its future can hope to escape from tI4 uncertainties a*mbiguities
implied by the precedinjobservations. However. I shall do vpest. and
hope my talk will accupy an honorable place beside the 19Q0 fireitieW by R.
S. Woodward [29] of 19th century prpgress ioapplied mathematics, and
the description [6] by Thorton Fry of the state of American industrial
mathematics in 1941..
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Ptolemaic Geometry and Astronomy

he past usually provides the best guide to the future, and I shall
begin by discussing briefly the oldest applications of mathematics: to
geometry and astronomy.

The basic facts of geometry and astronomy were known to prehistoric
man, and ertaihly the Babylonian high priests were experts bn both. Bht
it was Eu id who first made geometry into-a branch of mathematics, by
deducing i II from a relatively small number of geometric postulates and
axioms abou "quantities" in general. His deductive exposition, written in
Alexandria tinder the Ptolemies, has stood the test of time very well!

Ptolemaic astronomy also provided a mathematical model which pre-
dicted very successfully the regyfar gyrations of the sun, the stars, the
moon, and the planets as seen from our earth. In essence it seems to have
been a kind of data fitting: finding the phase constants Ts, frequencies
k,,/27r, and'amplitudes an that gave the best fit to almost periodic empirical
functions:

u(t) = Ia. cos (T TO. (I)

Copernican astronomy gave no better agreement witkobservations.
To sei the tone for the rest of my talk, I want to emphasize that these

marvelous achievements of the human Ond were not the result of unaided
thought, but that carefully designed instruments for measuring distances..
and angles, dating from prehistoric times, and observations extending over
centuries were required for their scientific verification. "

Also, some of the simplest crestions could not be answered by apply-
ing knowil mathematical ideas. Thus Pythagoras was already confronted
by a serious dilemma: he knew that 4he ratio 1/2 of the hypotenuse to the
side of an isosceles right triangle could not be expressed as a ratio of in.
tegers ("ratiigtal number"), and swore his followers to secrecy on the sub-
ject,. This led to theOiscovery of irrational numbers. Again, the*Greeks
could find no way, to trisect a general Angle, "square a circle," or duplicate
'a cube with ruler and.compass. Much later, it was shown why this could not
be done:' it is a transcendental number, and'the caloisgroup of 3N/2 is not
of order 2".

However, there were simple enough practical ways to approximate
V2. to any desired accuracy by a rational fraction, and to approximately
trisect any angle or,duplicate any cube likewise. This brings out a rucia
*int, to which I shabrecur: unsolved scientific problems need not impede
engineering progress.

The next great advance In geometry came with Descartes and Fermat
around 1637. It consisted in using rectankular coordinates to represent

'Felix Klein, -Elementary Mathematics from an Advanced Standpoint
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curves. This powerful application of the then' new technique of algebra
(symbol-manipulation) to solve, geometric 4blems revolutionized
geometry, and made it possible to go far beyond A ppolonius, Pappus, and
other Ptolemaic geometers.

CelestiatMechanies

Probably the most impressive early applications of mathematics were
to celestial mechanics. We all know that Kepler spent years using the best
available instruments to help him interpret -the observed motions of the
planets in the sky in term.s.of the Copernican heliocentric hypothesis. He
finally succeeded in summarizing his obTrvations and calculations
three laws:2

(i) The planetary orbits are ellipses, with the sun at one focus,
(i.i.)T144rea is swept out bya radius vector from the sun to any one
planet at a constant rate,
(iii) The period's of the planets are proportional to the three-halves
power of their median distances.

The mathematical skill required to make Kepler's discoveries is less
well publicized. Besides using logarithms (a new invention at the time) to
facilitate his calculations, he had to know the properties of the conic sec-
tions and spherical trigonometry. Just to convert his measurements from a
geocentric to a heliocentric coordinate system must have been a major
task. Although the "fixed" stars made" it relatively easy to know the
direction of any planet (or moon or the sun) from the observing telescope,
to locate such a heavenly body precisely in four-dimensional space-time
required ingenuity, patience, and very accurate clocks.3

Everyone also knows Newton's remarkable achievement: by develop-
ing and applying the ideas of the calculus adumbrated earlier by Cavalieri,
Fermat, Pascal, and Barrow,4 he was able to deduce Kepler's three laws
from a single hypothesis: that planets were attracted towards the sun by a

1 r"gravitational 49 force per unit mass, inversely proportional to the square of
their distance from it. Thus, by accepting the law of gravitation as a unifier-

' sal principle, applicable to all bodies, he was able to "accoun-t for all the
motions of the celestial bodies, and ilf.our sea."'

Keple Harmonica Mundt (1619).

'A good re ence is W. Chauvenet. Manual'of Spherical and Poetical Astronomy. 2 vols.
(Lippinco , Philadelphia. 1855: Dover, 1960).
'See D. Stiuik. Source Book to Mathematics 1200-1800, chap. IV (Harvard t my. Press.
1969).

' 'Harlow hapley and Hele Howarth. Sourc9 Book in Astronomy (Harvard Cmyersity Press.
19291, p. 78. this book al -contains relevant excerpts from the work of Kepler
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Newton's Philosophiae Ntztur.dis Principia Mathematica (first ed.,
1687) contains of course very much more than this, including the result that
any spherically symmetric body exerts the same gravitationakttraction as
if its mass werti concentrated at its center. Another conclusion, deduced
more rigorously in 1742.3 by Maclaurin and Clairput from the hypothesis
that the earth's shape conforms to equilibrium between the centripetal .

force of gravitation ,and the centrifugal force of rotation, is that the 'shape of
the earth is an oblate pheroid, contrary to the generally accepted contem-
porary view that it is p e. Maupertujs was to verify the correctness of
Newton's and Clairaut's c nclitaions a century later (see sec. on Con-
tinuum Physics)..

Newton's dramatic success stimulated many attempts to extend his
.results. The most comprehensive extension consists in Laplace's five
volume ilecanique Celeste (1799.1825),s, translated into English by
Nathaniel Bowditch 10 years later (1829.39): it includes careful discussions
of tidal phenomena: Lapplac claimed to have proved the stability of the
solar system: that no planer would ultimately leave it as a result of the accu-
mulated perturbations of its orbit around the sun by all the other planets.
However, his "proof was not rigorous. to say the least.''

I mention this to emphasize the point I have already Made: that the
(

systematic applicatjOn of known techniques often fails to answer very sim-
ple and natural questions. Celestial mechanics provides other examples.
The three body problem, first attacked by Lagrange in 1772 (Shapley,5
pp. 131-2). still defies solution. It is not even known whether it pos-
sess,es anyinvariants ("integrals") besides those implied in the classic laws
of conservation of energy. (linear) momentum and angular momentum;

To be sure, it has fiad many triumphs, including the prediction of the
existence of new planets (Ceres. Neptune. Pluto). and the ability to predict
eclipses and reconstruct past eclipses of the sun and moon for millenia. But
one of the most funiclamental scientific discoveries,to which it has led.
through the meticulous comparison with observation of the consequences
of Newton's theory of the solar systerp. is that of deviations from the inverse
square law of universal gravitational attraction."The observed small but
systematic advapce in the perihelion of Mercury. unpriVicted by Newton.
was one of the three "crucial effects" that led Einstein to pAtulate his
theory of general rel tivity in our century.'

ASee'El. Poincare. "Sur la Stabtlite du Systeme Solrure." (Annuaire du Bureau des Longi
tudes. 1898): [29. p. 521
'Presumably. the failure of Einstein.% earIZ theory of special relativity to predict it was
another!
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The Exponential Function . .

So far, I have just rectIled how the calculus made possible the
development of celestial mechanics, the oldest branch of mathematical
physics after geometry, into a subject of great mathematical depth and
precision. I now wish to recall an entirely different aspect of applied
mathematics, enormously relevant to biology and economics: the related
concepts of the exponential function ez and the gro'teth rate definable em-
pirically as the logarithmic derivative dxix dt. ,-----

It was of course Euler who discovered the marvellous connection in
the complex domain between the expone,tial funCtion and the trigonomet-
ric functibns, exerhplified by the classic gimulas.

cos x = (eLr + e-i-r)/2. ;in x = (eLT e-1)2i, ein = I. . 12)

At the time of their discovery, thes'e formulas must have seemed to con -

stitute abstract pure mathematics of the most esoteric kind, yet theiruit-.

fulness of their discovery for applications is incalculable.t Instead of dwelling on this well-known fact, however, I w t to make
- a much more simple and doWn-to-earth application of this sam unction in

the real (and real world!) domain, to the supply of people in the United
States trained to do mathematical research. There were very few such per
sons in 1876, perhaps 15 would be a fair estimate. Today, we have about
15,000 m hematical Ph.D's. and a quick examination of the available data
suggests at the growth rate in the intervening decades has been aboin 7.
percent annually.

This conforms to the formula x = xe""", dbubling every 10 years as
1111' our consumption of electrical power has. The growth factor is thus 8 every

30 years (roughly a generation), a thousand every century, a millidn every
400 years, and would be a million trillion trillion if it could be maintained
for a millenium. ,

Many phenomena that we take for granted are simple mathematical
corollaries of this growth rate. With a 7 pent annual growth rate, half of
all we know will ha've been discovered in the last decade! With a 3.5 per
cent ann growth rate, perhaps more typical of the mathematical world.
as a wh e, **I have been discovered in the last 20 years. This makes the

ri
.

study of the history of mathematics or even of anyjnathematics more than
40 years old, seem to have little value. After all it can refer to only,one-
fourth of what we know today (and generally the stalest part) if the growth
rate is-3.5 percent; with a 7 percent annual growth rate, the fraction woul4
be one-sixteenth! In Aher more rapidly developing fields, presumably hav-.
inigkeater research potential, the fraction is much, much less. .

. Another corollary refers to 'that unfelicitous phrase: "having" Nadu-
, ate students. With a 7 percent growth rate, were there no mathematical im-

migration except by degree-seeking graduate students, the average Ph.D.
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can expect to have "bad" (or "produced") about four graduate students
during a period of maximum "Ph.D. productivity" between his 10th and .
25th post-doctoral year. If onl!"refourth of all Ph.D's try to reproduce
their kind, the number grows from 4to 16. If more maturity and experience
are asked of Ph.D. Thesis' supervisors.; so that such supervision normally
takes place from 15"to 35 years after receiving the doctorate, the number
grows to 30. .

These numbers giveuve a roughly correct statistical picture of what has
been going on over the past century; it ignores of course some very sub
stantial mathematical immigration. Were it to continue for another centu-

.ry, we would have 15 million Ph.D. mathematicians by 2076, publishing (if
successful in fulfilling their mission) at least 100 \million pages of new
mathematics annually! This seems unlikely!

On the Tither hand, consider the dismal picture of a zero Ph.D. popula-
tion growth rate. Obviously, the average Ph.D. can hope to "have" only oihe
Ph.D. during his lifetime. Even if three-quarters of our Ph.D's are sterile,
the remaining fertile ones can only hope to "produce' one every i years for
20 years, or one every 7 years for 28 years.

,.,
I do not wish to push this elementary application of well-known mathe

manes any further:, it is too painful! But I hope you Iwill have the properties
of a 7 percent growth rite in mind later on, when I take up mathematical
economics. Arld I hope that any pure mathematicians who consider it will
realize how much better the prospects of academic mathematicians for su-
pervising graduate students would become, if 60 percent of all Ph.D.'s
couldget nonacademic jobs!

\
:Hydraulics arid,Hydrodyhamics

..-

I shall now return to applications of mathematics to physical
phenomena: "natural philosophy" in the classical sense. Hydraulics has
existed as an engineering science since early antiquity;" the Egyptian ir-
rigation system and Roman aqueducts provide monuments to it.

lit his Principia Newton already proposed an ingenious mathe-
Matical model for air resistance, but it aisumesthat air consists of stationa-
ry molecules, and provides a decent approximation only for hypersonic

k missiles in a:rtear vacuum; which is certainly not the application he had in
mind. . i

It was Daniel Bernoulli and Euler who first constructid a plausible
model for the behavior of fluids, thus foundi g continuum mechanics in the
modern sense. They postulated an (ideal) i mpressible nonviscous fluid;
it can be successfully applied to explain m faCts about wevea and tides.

ur t ,
e. \ .

'See H Rouse arulln.ce. History of Hydraulics (lava Inst.f;ydrauliC Research.1957).
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It hasiihe reniorkable property that motions of such a fluid started froin
rest always admit a velocity potential 0 satisfying the Laplace equation
020 = O.

Lagrange believed that the idealized fluid of Bernoulli and Euler would
reduce fluid mechanics to a matheinatical science, like geometry and
celestial mechanics. He wrote in his classic Micanique Analytique (1788):

"One owes to Eulgr the first general formulas for fluids motion...
presented in the simple and luminous notation of partial differences... By
this discovery, all.fluid mechanics was reduced to a single point of analysis,
and if the equations involved were integrable, one could determine
completely, in all cases the motion of a fluid moved by any forces..."

However, he was under an illusion. Actually, Stokes was to succeed
around 1%40 in integrating these equations, and calculating the pressure
distribution around a sphere as predicted by the model. He found that, as
d'Alembert hod guessed in 1750, the pressure had fore-and-aft symmetry,
so that the net fprce was zero. This was contrary to the well-known
empirical fact (also predicted by Newton's model) that solids moving
through fluids of density p encounter a resistance F roughly proportional,
to OA, where A is the cross-section area and v the velocity. More pre-
ciSely; we have, F = 1/2pCDv2/1, where the empirical "drag. coefficient"
Cu as defined by this equation from the Measured F ordinarily lies betweet
0.1 and 2. Lagrange did not mention this "d'Alembert paradox 'in his
books and his example has been followed by most subsequent .writers of
books on fluid mechanics.

The most notable of these(.is Lamb's Hydrodynamics (first ed. 1879,
sixth ed..1932), of which the best half is devoted to potential flows. These.
can be constructed by the methods of pote,fitial theory, which also applies
to gravitationarfields and to electrostatic and magnetostatic fields, as well
as to functions of a complex variable. This fact made potential theory a
central topic in mathematical physics in the 19th century.

Nearly a hundred *years after Euler, Navier (1821) and Stokes (1845)
developed an alternative model for liquids and gases: that of' an
incompressible viscous fluid. Unfortunately, their equations are nonlinear
and so complicated that they have been integrated 'analytically in only
a very few cases to this day. The same can be said of the model of a
compressible nonviscous fluid. Not long after, Helmholtz and Kirchhoff
showed that fluid resistance could be qualitatively explained within the
framework of potential theory, by admitting the possibility offlow sePara
tion and wake formation.

In 19M, Prandtl reconciled the ideas of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff with
the Navier-Stokes equations., by postulating a composite rtiO1'3e1, according

to which solids moving through fluids (liquids or gases) were 'sheathed irka
thin boundary layer, inside which the flow is nearly parallel to the solid sur-,
face; and the Navier.Stolors equations apply in a very simplified form. Out-

., side of this boundary layer he assumed potential flow.

4
10.
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Unfortunately, under many practical conditions the flow in the boun-
dary layer is not "laminar" time-independent) as was assumed by
Prandtl, but turbulent. In particular, the flow is turbulent in most problems
of hydraulics, such as arise in supplying water or hydroelectric power to el;
ties. It is also thee case in aeronautics, both at low and intefmediate flight
speeds; for aircraft flying at high subsonic and supersonic speeds, the
modelinkof real floWs is further complicated by compressibility affects.

FacTd with these complications, engineers of many kinds (hydraulic,
civil, mechanical, aeronautical and chemical) use all the models I have
mentioned, but selectively, on the basis of engineering experience and
judgement. To apply mathematical ingenuity freely to plausible and in-
teresting assumption's, in the same way that most pure mathematicians do,
Would have led to a long series of engineering disasters and neglected-op-
portunities. I shall next try to explain this general principle more concrete-
ly.

Engineeiing Models

Engineers tend not to wcirry too much about the philosophical can-
sistency of the princiaes underlying their mathematical models, provided
That these models agree reasonably well with observation over the range of
interest. If a model simulates reality well enough, for whatever reason, it is
a cheap substittite for possibly destructive tests of large families of ar-
tifacts in design studies. The model can include empirical functions ( "cor-
relations," "constitutive equations," etc.) quite freely, provided that they
conform to engineering experience and judgement. For this reason,
engineers will always make extensive. use of applied mathematics.

Scale Models. However, models need not be mathematical: one can
build geometrically similar models to scale, and use the concept of
proportion to scale the resulting observations up or down. If the
hydrodynamicaldifferential equations of Euler and Lagrange were exact,
it would be easy to do this: thus the dimensionless. "drag coefficient"
CIT=2DIpv2A would depend only on shape, and not on the fluid or the size
and speed of the moving object ,

Even if these equations were exact, ship wave resistance would de-
pendon the , Proude number F = vIV gl ("speed-length ratio"), because of
the presence of a free surface. H(ever, it would otherwise (scaled as
above) depend only Jon the hull form7`and so one*could test for this using .

small, relatively cheap, sealed down models.
If one admits that compressibility 18 important:but neglectsviso)sity,

then the drag coefficient should depend only on the shape and Mach
number M = vie: the ratio between the missile speed and sound speed. This
is usually a good approximation in ballistics.
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Finally, if viscosity A is important utr v < <c (Af<0.2,-say), then the
resistance coefficient would depend i nly on the shape and the Reyndlds
number R = pdvl This law of ' similarity" applies also to turbulence

effects; as was verified experi ntally by 'Stanton and Pannell in 1920;
they showed that even air water were "similar" in this technical
sense: at the same Reynold number, turbulence in water and turbulence
in air are exactlyiiimiltIr in

Because it was so
analytically in any bu
presence of turbule
wind - tunnel tests
theoretical fluid

On (he of
maticsf was
Lagrange's
minimize

Thi
engine
other
reli

I respects.9
fficult to integrate the Navier- Stokes equations

the simplest cases (and impossible to do so in the
ce) airplane desi was based almost entirely on

uritdg the crucial pe od 1910-1950, and the role of
echanics was limited to 'interpreting experimental data.

.er hand, geometry (the oldest branch of applied mathe-
asic to fitting together the needed components, while

lassical theory of small oscillations was effectively applied to
ibration and flutter. ,

illustrates an .important poiht: for applied mathematics to help
rs, 1%thematical modejs must be economically competitive with

approiches such as the use of scale models. In addition, they must be
ble within the contemplated range of operating conditions.
Contrast with Mathematical Physics. The preceding comments are in-

nded to bring out the point thareingineers acrd physics create and adopt
mathematical models for very different purposes. Physicists are looking for
universal laws (of "natural philosophy"), and want their models to be exact,
universally valid, and philosophically consistent. Engineers, whose com-
plex artifacts are,usually designed for a limited range of operating condi-
tions, akrlsagrid if their models are reasonably realistic under those con-
ditions. On theother hand, since their artifacts do not operate in sterilized
tfiboratories, they must be "robust" with respect to changes in many varia-
bles.

This tends to make engineering models somewhat fuzzy yet kaleido-
scopic. In fluid, mechanics, Prandtl's "mixing length" theory and yon'Kar

,man's theory of "vortex streets" are good examples; the "jet.streams" and
"fronts" of meteorologists are others.

'Molecular Models

Newton's success in deducing the observed planetary, orbits from an
assumed inverse square law of gravitation inspired other particle models
Ana microscopic scale. ,ese models attempted to deduce the behavior of
solids, liquids aod gases from analogous assumptions.

/
*For the mathematical theory of scaling, see G. Birkhoff. Hydrodynamtcs: A Study en Logic,
Fact and Sinult%side, 2d ed. (Princeton University Press, 1960).

res..se o . 77 - 7
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Thus D. Bernoulli showed in his Hydrodynamics-(1738) that the Ares
sire of a gas on the walls of a container could be explained qualitatively as
a reaction to smopth spherical molecules of finite ridiussbouncing off them/.
In 1743, BosCOvich stiggested trying to explain elasticity by assuming that
any two "ultimate particles" attract or repel-each other along the,line jOin-
in'g them according to some law of force F = f ( r).'° This idea was used 'by $
Poisson.in 1812 to construct a short-Jived theory of plates; in 4819,-1-apiece \
constructed 'art analogolts- but more plausible Molecular theory of surface
tension (capillary forces).

In 1821', Navier applied similar ideas even more successfully, to derive
"constitutive equ'ation. s" for a Immogeneous'isotropic elastic solid. These
equations contained a single constant C. the compressibility, and implies
that the "Poissett-fatio" of lateral contraction to longitudinal extension in
pure tension must be 13. This "uniconstAnt" model was discarded later in
favor,of a "variconstant" eentitiuum model proposed by Cieen (1837) and
Stokes (1845). They showed tyat isotropic linear dependence of a general
stress tensor on a strain tensor involved two arbitrary constants, the shear ,.
modulus and the bulk modulus." Experiment confirmed that these could

independently,independently, depending on the material and that the Poisson ratiofneed no" e1/4. ..

Th ideas of Poisson and Green were extended to anisotropic solids
Tcrystals) by. Cauchy and Lame, respectively, land still inore sophisticated
molecular models of solids were 'oposed later by Kelvin, Max' Born, and
L. Brillouin, who applied them to deduce specific heats of solids, piezoelec-
tric effects, and propagation laws for electrical waves along transmission
lines.'2. However, such molecular models of solids have been increasingly
displaced by more sophisticated quantum-mechanical models otter the past

, 50 years, while elastic'ity theory ignores both!.
Kinetic theory of Gases. Much greater success has been achievedwith

molecular models for gases. By assuming that molecules are small groups
of atoms connected by springs, the pressure and specific heat of nondense
gases have beery quite well explained. Moreover this model of "heat as a
mode of motion" (Tyndall) bridges nicely the transition from mechanical to
thermal energy; as one of many by-products, we get a plausible explanation
from first principles of the 'adiabatic equation of state, n = kpi 4, for /diatomic molecules.

i

''Wor the facts stated here. see [21). chap. V and VI: also Todhunter and K. Pearson, His-
tory of the Thetiry of Elasttetty (Cambndge Umv. Press. 1886).

grauchy's first memoir 118221 Ft d involved two constants. but his later papers only admitted
one And indeed, any simple p'enose array of hkestatic mole( ules. in equilibrium under mu
tual attraction and repulsion. must have a Poisson ratio of 1/4.

Bnllovin, Wave Provagatt6n in Penothe Structures (Mc(,raw-Hill, 1946).
)
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I could not begin to describe all the intermolecular and interatomic
"forc'e laws" F r) that hive been proposed,in the spirit of Bosco 'eh

,and Laplace, to explain'the observed factsincluding the "triple-state of
ratter-artd the behavior of the equation of state near it. Although t se

model /ar'e all inconsistent with what we know-about the electrical n ure
of in ratomic forces and quantum mechanics, they constitute a fasi ting
ap lication of mathematics to pure physics. In particular, they provi by

ar the best theoretical model for diffusion 'phenomena in gases. inclu mg
(molecular) viscosity and thermal conductivity. However, in most engineer-
ing problems, it is simpler and more reliable to assume empirical values of
viscosity µ, thermal conductivity K, and specific heats C,, or Cr, than *to
worry why' they have the values that they do, or why the ratio Kip, should
take on a particular numerical value.

If one does this, it is usually also much easier to estimate the small ef-
fects of diffusion than the much larger effects or convection than I
discussed previously in the section on Hydraulics and Hydrodynamics.

Continuum Physics.

Mechanics is the oldest and mosfhighly developed branch of physics-,
after geometry. Indeed, in_the Encyclopadie der Mathematischen Wis-
senschaften [33], 3000-Vriges are devoted to mechanics, and only 2000
pages to allthe rest of physics and physical chemistry. I shall briefly recall
next a few of the basic ideas that athematicized the other Branches of
physics, at least in principle.

We all knov, hat Founer showed in 1807.22 how one could treat
general initial and b ary value problems for heit conduction in slabs,
cylinders, and spheres by making suitable use of Fourier series and in-
tegrals. His analytical methods were generalized and rigorized during the

alnext 100 years by Dirichlet, Riemann, Polly; i, F. Riesz, Plancherel and
others. During the same period, they were rilliantly applied to a Wide
range of other wave phenomena by Helmholtz, Kelvin, Rayjei0, etc. For
example, they helped Helmholtz tmlesign primitive speaking machines,
simulating thcrliuman voice. 2 \ '

The develoRment of a successful electromagnetic theory was much
slower: the stepA .involved have been ably reviewed by E. T. Whittaker
[34]. In 1857, Kirchhoff discovered that the velocity with which an electric V
disturbance is propagated along a perfectly conducting aerial wire is equal
to the velocity of light [34, pp. 232, 254]. This simple arithmetic 'Observa-
tion was of capital importance, because it gave the first indication that light
is an electromagnetic phenomenon. , ..

Using assumed analogies with elasticity and particle dynamics to
guide his model- building, Maxwell was able in 1864. to present to the Royal

is
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Society the .erchij
netism, ."stripped
erected" [34, p.
classic Treatise OW

tore of his new mathematical theory of electromag-
f the scaffolding by aid of which it had. first been
]. Nine years later he published the first edition of his
lectricity and Mapetism, stating in its preface that "I

shall avoid, as much as I can, those questions which, though they have
elicited the skill of mathematiciansohave not enlarged our knowledge of
science!:

About 50 years later, and 50 years ago, Schrodinger constructed his
famous partial differential equations for atomicphysics. Like Maxwell, he
was guided by mechanical analogy. Although his equations are not invari-
ant under the Lorentz. group of special relativity (and' electromagnetic
theory in empty space), it is generally believed that they imply all the laws
of chemical reaction.

As a result,ot these and other discoveries, one can claim that all of
physics hag been reduced to a branch of applied mathematics. To
Paraphrase Lagrange, could we but integrate these partial differential
equations. -we should be ableto predict all physical phenomena with as
Much precision as Newton's Laws enable us to predict the phenomena of
Celestial mechanics. The main mathematical difference is that,.whereas
Newton was dealing with ordinary differential equations, continuum
physics in geperal involves partial differential equations.

To perform this integration is already routine for hear-conduction in
slabs. and shells:, Moreover variations in physical properties (e.g., conduc'
tivity and -specific heat) with position and temperature *ose no greai
problem. Whereas clalical analysis relied strongly on linearity and
homogeneity, mild nonlinearities and inhomogeneities are automatically
taken care of by modern numerical methods.

For the applied mathematician of tomorrowione of the greatest chal-
lenges is to fulfill this implicit promise, for example in aerodynamics
and chemistry. Using mathematical analysis anti the computerthe ul-
timate objective would be to replace wind tunnels and chemical test
tubes by skillfully organized mathematical equations, capable of being
solved economically to the needed accuracy on a computer. I shall
discuss next the prospects for progress towards this objective during the
next few 'decade's.

Scientific Computing

The methods of classical mathematical analysis achieved near mira
(Iles irk solving problems involving special geometries and linear partial dif-
ferential equations. This progress depended on techniques such as the
"separation of variables" and e ansioils in iseies of products of functions
of one variable which we know cannot be applied effectively to general
geometries or to nonlinear partial ifferential equations.

10
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Nourical mathematics has no such limitittions in principle: Ind

already before World War I, Adams, Rungd. Stormer and others
,developed simple 'and practical numerical methods for solving den
lfstem's of ordinarydifferential equatilms. k century earlier, Gauss, hav
in-mind applications to geodesy as well as astfonomy, had invented Ga
'sian elimination, L'aussian quadrature, and the method of least squares.

Ili the past 30 years, the developMent of high-speed computers w
large "memories" has enormousl!, increased the range of economical app
cation of known computing methods, and stimulated the development o
new ones. The resulting revolution in the art of scientific computitg. has
many basic implications for the future of applied mathematics, and-these
will be central to the rest of my talk. '

Linear Systests. A' good example of the kind of improvemenwhat has
occurred in the past 30.years is provided by the problem, of solving large
linear systems, of the form

ai1xi+ai2x2+..:+ainxn=b,

atix, a2.2x2+ ...+ a2n.r. = b2

unix! 4.212 a .nx .= (3)-

We can rewrite (3) in matrix notation as Ax = b. Gauss already solved
many such systems fur n in the range 5.-10. However, such computations
were slow and had to be done wilt great care. To solve a single stu h system
in 10 unknowns would have taken hours and Lost around410 even in 1945.`
Whereas on a large modern computer, it takes a fraction of a second and
costs around 0.03f or so.

Boundary Varlie Problems. ,Likewise, although good difference ap-
proximations to wide classes of partial differential equations were known
before 1940,14 to achieve adequate accuracy even for Dirichle problems
required solving linear systems (3) haVing several hundred unknowns. To
solve one such system look months of work by a cagable graduate student;
hence the cost was of the order of $1000 per'case.

In 1950, David Young showed how to automate some of these
procedU res 111'y a ,"suCceSsive overrelaxation" (SOR) method. Using SOR on
today's computers, one can Solve in seconds a wide variety of linear boun-
dary value problems involving functions of two,independent variables. On
a 30x 50 mesh. the cost might be around $5. The seepage of petroleum ih
reservoirs and the diffusion of neutrons in nuclear reactors are're Iwo indus
trially important processes treated in this way. I shall disciiss the applica

am+

'f'See I.. V. Kantnrovich and V I Krylov, 4ppronmate Methods of Higher 4nalysts (Inter.'
doeiwe 1958: first Russian eduaon.1936).
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tions of mathematics' to these processes-further in the section on Engineer-.
ing Computing..

.... .

Since T950, many other ingenious methods have been invented for
solving such...problems; conjugate gradient, alternating direction implicit
(ADI), stronA implicit, fast Poision, and symmetric SOR (SSOR) to men-
tion only a few.'' During .the next 5 years or so, these should become,
generally available in the form of a LINPACK (linear systems solving
package) currently being developed by the Argonne National Laboratory in
cooperation with several universities. A similar EISPACK for solving
eigensystems is akady available; it will find all the eigenvalues and eigen-.
vectors of a 100 x 100 matrix at a cost of around El. ,

Spectacular and important though these advances are,'it must be re- '-
membered that most scientific problems involve at least thke independentet
space variables, and often time.a well. Computing costs must be reduced
by another factor of 106 before t solution can be achieved systemati-
cally by standard methods. Although "parallel processors" with many
arithmetic units may contribute substantially to achieving this goal, we
should not count our chickens before they are hatched!

To be more specific, Fourier's equations only describe heat .

conduction approximately (neglecting variations in specific heat with tem-
perature); convection is much more important in fluids, and its scientific
description involves all the complications of turbulent flow, whose detailed
description would require using billions of mesh-points.

Similarlyoneis typically, interested in the propagation of electromag-
netic waves through regions, often inhomigenebus, whose diameter is mil-
lions or billions- of wavelengths. Even using geometrical optics as a first ap-
proximation, it will be very difficult to model such situations in any detail

. ofi a computer,.
Likewise, the two-body problem for Scl;ri)dinger's equation involves

ati unknown function of six, and the three-body problem one of nine
independent variables. To treat them with satisfactory accuracy will

' require extraordinary ingenuity. .

In short, it can easily become prohibitively expensive to gratifyobur
scientific curiosity. 'Although dramatic advances have been and will con-
tinue to be made in scientificAinpUting, for ev_ery question that can bean
swered within a given comp ting budget, there will always be 10 That can-
not even if the underlying ph is well understood in principle. ,-

-

-.

4

I

"For SOH and AUL a good referent e is arga [37 ]: for 1101 versions of the EISPAtli pro
grams. see [351
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Engineering Computing
r ,

I think the greatest use of applied mathematics during the next .50
years will be for engineering computing:the development of computer
models of reality which are adequate for design purposes. This is a fine art,
and by no Means a science.

To illustrate my 'meaning, consider te useof SOR.irt nuclear reactor
design. Here a continuous range of neutron energies extending from 0.03 to
5 x 106 ev is typically simulated byfour neutron "energy groups "; the finite
mean free path, coherent scattering, and many molecular (chemic.al) in-
fluences are neglected ()every crudely approxiiiiated; and two-dimensional,
horizontal slices are spliced togetlTr by intuition and experience to `..`pre-
dict" three-dimensional flux distributions in a mosrad hoc way.

Or again, consider th'e unknoivn macroscopic variations in permeabili-
ty that must occur in oilearing sands, not to mention unknown details of
boundary and interfacial configurations. These must be conjectat.-d- in
practice from a subtle and complex analysis of the available computational
and empirical evideni,..e.,

.-Even if the much simpler geometrical problem of repreSenting a
designing,automobile body surfaces, the smoothing, "sweetening," 'an
piecing together of various desigirelements involves a complex interplay of
digital, continuous, probabilistic and aesthetic considerations that can
only be coordinated by a skilled and perceptive human being!

In ,trying to understand why such drastically oversimplified models
can be reliable in practice, I have come to the conclusion that conservation
laws play a fundamental role. Thus the total number of neutrons change
only through fission or absorption: the total volume and density of oil
changeiMly when the oil is forced into an oil well by pressure variations;
and so on. A much more fundamental example concerns the mechanical
equivalent of heat: the principle of conservation of energy (chemical,
mechanical. thermal, and electrical) in its wider form The "irreversible"

\
tendency of dissipative effects to convert mechanical and electrical energy-
into heat (the "second law" of thermodynamics) is another basic example.

Another potent tool is provided by empirical correlations, typically
representing an average of many statistically varying quantities. The pres-
sure exerted by a gas is a classic example; much less reliable, but often
good to within $ or 10 percent, are the empirical friction "laws" for fluid!'
flow. Empirical laws of heat transfer for turbulent one- and twophase coo-
lant flow in pipes provide a still more complicated example.

To apply such "laWs" successfully, it goes Without saying that an en-
v gineer must have a wide experience not only concerning their statistical re-

liability, but even more importantly concerning the qualitative phenomena
(e.g., "film" and "subcooled" boiling) responsible for the c4anges of state
etc. being- considered. In short (see the end of sec. on Hydraulics:eand
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Hydrodynathics). he must exercise engineering judgment in interpreting his
computer output.

Whether or not he calls himself an applied mathematician, therefore,
a person developing useful, mathematical odels to help in solving en-
gineering desigp models should be familiar with a wide range of physical
and empirical laws, as well as with the methods of matheniatical analysis,
discrete approximation, and comAter science. Conversely, I think there
will be a great need for such persons in the decades ahead.

MatheniaticarEconomics

Quanti/ative (i.e., mathematical) methods are playing an ever-increas-
ing role in theoretical economics.16 Today, every educated person has
heard about "game theory," "linear programming," and "optimization."
and has a dim perception that such mathematical concepts play a central
role in the analysis of widely aqcepted economic models.

He usually also realizes that the mathematical techniques used to
"maximize the payoff" (at least in the model!) can be very ingenious and
sophisticated, and may require 'a large computer for their effective imple- .
mentation. Fitally, he is aware that they were invented relatively recently,
and is (right!' uspicious of the validity of the output.

He is perhaps less conscious of the extent,to which mathematics itself
has already been enriched by the introduction of such new concepts, and
will probably continue to be in the future. This is partly because. although
mostly invented by mathematicians, they do not fit well into the now con-
ventional framework of pure mathematics constructed by the famous M.
Bourbaki, and are therefore excluded from the normal graduate program.

This exclusion seems to me most regrettable: the theories involved are
mathematically unimpeachable: current and futul thinking by mathemati
cal economists can only enrich mathematics.

The extent to which it will enrich our economy is. of course, another
matter. As ,alwais, arithmetic and realistic logic are the most important
branches of applied mathematics, and I find it astonishing that so many
academic economists have,climbed aboard the "growth rate:" bandwagon.
when it is so obvious that a 7 percent economic growth rate cannot be
maintained for even 2 centuries. Currency inflation is the only area Oh-ere,
this growth rate can be maintained indefinitely (by redefining units), and a
projected 50 billion dollar deficit for the third consecutive year suggests a
firm desire to prove it!

"for some yioneer views. see [5 l and [131
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Surprisingly -also, both economists and' acountants seem to have lar-
gely ignored the simple mathematics of inflation (except perhaps frthka
speculative standpoint; see [23]).

Consider the following, not atypical example. A corporatign amortizes
$100 million of new capital investment over 5 years:realizing .before tax
paper "proften4.150 million. Of this, it pays out $25 million in taxes and
$20 million in dividends:retaining $105 million for capital re. placeMent.
Due to 9 percent Inflation, this now costs$150 million. The investing ptiblic
must therefore subscribe $25 million besides reinvesting all their dividends
(of which $8 million has incidentally been taken in taxes) to keep the
company in business. How much profit has the company really made:and
how long will a "capitalistic" system using this kind of accounting survive?

Related Fields. Although mathematical economics is more glamorous,
and some of its most brilliant theorists have been rewarded by the new
Nobel prizes financed by SwediSh backs, the 'related fields of operations
research [20], management science, and actuarial science [9] should be
mentioned, as using similar mathematical techniques and offering many
good career opportunities."

Another fiscinating srelated field is that of "social forecasting" and
global resource allocation [19 ].'s'Here we are confronted with an extreme
example of the main objection to applying mathematics to the social
science: one simply does not have enoughidfita to make mathematical

r.

models reliable.

Mathematical Biology .

'Mathematical biology is another difficult area offering infinite chat-
' lenge to ambitious applied mathematicians. Here tribute should be paid to'

d'Arcy Thompson's pioneer classic [25],-in which geometry and dimen-
'sional analysis were 'suggestively applied to correlate and explain facts
about the possible sizes and speeds of locombtion of animals, and the sym-
metries of patterns occurring in Nature. A valuable sequel to this is N.
Rashevsky's Mathematical Biophysics (Univ. ogre s, 1938),
whieh emphasizes physical (and not just geometrical) interpretations.

An imaginative recent contribution in the spirit of d'Arcy Thompson
is Rene Thom's well-publicized (by C. Zeeman) theory of "morphogene-
sis.' However, I think that this is a fundamental contribution to pure

o

"The combined membership of TIMS and ORSA alone is about that of the American Mathe-
matical Society. d-
"See Proc. Nat; Acad ,Sci. 69 (1972), 38284831. 1

"Rene Thom, Stabilise Structarelle et Morphenese iBenjamin, 1972). Questions of em-
bryonic development are treated from a qualitative standpoint.

,P
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combinatorial topology. From an applied standpoint, it greatly oversimpli-
fies biological' reality. Thom refers to Morphological tranWrmation as if
they were purely geometrical deformations of homogeneous media,:
whereas *real biological cells have a very complicated internal-structure and
a'skin (mernbrarte).

A very different combinatorial approac to the;fr.related problem of
DNA coding has been proposed by Crick; a Ve ieW of work based on this
approach is given by Golomb in. [30, vol. XI pp. 87-100], where the
relevance of Paley's theory of Hadamard matrices° is explained.

Deeper technically than 'any of the above, becaUse it builds on a solid
foundation of theoretical fluid mechanics Isee sec. on Continuum Physics),
is Lig,hthill's brilliant and versatile mathematical analysis in [14, Part I ] of
the known modes of animal pTopulsiona'nd locomotion. In [14, Part H ] ,

makes a sin-lila; study of human respiration and blood circ !anon."
Penetrating as these studies-are, they do not reduc the aspects of

biology treated to purely"mathematical questions. Indeed, th cannot until
the condition for flow separation (which determines drag a influences
lift) in pyre fluid dynamics has been predicted from first pn ciples (i.e.,
from the Navier-Stokes equationsi. Moreover [141 ignores the rich
biochemical Rtienotnena that control muscle conteactions and mu le tone,
and the psychological problerni of coordiation and control (e.g., i flYing:
swimming, and breathing).

Another beautiful application of mathematics to biology concerns the.
Hodgkin-Huxley theory of nerve impulses in squid axons. Thii is re'vioyed
in [32, chap, 6]. including electrochemical factors in their m I,
Hodgkin and Huxley have transcended the limitation to mechanical model
of most workers in the field of mathematical biology. I suspect that this will
seta new trend, and tliit the past emphasis on mechanical models stems ,

. from their greater familiarity (see sec. on Continnum.Physics, beginning).
To understand the liver, kidney, and other bodily organs, chemistry must
surely be invoked!

111thematics tindPsycholoky

Among biological attributes, intelligence is surely the highest, avd I
shall conclude with some observations about mathematical models of
mind or "psyche" i.e., about mathematics and psychology.

The great pioneer in this field was Helmholtz;who analyzed with great
care our senses of hearing [8] and vision =i.e., how we perceive sound and

E. A.,C. Paley,J. Math. Phys. 12 (1933), 311,320.
"The botanical analogue of blood in sap, which rises under capillary and osmotif pressures
(and tensions) up to 40 atmosphere See PLANTS end PLANT SCIENCE. Enc Britt , 1971
edition
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light. Time has shown marry of his ideas,.immensely suggestive as they
were, to be greatly oversimplified.

Thus in the42Tocess of hearing, sound waves are transmitted by an ex-
tremely complex process from the eardrum to the cochlea, basilar mem-
brane; and associated hair cells. The physiology of all these is very tom-
plicated, and nobody really understands how they (and the connecting
nerves) can sort out musical notes,and combine the birrizargl...Pressures
NO and p2(t) to produce stereophonic sensations. Von Bekesy gives a criti-
cal', not very mathematical review' in [32, chap. 7]; he does not try toex-
plain how musical training heightens perteption.

As regards vision, Rashevsky's,student Landahlhas produced
theory of cofor vision, while Minsky and Papert2 have made a very
analysis of "perceptrons," a class of artifacts designed to recognize pat-
terns, an essential capability of human intelligence. The ultimate goal o5
Minsky and Papert'is the construction of a rpbot, carfable of such human
functions as building a brick wall, assembling a radio, or even proving
mathematical theorems.

Actually, in his famous 1937 paper, Alan Turing already designed an
idealized computer (a so-called "Turinginachine), capable in principle of
proving any theorem that could be ettablished by the usual assumptions of
mathematic 'logic. Moreover robots lzre" gradually being introduced into
-automated p odhction processes.

Intrigued by the idea that computers might rep mathematicians as
theorem provers, I made a careful analysis 7r years ago of the practical
problem of proving mathematical theorems by computer. My conclusiOn
[1, 16] w at mun-computer symbiosis vas the key to progress, and
that:

...To make thii symbiosis truly effective, our society will flees! !rim;
applied mathematicians, both as numerical analysts to keep track
of the approxitnations which are made in modeling continua and,
Oen more important, to relate the output of computers to the scien-
tific and engineering Problems which they are intended to solve.

I am still of this opinion 23 And I hope that Alan Perlis will present
further eceidence'shedding light on this and related questions in his talk.

"M. Minsky and S. Papert, Perceptrons (MIT Press, 1969), see also F. Rosenblatt, lip.

63.96 in Self Organizing Systems iPergamon.

°Since this talk was giieti, the recent apparent ter-aided sollition of the four-el-dor
problem Itv Haken and Appel would sewn to s port my ccinclusion.
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COMPUTERS. IN SCIENCE AND fECHNCILOGY

troduCtionn

It is fashionable to Use the computer as a pivot on which to treat move-
,

'ments in our physical'and economic world, even in our social world. The
computtr is used as model and as metaphor. Every part of science and
technology has been infected and alleged by it. The computer is the atom
smasher, microscope and telanfrope of the economic and social sciences. A
more, adequate historian of science than I wiN be requited to measure
properly the integrated impact of this device on the pto4grless and plans of .
'those areaewhere it has became widely used.

The domestication of the computer has been sO rapid that one despairs
of adequatel3, characterizing it role or predicting its future: No other inani;
mate deVice yet 'created by man sharesthis chameleop property of boti
blending into the background and usurping the foreground of our diverse
physical and intellectual interests.

A misconception still shared,by many is that the coritputer is merely
another multipurpose. tool, a boy scout knife of our modern symbol world. ,

A tool it certainly is, but-it is much more. A more proper view of this mix-
ture of 'metals and semiconductors is as a (static and dynamic) projection
of the mind, albeit a currently quite primitive - projection. Many computer
scientists hive c.hAen to characterizeits role in that way.

The literature is replete with:descriptions of applications of computers.
in the physical and social sciences and technology. Little point would be
served by merely, describing or listing some of these applications in this
paper. Instead I shall provide a series of mini-essays on computers that
may prove enlightening.

How the Scientifically Trained Public Views the Cothputer

The compiner affects scientists and science. The following points
reflect the prevalent views held at the present time by scientists. Most
scientists and technologists are aware that they must be able to adapt the

computer to their activitiet. Regardless of the degree of computer involve-

ment in their affairs, the computer is seep as only a tool, though admittedly

a very flexible one. ,This tool is to be bent to the purposes a? hand muchiis

any other technological stitnularkir However, the notion is resisted that the

computer has any deeper effect on the work scientists do than to improve

p
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efficiency and to increase rates of production and chiinge. It is recognized
that the device is evolving. Both its internal functions and resources are
being augmented rapidly, while its size and per operation cost are decreas-
ing rapidly. Unlike the other high technology tools .used in 'science and
technology, the computer is the main product of a big business, and it i
penetrating commercial activities in ways identical to those useful t
science and technology. Furthermore, the computer business 'is an e
ployer of large numbers of scientists and engineers who work at t
research boundaries of their respective fields.

It is known that an area of intellectual interest Balled compu r
science has sprung up. Scientists are both chauvinistic and tolerant w
comparing their own science to others. Computer science, it is conce ed,
has a right to exist even though there is, as yet, precious little science it.
Things would be' so much better if computer sciehtists would conce rate
on making it easier for everyone to get useful work from a computer i teed
of studying or attempting to define the scope of the field. In any ev t the
core content of computer science is adequately covered` by the c ssical
sciences: physics, mathematics and economics.

Our society probably could not function at the accustomed lev lsof ef- ,

flciency and choice withO9.t the computer. We are not suie wheth r this is
good or bad, or if it should be considered in ethical terms at all:

We do take pride in the fact.that the computer is primarily ,n Amer-
ican invention, and its widespread exploitation has been pioneered in this

- -'country. A vital technology, running the full gamut of managerial and en
trepreneurial concerns, kas been created.

Computers and their programs often refuse to run. The consequences
may be enormous in loss of lives,time, and &ilia& Our dependencyon the
Machine does not necessarily improve 'Our controrover its operation. Frus-
tration is a word that one associates -quite naturally with%he computer:
everything is possible, but nothing of interest is easy. It is difficult to curb
one's appetite for computation, it bHni easier tp know what can be done
than'to understand what should be done. Even when we know precisely
how to organize a task for the computer, we May not be able to program it
successfully. Logistics, unforeseen secoroillIder effects, and changes in
designs intrude. Any anew'? to perform or manage a reasonably large pro-
gramming task makes us painfully aware of how necessary it is to acquire
and master a disciplined methodology of programming.

Above all we do wish that the computer field would slow its frantic-
pace of change.We, who have not exhausted the usefulness of our resent
computers, are understandably upset by order-of-magnitude imp ements
whose exploitation may require extensive rearrangements in ou roblem-
solving techniques.
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How Much Have Computers Changed in 310 Years?

The attached figures, due to E David [1 ] , give some indication of size
and cost changes. The number of (stored-program, electrOniccomputers
has risen dramatically - 250,000 would not be a bad estimate for their cur::
rent population. There has been a slow growth in augmented func-
tionsaddressing flexibility, index registers and ,floating poirtt; a" rapid
growth is primary and secondary storage capacities and brute speed; an
enormous increase in-choice of input/output (I/0),modes. There is in the
computer industry a ruthless sustained drive to eliminate anyiand all bot-
tlenecks that impede the most efficient use of components. Fortunately
there is an almost inexhaustible supply of physical phenomena and materi-
als' from. which to fashion componentry. Production devices quickly follow
prototypes: a 2- to 5-year gestation period is normal. The computer is an In-
strument whose destiny is a/fulfilled. User wishes, entrepreneurial possi-
bilities, and component feasibility mutually reinforce a rapid evolution. We
know the growth curve% will flatten out, but at what levels of capabilitrwill
this occur?
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Figure I. Some histon( at and projected trends associated vath computer development

Nevertheless, the computer has not really changed its fundamental
nature and organization since the EDSAC went on line in Cambridge, Eh
gland in 149. The nature of the machine is still dominated by the fetch-ex-
ecute control cycle and a program, more a less fixed in structure and con-
tent, repetitiously analyzing batches of data. The design, sometimes called
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. the Von Neumann model, has, proved' durable and enormously useful. We
have provided pre-processors and post-processors to cushion our contact
with the machine. (We have\interleaVed and Synchronized parts, networked
device's and defined any number of virtual machines resident on our hard-
ware. The basic model endures, and alternatives have become difficult
even to imagine. The computer 'is a stable species, though its physical
'dimensions seem to be of unlimitejl variability.

The exittence of a Skala-model. subject to enormous numbert of use-
ft.!l variations, suggests some important pedagogic" approache4 to educa-
tion, both formal and informal, about the computer. Where the audience is
heterogeneous in background and interest, one must commence the un-
derstanding of the computer with its commonly .perceived epidermis, the
high level language and the virtual machine. Familiarity and pleasure with
performance at this level by the student must be followed by a detailed
sequence of simplifications of both language and machine. Each step in-
troduces a hew level of coding rigidity with a consequent increase in con-
ceptual machine simplicity' Ultimately one reaches the level of microcode
and micromachine. At this point logical design can be appreciated and sim-
ple circuits studied.

Such microscopic explorations are necessary to provide an Olympian
overview so necessary for taking advantage of the flexibtlity.laid before us
by computers. One grows to appreciate many of the factors that determine
the trajectory of the boundary between hardware and software. Nowhere
is this apnOciation of the computer more valuable to us than when we
move to use the computer in "frontier" problems. I refer to problems
where time, storage capacity and machine organization are critical. %hap-
ing our problem-solving methods and even determining whether computer
solution is feasible at all. Every user of the computer, certainly every pro-
grammer, should have the grand design of decompositionaricl synthesis
etched into his skull. even if he is a tyro in computer technology ofonly
`dimly aware of the laws that govern choice cif problem-solving method and
machine.

Appreciation of the Computer

While the computer remains a stable species, our appreciatio of what
can be done on it has grown enormously in the past two decades. he first
appearance of the computer in many important scientific, techni I and so-
cial applications is still taking place. The device's universality is gaining
more and more , support, aid society is increasingly opting for those
developments where the computer can be most gainfully employed.

We note that the introduction of the computer rarely leaves it ,as a
weakly connected node in a problem chain. Actual use of the machine in-

.
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duces changes in its embedding environment *prate and diffeeent from
those predicted a priori. The act of computer programming indules a level
of formalization that suggests, often requires, avenues of chagge. A system
of cpmmunication is defined that must be managed (and exploited), for ex,
ample, patterns of language and documentation. Using a Computer is as
steiving through Alice's looking ['Jess. In this new world syntax dominates
semantics, means dominate ends, aAcl everything is a special case of
something more general. The power to at through the computer seems
limitless since the energy required is roughly atifiFverbal level. liowever.
it is only the power to act randomly (hence not at all) that is elie4. Op-
timal extension of a'computer's role requires personal a managerial

scipline and organized.thought that can only be obtained b the expendi
iehre of time engaged in arduous c'reatii%e thought. only the early steps of

computer application, paid for by our preiiously acquired'scientific and
technical expertise, come cheaply.

There are ways by which we ',c yi prepare o rselves for the increased
involvement of the computer in ,Gur activities. We can become adept at
thinking in terms of creating and managing c mpitter applications. We
think in terns ( process and represent our subjects of discourse as "sym-
bol system4" [2 The computer is no longer seek as an obedient and pas-
sive tool; it is the host tb, and manipulator of, out'-syrntol systems. Our
processing is then almost totally within the system; and topical references
to the real world ocobrs only at the onset and onclusi of our enterprise.

Mathematics is probably the most widtly used a d venerable symbol
system. `Applied mathematics is the collection of symbol systems
customarily used to model continuous processes, for example, by 'dif-
ferential equations. These systems existed and flourished for at least two
centuries before the computer, This device has not fundamentally altered

.

applied-mathentatics, though it has fostered relrientation in many of its
aspects. Thbs wehave now come to accept a wider range of Meaning for
the term "solution of an applied mathematical ptoblem."

The similarity of all symbol systems in the computer, regardles1" of
their source, permits us to conceive of. and manipulate, systems that have
..no significant component 'within classical applied mathematics. A Aiost im-
portantclass of such systems is that hyoselx labeled "artificial intelligence" '
systems. Their programs do no gual)Antee solutions to problems posed.
Their iterative components do not necessarily converge nor can we isolate
general conditions of either convergence or divergence. These processes

A em;lzy heuristic .search and behave primitively much as we do when we
wander through strategies to solve huge combinatorialproblems. I

Let us consider a specific example, a symbol system to perforM the
synthesis of organic compounds [3 J. No one has been able fo labiate an al-
gorithm that will either'specify the synthesis ofan organic compound X or
show that none such elcists. We do not know if such an algorithm le even
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possible. 'However, we do know that symbolic systems'for defining synthts-
is exist in the minds of &sganic chemists.

I selectively quote from Gelernter et al.: "...the techniques and
methodology of artificial intelligence. in .genei-al, and heuristic pro-
gramming in. particular, had Matured to the point wbgre pfnblems of sub-
stantial content and of interest in themselves ought to be selected by those
engaged in that activity, e.g., organic synthesis discovery."

It is believed by Gelemtet .his associates that the difference
between 'a feasibiliti demonstration and a system of general utility to,
chemists is one of degree rather than kinds

But of greatest importance to the future development of such and
-other symbol systems is the observation that the mind adept at, and ex-
perienced in, creating AI symbol systems is necessary to provide' the
skeletal organization and control in order that a threshold of competence
be reached by such a programmed system. Knowledge of the'subject field

2 2,
alone (here organic. synthesis) ,is not enough. Put another way, the
Threshold can be reached by computer scientists (my firit use of that term)
consulting with chemists, but is not likely to be reached by chemists em-
ploying computer prOgrammers. The organizational, control, and coding is-
sues.are too fundamental and pervasive to be treated as appendages to the
organic synthesis pai-adignis. Instead it is the other way around! Gelernter
found that,the procedures for the genebation of synthesis solutions do not
differ vastly from the procedures he,used a decade earlier in a computer
prograni for theorem proving in Euclidean .geometry. Thus it was his ex- is
perience with the geometry problem that emphasized the need to have

\linear symbolic formulae for representing compounds so that their machine
processing could be adequately and effitiehtly performed. That which is a

notational convenience to the chemist is a piece of essential structure to a
program. Recognition of this necessity and search for its solution is a
dividend arising from concern with symbol systems, per se. The invention
of linguistic structures relevant to a prOblem domain, that are machine
processible, is a standard approach of the computer scientist, and he in-
vents in similar' ways whether he is processing theorems, organic com-
pounds, music, natural language, or what have you.

I certainly do not wish to imply that matters dependent upon the sub-
ject being studied are unimportant. Far from it. Knowledge of chemistry is
critical to the,stablishment of chains of useful goals and pruning of search
trees, for these are not syntactic issues, but semantic one's2tiowever, until '-
such time as experience and insight into construction of growing symbol
systems become working tools of the scientist and technoloidst, the corn-

'. puter scientist must dominate at least the initial development of these very
important symbol systems. -

Of course one may ask, why build such systems at all? Why lay bare
our intuitive problem-solving genius? Q,ne' answer might be that depen:
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dence on the work of problem-solving geniuses is getting to be too great for
the population of geniuses we have on hand. I doubt that reason. A more
compelling reason for spawning such systems is that each such exercise
adds to our own stock of knowledge about the problem-solving abilities of
the mind. The only bound on that stock of knowledge that ive may tolerate
is our ignorance, and hence the bound is reducible. Any other proscription
is childish.

Computer Science

Computer science is the study of the phenomena arising artund com-
puters [4], and in particular, the study of symboPsYstems that spring into
existence on etimputers in response to phenomena. While many classical
disciplines deal with symbol systems, only computer science is concerned
with the dynamics of all such systems, from the phenomena that conceive
them, the programs that represent them, the applications and theories that
use them, and the machines that we create and stuff to hold and manipu-'
late them:

There have always been algorithms, abstract programs, but only with
the advent of the computer has their number and diversity been suffi,
ciently`rich to suggest a need for studies to classify ands approximate al-
gorithms by other algorithms. Since Turing's epic work in 1937 we have
known of algorithms we cannot describe, that is, that do not exist. How-
ever, of even greater importanceis our growing recognition that certain
problems have algorithms, but cannot have any that are useful. All these al
gorithms are exponential ip the use of some key resource. There are other,
algorithms that approximate exponential algOrithms, i.e., give results close
to optimal, by are only polynomial in their use of a resource. We are wit-
ness to the birth of a new numerical analysis, called concrete complexity
theory, spawned nut from classical applied mathematics but from combina-
torics. Complexity theory is a fundamental topic in computer science.

The creation of symbol systems, themselves a fundamental topic in
computer systems, leads to linguistic inventions that form the basis of soft-
ware, materialized on hardware. The definition of the software-hardware
interface is a fundamebtal topic of computer science..

Among the symbol systems we create are those whose function is the
generation of other symbol systems. We call this area of synthesis auto-
matic programming. We must be careful to understand the range of
meanings this evocative term is applied to. At one end is the historic com-
piler that translates programs written in a user-preferred language such as
FORTRAN .into machine code programs. FORTRAN is a user-preferred
language because the user may omit irrelevant details afid specify in a con-
venient format those details that must be included to fix the intent of his
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program. At the Other end of the spectrum is the ideal useranguage, state-
41rnents of wishes that are transformed into a computer program. Needless

to say a symbol system capable of such ansformations is well beyond our
present capabilities. It is part of th usty optimism that flowers around
computers that pushes us to searc for programs with properties that, in
more ancient times, were exclusively held. by "djinns" in lamps. Some
progress can be reported. A program has been written [5] that produces
'S symbolic machine assembly language and its assembler for a computer
given its formal description in a language called ISP. Work is underway on
the production of programs that create the servicing progr,ams for the
peripherals (tapes, disks, terminal, printers, etc.) of any computer for
which a formal description of such peripherals exists. A natural medium-
range goal of this automatic programming effort is the automatic pril.duc-
Lion of compilers for arbitrary (newt machines in ways that take advantage
of machine idiosyncracies. The study of, and creation of, programs that do
what programmers do is a fundamental part of computer science.

A , . .',..

A ChrOnology
C

Stretched behind us is a history of computers t t is barely 30 years
old. While some of us have witnessed this entire' pass, ge as participating
adults, most people now engaged in computing have not. In table 1, I have
listed a brief chronology of events that, in my opinion, have enormously in
fluenced the developments we are witnessing, It goes without saying that
there are events, bmitted from this list, that have contributed as much (or
more) as the inclusions. The dates are chosen to identify an interval of time
rather'than to pinpoint a year. No entry more recent than 1971 is included,
not because nothing of importance has occurred since then, but because so
much of equal importance is taking place.

It is natural, that the ENIAC should head the list. ,

ACM from its inception has been the technical society for computer
people, and its meetings and journals have provided the necessary forums
for displaying the technical growth of the subject and as an essential
avenue of communication between computer scientists and technologists.

The ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Defense De-
partment) research program stimulated the development of computer
science as an independent subject setting its own research and develop-
ment frontiers. The funding levels provided by ARPA were sufficient to
stimulate artificial intelligence, graphics, speech and time sharing to levels
deserved by the areas but not hitherto possible.

Sketchpad, a graphics program on TX-2 at Lincoln Laboratories;
opened up the possibility of computer-produced drawings.,Since that first
program there has. been a steady development of prtgrams and equipment

.
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TABLE I. A Brief Chronology

(circa)

1947. The firs; electronic digital computer (ENIAC)

1948 Ihe founding of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
...

1948 The start of modern numerical atalysis

1950 The first commeiTial computer

1952 The first programmingaids

1956 FORTRAN

. '1957 The beginning of artificial Intelligence .

c.
1959 The first international computer conference (1F1P),

1960 At(;0 L60

1962 ARPA research program in computer science ($16 million annually and ruing)

1963 Sketchpad

1965 Time sharing

1965 The first failure..cNatural language translatAn bx computer

1967 Artificial intelligence approaches practical utilization Dendral. Robotics

1969 The second failure. IRM:JSS for the 360/67

1970 The ARIA network

1971 The handheld solid state calculator

i

capable of producing pictures in three-dimensional projected form, in
color,'exhibiting simulated texture and shading, a4snd animation, all of the
highest quality. $ ' .

A scientific area matures as much through recognition of failure as
,through pride in success. Performing natural language translation on com-
liuters was an early goal of linguists and computer specialists. Adequate
federal funding and computer access were provided. Within.a few.years
good progress in syntax analysis was reported. S ral,excellent parsers.,
both of Rupsian and English, were reported. M chine-readable diotionarieschine-.readable
were prepared. However, programs could hot be created to cope with
meaning: Translation depended upon context, the semantic environment
iri which text was embedded, and programs did not "know enough" to
recognize environments so that sense could be preserved under transla-
tion. This was true even for technical daterial largely divorced from litera-
ry allusions. Some have interpreted the failure as evidence of an inherent

tft
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limitation of computer programs, the definition of a boundary beyond
which it is futile to expect programs to go. I suspect that a willingness to ac-
cept this view as the ultimate state of affairs is as prone to error as was the
intemperate optimism of computer people when they began their work on
language translation. Work on language understanding prowams, now un-
derway, gives some evidence that programs can be written that, in a limited
sense understand a context and can extract meaning from textual
exchanges about'the context. The language translation problem may yield
piecemeal to thy solution of good programs that "know" about very limited
environment and "know" very little, outside the environment. But this
"very little" is, substantially more than zero.

The second failure. TSS, exposed a problem: How to define and write
very large software systems that were correct. Thereby it caused the births
of a dilcipline of programming, of a methodology of programming manage-
-mew, and of a conservatism of system design and goal that have become

the hallmarks of "software engineering."
The.chronology can barely intimate what has been occurring. An enor-

mous'and vital industry has been createdihat seems to make excellent use
'of the strengths of our society and seems unperturbed by our deficiencies.

Our society is characterized by mobility: social, economic, en-
trepreneurial and scientific. The comput6r flowers'in such,an envirnment,
and nowhere has it flowered as much as in the United States. While con-
trolled societies seem to havethe greatest need to harness theicomputer,
the device flowers best in environments of great intellectual mobility. So let
us continue to view the computer not only as a tool for change, bilt as an in-
strument,unequalled outside the mind, on which to indulge our intellectual
fantasies and to vorify our humanity.
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'THE TECHNOLOGY OF ENERGY'

America's Energy Background

As the National Bureau of Standards celebrates threequarters of ay
century of distinguished service to the nation, the United States is gearing,

scientific, technological and managerial strengths to deal with the com-
plex energy problems that confront us. Theiituation today is far different
from that facing the 2,600,000 inhabitants of the newly freed American na-
tion. The energy resources available to our forebears were plentiful indeed,
balled predominantly on fuel wood from seemingly limitless forests baZked

-up by falling water and by wind. r
',When the Centennial Year was celebrated in 1876, the population had

grown to nearly 58 million and a new domestic energy resource had made
its mark. It was-coal. This black fossil fuel had increased its percentage of
the energy consumed in the United States from a little over 9 percent in
185Q to around 50 perCent. [1 ] Wood, water and windsolar energy, con-
versionaccounted for most of the rest. Petroleum, which KaTibareIy ap-
peared by the timeof the CentenntaL.accounted for less than 1 percent and
natural gas for 1-1/2 percent. Despite the. advent of these fuels, coal was
rapidly becoming -dominant and by 1901the year the NBS was
createdaccounted for approximately 57 percent of energy consumed in
the United States. -

Its period of dominance, however, was limited. After peaking around
1910, coal, like wood before it, gave *ay to fail-rising petroleum and natu-
ral gas. Their relative cleanliness, their energy content their low cost, and
their convenience were so attractive that when the NBgeelebrated its 50th

.
anniversary in 1951 they had reduced coal's contribution to about 35 per-
cent of the nation's energy "mix." Today, the figure is nearly 19 percent.
Even though 1975 production was up over 1974's by about 5 percent, the
blac fossil fuel is now being extracted at levels similar to those of the
1 s.

The Modern Energy Reiources Mix
,

In the quarter century between NBS' 50th and 75th anniversaries,
natural gas utilization increased from 18 to 28.4 percent and petroleum (in -'
eluding natural gaa liquids) frdm 38 to 46 percent. Together, they supply
about 'three-quarters of the energy consumed in the United States each
year. This is graphically observed in figure L The 1975 share of natural
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A

energy consumption supplied by hydropower was 4.5 percent and nuclear
2.3 percent. .

it is the clearly visible present -day dominance of oil and natural gas
that is the cause of our energy crisis. Both are rapidly dwindling, ir-
replaceable resources. While we rely heavily on them for most of our ener-
gy needs, such abundant domestic resources as coal and uranium remain
relatively underused. .

In November 1970, U.S. domestic crude production reached its all-
time peak of just over 10 million barrels a day. Since then,' output has
steadily dropped. During almost all of 1975 less than 8-1/2 million barrels
a day were being produced. In December, the figure was 8.2 million bar-
rels, and in March 1976 it dipped to less than 8.1 million barrels (fig. 2).

This declining production inevitably is reflected in. the world arena.
Back in 1938, before the Second World War broke out in Europe, we were
producing 61 percent of world crude; in 1960 it was 33.5 percent; a decade
later, 21 percept; and now it is less than 16 percent. Demand, meanwhile
continues unabated. i

The situation for natural gas is hardly better. Monthly production in
the United States peaked at 1.98 trillion cubic feet in March 1973 and has
been declining ever since at a rate faster than oil. Reserves in the conter-
minous states stand today at levels of the early 19 's. Production during
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the final quarter of last year averaged between 1.6 and 1.7 trilliob cubic feet
per month.l'he BurettPlifmMines placeg overall 1975 production at 20.1 tril:
lion cubic feet, down from 21.6 trillion cubic feet in 1974 (fig. 3).
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Even though there has been some slackening in overall energy de-
mand since the winter 1973-74 Arab Oil Embargo, the gap between
domestic production and domestic consumption of oil and natural gas has
widened.tTgis gap has been filled by imports, and today we are not only
bringing to our shores more oil than we did in 1973 (during the week ending
March 12, for the first time in oitr history, imports of crude oil and petrole-
um produets exceeded domestic production ut a greater percentage ofiiii
it comes from the very natiops that particip ed in the embargo. This is
partly because some customary suppliers other than those of the Organiza
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) are cutting back on exports
in the interest of conserving for future domestic needs. Canada, for exam-
ple, last Novembes announced a new export phase-out. From 750,000 bar-
rels a day delivered to the United States in 1975, our neighbor to the north
is scheduled to provide 460,000 barrels a day this.year and 255,000 barrels

,a day !text year. By 1980, the figure is to drop to 45,000 barrels a day, then
10,000 in 1981, and nothing ,n 4982. Canada's traditional export of a trillion
cubic feet of gas a year may also disappear by the early 1980's.

Regardless of the foreign source of the more than two out of every five
barrels of oil, consumed in the United States, imports are cdstly. As
recently as 1870, we paid about $3 Nillion a year for imported oil. Last year,
the bill 'climbed to $27 billion, a ninefold increase. If it had not been for
agricultural exports amounting to $22 billion, the nation would have been
in serious balance-of-payment difficulties. The import percentage is ex=
petted to increase through 1980, then decrease for 5 to 1,0 years as Alaskan
Oil makes its impact, then increase again.

By , extracting over a hundred billion barrels of crude in'a century or so
of production, we have 'seriously depleted our domestic reserves. In fact,
according to the latest U.S. Geological,Survey study [2 ], only about 34 bil-
lion barrels of measured and 5 billion barrels of indicited economically-ex-
tractable reserves remain for a total of nearly 39 billion barrels. Another 23
billion barrels of inferred reserves may exist onshore and offshore. U.S.
measured reserves compare with some 315 billion barrels in the Middle
Eait and 49 billion in the Soviet Union.

As for natural gas, abo t 500 trillion cubic feet already have been used
up, slightly more thane total remaining economically-recoverable mea
sured (231 trilliop cubic feet) and inferred (202 trillion cubic feet) reserves
in our country. The reserve figures for the Sino-Soviet area are 736 trillion,
cubic feet and for.the Middle Eist 594 ttillion cubic feet.

Faced with these somber facts, the Director of the Geological Survey,
Dr. V. E. McKelvey, commented that "...evin if we are lucky in explora-
tion, we will soon have to start shifting to other sources of energy as the,\
mainstay of our supply." Making this shift is wing to be no easy matte(
But it must occur, for even Middle East reserves,are finite.We are not like-
ly to enjoy.a leisurely phase-out of oil add gas as figure 1 illbstrates we'did
when we moved away from reliance first on fuel wood and later on coal.
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The Shift to,an Alternate Energy ease

As we begin to reduce our 'present exaggerated and 'unrealistic
reliance on oil and natural gas, we shpuld keep a number of facts in mind.

First, energy end-use patterns and thdntire economic infrastructure))
are wedded 1.9 these two ,f ssil fuels. The inertial resistance to changeover
thus is going to be profound and time-consufning.

Second, this beans that the United States will rely on oil and
gasdomestic and importedfor a long time to come, even though efforts
are augmented now to move away from them.

Third, in all likelihood, we will have to deal with the OPEC suppliers
for an indefinite period. They control more than 65 percent of the oil in the
non-Communist world, part of which keeps our nation moving.

Fourth, there is no short and easy road tolards increased energy self-
sufficiency. Only by exploring and eventually demonstrating relevant ener-
gy technologies and by developing a firm conservation ethic cart we assure
the future energy self-sufficiency of our nation.

Finally, we need not degrade our air and water environment as we shift
away from oil and natural gas to multiple new energy ootions. With the aid
of appropriate control technologies, we can enjoy a clean environment and
adequate energy; they need not be mutually exclusive.

When we talk of energy self-sufficiency, we tend` to think in terms of
5, 10 or perhaps even 15 years. Such vision is necessary because of the long
lead times in adapting new energy technologies to the marketplace and the

-requirements orfuture generations: Regardless of the lifestyle they elect to
follow, our children are going to need energy, and so will their children.
The decisions we make today will to a large extent determine how they live
tomorrow. .

/

,
In the past, the growth in the use of energy in our country has been im-

pressive. A hundred years ago, the 58 million Americans then living used
a little over 100 million Btu's per person. The 215 million of us now
celebrating theflicentennial Year are consuming nearly 340 million Btu's
per.capita, a more than threefold increase.

More significant than this, however, is what happened in recqnt years.
During the decade precediAg the Arad Oil Embargo, the annual rate of in-

n
crease in U.S. energy demand was ahout 4.3 perce his led to the United
States with less than 6 percent of the Earth's pop n accounting for
about a third of all energy consumed. Looked at from the per capiti view-
point, the average American today,,u sessabout six times more energy than
the average inhabitant of the world its a whole.

.. Just-as energy use in our country has grown in the pekso it is-pre-
dicted to do so in the future. From 71 quadrillion Btu's consumed in 1975,
we may be using something like 82 quadrillion Btu's in 1980, 99 quadrillion

4ltu's in 1985, 115 quadrillion Btu's in 1990,, and 156 quadrillion Btu's in
2000. .
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The Establishment of ERDA

To guide-the nation effectively towards a multiple=option energy mix
in which such growth can be accommodated, the Energy Research and
Development Administration ,(ERDA) was established on January 19,1975.
Although it was and still is a new agency, many,of its components are
not/ In accordance with the Energy Reorganization Act Of 1074 [3], the
functionti of the former Atm:Mc Energy Commission except those of a regu-
laniry nature; the energy research and development facilities, capabilities
anti personnel of the Department of Interior's Bureau of Mines; and all of
the Office of Coal Research were turned over to ERDA.

The energy agency also absorbed the National Science Foundation's
solar and geothermal programs 4nd the alternative automotive power
systems functions from the Environmental 'Protection Agency. These re-

, lated elements and - selective later recruitment have provided ERDA with
a solid personnel and facility base from which to chart the natipn's energy
course:

Creating a new energy agency was one thing; charting a course the
United States can follow towards increased energy independence is quite
another. The Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act,
of 1974 [4] required that ERDA develop a national energy program and
then explain its rationale and the steps recommended to implement it.

The National Enetg; Plan

Accordingly, in late Juneof last year, ERDA's report was presented to
the President and to the Congress covering a "National Plan for Energy
Research, Development and Demonstration: Creating Energy Choices for
the Future." [5 ]

One of its fundamental conclusions was that no single 'energy
technology or even select groups of technologies could provide the flexibili-
ty and independence the nation requires.

To achieve such flexibility and iqdependence, and to allow for some
failures in the .RD&D propess,)the report emphasized that "muJtiple op-
tions [must be provided ] which, taken all together, could exceed per-
ceived needs." (See fig. 4.) The curtailment of any major existing option,
such as'the enhanced use of nuclear power or coal, would place such heavy
and perhaps impossible demands on all remaining options that a signif-
icant reduction of crude oil and gas imports might not achievable.

In revising the National Energy Plan this April, ac unt was taken of
various technical and scientific advances; trends in ergy demand and
production; new data on energy resources and resery ; regional, state and
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Figure 4. Known and potentially recoverable U.S. energy resources. The tiny square in the
Inset (upper left) gives a perspective on U.S' annual energy consumption measured in

U.S. quadrillion (10") BTU's or "quads." In 1947. energy consumption was 33 quads, in
1973 rose to nearly 75 quads, and in 1936was about 74 quads. It is estimated that the cumu
lative energc-requireinents from 1975 to 2000 will be about 2.400 qua'ds if an aggressive
conservation program is carried out; otherwise, some 2,900 quads be consumed. It
is noted that petroleum and natural gas are our least plentiful re rtes yet we rely on
them the moot. Meanwhile, the United States has three times much shale as oil and

.natural gas and six times as much coal. If we graduate from t water reactor to breeder
reactor technology, some 60-times as much energy can be extracted from U.S. uranium
reseryes. Solar and fusion potential is essentially inexhaustible. Unshaded areas Indicate
'energy available from resources using-current technology. Shaded areas indicate potential
'energy contribution from new technology development, (ERDA) s.

local concern over energy developments and events; commercialization
prospects for advanced energy technologies; institutional, regulatory and
legal matters; international developments; and many other facildrs. Despite
changing situations in all these areas, most of The principal conclusions of
the original ERDA-48 Plan of June 1975 remain valid-today.

Some shifting in emphasis is noted in ERDA-76 [61 the popular
reference for the revised Plan notably the elevation of conservation
technologies to the category having the highest priority for research,
development and demonstration support by ERDA. By conservation, we
mean the more efficient use of energy as well as rie reduction of needless
waste.
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National Technology Goals

To establish priorities in technology RD &D and to develop strategies
'of implementation in the commercial sector, the Plan sets forth eight na
tional energy technology goals:

* expand domestic supplies of economically recoverable, energy-
producing raw materials, such as oil, gas, coal and uranium;
* over the longer term, increase the use of essentiftlly inexhaustible
domestic energy resources, for, example, electrical Conversion of
solar energy, deuterium in the oceans using fusion power, and urani-
um 23Wwith breeder technology;
* transform such abundant fuel resources as coal into more desira-
ble end-use forms, that is, into clean-burning liquid and gas sub-
stitutes;
* augment the efficiency "and reliability of the processes used in
energy conversion and delivery systemsimproved converter-type
nuclear power reactors, for example, and better electric power
transmission and distribution;
* change consumption patterns to improve energy use, an example
being the introduction ef solar heating and cooling technology into
the residential and comnNrcial building markets;
" increase the efficiency of end-users, tuch as improved automotive
vehicles, appliances, and industrial equipment;

fs -perform basic and supporting research and technical services
--- directly and indirectly related to energy; typically, these include ex-

ploration and resource assessment, nuclear fuel cycle support, and
fossil fuel transportation such as coal slurry lines;
* protect and enhance the general health, safety, welfare and en-
vironment during the course of, energy development and systems
implementation; the introduction of environmental control)echnolo-
gies and the establishment of standards of environmental per-
formance of each technology concept are included in this area.

Strategic Approach to Energy RD&D

As the National Energy Plan evolved, various research, development
and demonstratidh progrwns were recommended to implement these pri-
orities, all with' the aim of facilitating the changeover from at diminishing
base of oil and natural gas resources to a broad range of alternative and
much less limited resources.

The exploitation of these esources will require the development of
,

i)any new energy technologies. Since the private sector is the main
producer and con;unier of energy, it is going to be up to it and not the
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government to assume the principal role of moving these technologies
from,early development through the demonstration phase and into the mar-
ketplace. The role of ERDA, and of other Federal agencies involved in
energy, is and must remain supplementar)4

, Ultimately, the action" of private enterprise and of the market forces
that shape.them will change the energy ifnx of our nation. Whereas fossil
fuelscoal, oil and gas now supply nearly 94 percent of the overall ener-
gy requirements of our country, by the year they may only provide
between 65 and 70 percent. Nuclear's contributio is expected tozise from ,
the eurEent 2.3 percent to between 25 and 30 percent; hydropower and
geothermal systems may account for approximately 4 percent. Solar heat-
ing and cooling should contribute an additional few percent.

The principal recoverable resources of the United States (in thermal
equivalents) that are likely to provide most of the energy out to the end of
the century are summer' ized in table 1. ERDA-76 (the revised Plan) esti-
mates in column 6 are compared with those of the earlier ERDA-48 irt
column 2. The- new assessments are basell on different interpretations of
then-available data andin coal's case on an upward revision of reserve
estimates.

e
First Strategic Element

k Although the first strategic element of both the original and 'revised
versions of the National Energy Plan addresses P.S. needs during the next
decade, ERDA -76 added a 5-year planning projection ,which, it is contem-
plated, will roll-forward every year. This short-range look ahead will focus
principally on conservation and will continually be monitored for successes
and-for failures.

Conservation Techniques

Recognizing that even a decade is inadequate for the development of
whole new energy systems, ERDA-76 as we have already noted as-
signed top national priority to those conservation technologies which act
immediately to reduce energy consumption. Such technologies will be ap-

, plied towards creating more energy - efficient buildings; consumer products,

, industrial processes, and individual and', public transportation systems.
Among the reasons for the heightened emphasis on conservation are: ,

* Each barrel of oil saved is one less that needs to be imported.
Conservation, combined with prokrams leading towards fuel sub-
stitution, act to reduce dependenje on foreign oil.

r
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Resource

Coal

-- --,

Natural Gas

PetrOleum 2

Shale Oil

Uranium

Geothermal

(

dP

TABLE 1. Recoverable eraergyources of thellnited.Stasea

(

Units

Data in

(In thermal eqivalents) . .

ERDA-48 Demonstrated Additional Total
report reserves resources resources

Data from Oficial reports used in ERDA776

Sources and explanation

Quads 12,000 4,900 16,500 21,400 ERD4-48 excluded hypothetical resources
,

--
,r and those in areas likely to be closed

to mining.
Quads , 755 244 706 950 Estimates based on "mean values" of

U.S. GeologicarilNey range of undis-
covered resources.

Quads '800. 246 704 950 Esciinates. based on "mean values" of
, U.S. Geological Skrvey range of undis-

covered resources. ,

Quads 1,200 72,7 . 473 ),200 Western and Alaskailit 'hales yielding/ 25-100 gal/ton. ,,i

Quads T:800 7 900' 900 . 1,800 Utilized in light water reactors...- .

Quads 400 102 3,332 3,434 Recoverable heat with present or near-
-term technology.

rli :a data Need on the U.S. Geological Survey "high probability" ° Crude oil and natural gas liquids.
mates and including resources producible through techniques to enhance

ery rates.
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* It generally costs less to save a barrel of oil than toproduce or im-
port one.
* Eneigy conserved is environmentally beneficial.
* Capital needed to increase energy-use efficiency is normally less
than that involved in producing an equivalent amount of energy; this
is because new energy supply technologies are highly capital-inten-
.
sive.
* The near-term use of existing technologies can generally be ap- .
plied by the priv\i,t,Lttctor with a lessenecIpeed for government,
assistance.
* Conservation also helps to preserve for future generations the
limitedg,acy of fossil fuels and uranium left to us by nature.

Backing up conservation are parallel near-term programs to convert
waste materials to energy and to utilize, on a broadened scale, conventional
domestic energy resources. Efforts in the latter area are directed (1)
towards the enhanced recovery of oil and natural gas by fluid injection,
massive hydraulic fracturing and other techniques in identified fields, and
(2)\-the discovery of new fields, offshore as well as on.

Light Water Reactor Program

Equally important to the U.S. .energy picture during the coming
decade and beyond is the increased use and improvement of light water
nuclear reactors for electric power generation. As of January 1976, a total
of 58 nuclear electric generation units was operating in the United States
with a capacity of 39,595 MWe. Construction permits have been issued,for
another 69 units totaling 70,773 MWe and limited work authorizations have
been released for 18 more with a capacity of.5464 MWg. In addition,
there are 72 units on order as of the first of the year. They are expected to
add 82,835 MWe to the nation's overall nuclear electric capacity [71.

Considerable concern has been expressed as to the safety of nuclear
reactors, yet during over 1,700 reactor-years of commercial and light-
watei military reactor experience no melt-down or other potentially serious
nuclear-related accident has occurred. So safe has nuclear power been, in
fact, that in trying to determine' the possibility of accidents one musense
theoretical predictions rather than actuarial tables.

Commercial nuclear power's excellent safety record has not
diminished efforts by the Nuclear Regulatory CoAimission, by ERDA and
by industry to insure continued safe operations. Typical of the activities
now under way is the advanced safety'system design program which seeks
to identify alternative de8igns for lower cost yet highly reliable safety
systems for emergency cooling, containment and core coolability.

'Concern has also arisen as to nuclear fuel supplies. According to
ERDA studies, the nation's identified uranium resources are.adequate to
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supply the lifetime fuel requirements of reactors now operating, under con-
,struction or planned, as well as those of additional reactors that may come
on line in the near- and mid-terms. ERDA's National Uranium Resource
Evaluation (NURE) program puts. US. resources of U308 recoverable at a
production cost of $.3to or less a pound at 3.56 million tons. Of these, 640,000
tons are known reserves and 2.92 million tons are potential resources [8].

Efforts are now being stepped up within NURE to locate new supplies
of uranium ore in our country. But, as important as new ore discoveries are,
we need to increase simultaneously our all-too-limited enrichment capabili-
ty. In recognition of this fact, the President late in February again urged

ess "to give high priority to my Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act to pro-
vide enriched uranium needed for commercial nuclear power plants here
and abroad." This act, first recommended to Congress in June 1975, would
permit ERDA to negotiate and to enter into cooperative agreements with

./ the private sector enabling it to commercialize enrichment operations.
Such an approach not only is consistent with the overall policy of moving
energy technologies into the marketplace as soon as practical, but
promises to close an obvious and serious shortcoming in tile fuel cycle.

Industry has proposed four enrichment projects that it is willing and
stile to undertake. These are based on the conventional gaseous diffusion
approach as well as the newer centrifuge method. ERDA, meanwhile, is ex-
amining still anothek and potentially more economic uranium enrichment
concept involving laser isotope separation.

With the prospects improving fotincreased industrial participation at
the "front end" of the fuel cycle, ERDA will be able to conceicitate more
heavily on filling in gs at the "back end." This involves the demonstra-
tion of technology relited to spent-fuel reprocessing, the recycling of
recovered uranium and plutonium, and the development of long-term
disposal techniques for radioactive wastes produced by commercial reac-
tors. Progress in these areas eventually should permit the private sector to
assume responsibility for both the, front end and the back end of the
nuclear fuel cycle under appropriate controls, of course.

In recent years, the public has voiced its concerti over the processing,
the handling, and particularly the disposal of radioactive wastes. These in-
clude highly penetrating fission fragments and traces of plutonium and
similar elements collectively termed transuranium elements: From the
handling standpoint, the most difficult wastes are the fission fragments.
Yet, the,volume that would accumulate during the rest of this century from
a thousand commercial nuclear power plants would occupy a space of only
aboirt 100 square feet. In practice, of course, such wastes would not be
stored in one place but rather in multiple containers probably in terminal
storage sites within stable geologic formations.

For over three decades ways and means of-protecting the biosphere
and underground waters from these and transuranium wastes have been

f
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studied and developed. The Kahle geologic formation approach seems so
attractive that this year we 5lan to demonstrate a site in a deep-bedded
New Mexico salt deposit.

view of political instability in nay parts of the world $nd continu-
ing acts of terrorism, the possibility is not necessarily remote that terrorists
ok other groups might be tempted to divert nuclear materials. Substantial
increases in that portion of ERDAls budget devoted to nuclear controls and
safeguards reflect this possibility.

The major thrust of ERDA's safeguards prograntis to assure the safety
of all light water reactor fuel cycle facilities in our country". To help accom-
plish this, computer models have been developed that allow us to measure
and evaluate safety and control systems against a wide range of potential
accident and threat 'situations. We are also developing new technologies
that account for as well as physically protect nuclear materials on site and

) while being transported. 1.
Around fixed installations, for example, armed guards are supple-

mented by multiple physical barriers equipped with alarm devices. Stric
control is maintained over facilities and operations at all times. Thus,criti-
cal areas are continuously monitored by television, and multiple communi
cation systems are used in close cooperation with. local law enforcement
agencies. Also, all principal security control facilities are hardened against
possible armed attack. When nuclear materials are shipped fpom one site
to another, armed guards and special armored vehicles are employed. Each
shipment is_ Traced at a control center -which is in frecpient radio or
telephone communication with the transporting vehicle.

The adequacy of uranium reserves is but one factor favoring the in-
creased use of light water reactors for electricity generation in our country.
Others include price, with nuclear holding a clear edge over competitive
coal-fired systems in the northeast and an apparel* cost advantage for the
Atlantic coast, the southeast, and the inlan4 of Lakes region. These
areas are expected to require about threefifths of the added electric power
generating capacity-out tccithe end of this century. By Sway of comparison,
coal has an apparent cost advantage in the mid-continent and Rocky Moun-
tain regions, while a stand-off exists for the Pacific coast.

As far as the average costs of electric power from various fuel sources
is concerned, during 1975 nuclear was a little under 13 mills per kilowatt
hour, coal somewhat over 17 mills per kilowatt hour, and oil more than 33
mills per kilowatt hour.But this is the direct consumerrelated part of the
story. It has been estimated that because of the use of nuclear power& the
United States during 1975 around million barrels of oil were conserved,

-many of which would have been pure ased from abioad.
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Coal

The-expan d exploitation of America's vast coal resources is also
contemplated fo the 1985.2000 mid- temp: Co#1 now remaining in the
ground, accor ng to a U.S. Geologrellrghrvey study published last year
[9], totals estimated 3,968 billion short tons, a 23 percent increase over
previous estimates. Of these, 424 billion tons constitute the identified

base and 1,307 billion tons, additional identified resources. About
percent of our total reserves some 200billion tons is believed to be ex-,

tractable using conventional technology. Thi*slone is five times the esti-
mated cumulative production of coal in the United States.

In exploiting this coal, emphasis is being placed on fluidized-bed com-
bustion for industrial process heat and some utilities. This proceSs of burn-

, ing coal-removes more than 90 percent of the eipitted sulfur dioxide and .
reduces nitrogen oxide and particulate, matter' to levels under those
established by th Environmental Protection Agency for new coal-burning

. installations. Imp vements in stack gas clearrinflipd nitrogen oxide con-
trol systems are e ected to make the use of coal increasingly acceptable
from the environme tal point of view.

. 4410.

V.

Second Strategic Element

-Our analyses. reveal that unless immediate action is taken, a serious
liquid and gaseous fuels "gap" is likely to appear in the mid-term period.
By then Alaskan oil production is expected to have peaked and begun to
drop off while that in the conterminous states continues its inexorable
decline. Preientink the gap from occurring, then, forins the basis of the
National Energy RD &D Plan's second strategic element.

Siveral approaches to reducing liquid and gaseous fuel consumption
appearnecessary to ward off the looming mid-term crisis. One calls for the
continued development of end-use conservation technologies. Another
involves increased reliance on geothermal, solar heating and cooling, and
other under-used resources and on the extraction of energy from waste
heat. Concurrent with these efforts are others to enhance oil and gas
recovezy from domestic fields and to derive synthetic substitutes from
coal, oiishale and tar sands.

Geothermal Resources

It is estimated that by the beginning_of the mid-term, 0.8 quads' per
year may be produced from geothermal resources found in many regains of
the United States. This catribution could well grow to 4.4 ear by

rythe-end of the century, and 18.6 quads/year by 2020 [1 J. Geoth. mal.
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resources are defined as identified and still-to-be discovered stored heat
that can be recovered and used with technology that is or soon maybecome

available. Five basic types of such /resource's have been identified: r(1)

hydrothermal (2) ifot drffock structures; (3) so-called normal
gradients which are conduction-dominated areas within the first 10 kilome-

. ters of, the crust; (4) high-temperature molten magma; and (5)

geopressured water reservoirs [11 ]. Table 2 indicates those resourcesthat

can be tapped with near-term technology.
In early April of this year, ERDA requeVied proposals. for geothermal

R&D in they4llowing areas: (1) engineering and economic studies on
nonelectric applications of geothermal heat; (2) improving and developing

well logging tools, instruments, and materials; (3). conducking field tests of
stimulation methods with the aim of improving and prolonging geothermal

well productivity; and (4) testing of wells in geopressured aquifers.

401

TABLE 2.Geothetttsal resourcesestimated recoverable'lieat with present

or near-term technolggy'

Resource type

Quads (quadrillion BTU)

Known Inferred Total

Hydrothermal convection
Vapor dominated (>150 °C.) 2 2 4

Liquid domipated
High cmperature (>150 °C) 20 , 110 130

Low emperature (90-150 °C) 80 250. 330

Geo ured
De cal 'utilization 100 230 330 .
Meth a production 500 1,500 2,600

Hot dry rock structures ) 80 240 320

Magma 80 240 320

Total 8622 ; 2,5722 3,434'

'Doe include (1) normal gradients of heat in the earth, nor (2) hydrothermal convection

systems of less than 90 °C temperature.
'These figures should be rounded off to 900, 2.500 and 3,500, respectively. to indicate that

they are rough estimates based on many uncertainties. most particularly with respect to

magma resources. Since thesis are presumably renewed from deep within the earth, they

may in fact be much more significant than indicated in this table.
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Solar Heating andCooling

Solar heating and cooling technology is expected to advance briskly
and by the mid-term Could be making a significant impact, particularly in
the residential sector. The Federal part of the National Program for Solar
Heating and Cooling includes (1) demonstrations of hot water heating and'.
space heating as well as combined heating and cooling for residential and
commercial applications; (2) development in support of the demonstra-
tions; and (3) .research and advanced systems development in solar heating
and cooling technology [12,13 ]. ,

'Progress has already been substantial. The first large-scale demon-
stration of solar energy in re'sidential housing was announced in mid-Janua-
ry of this year by the Department of Housing and Urban Development with
the awarding of $1 million in ERDA pass-through grants for the installation'
of 143 units in 27 states. Then in February, ERDA selected 36 complete
systems for solar heating, water heating, or heating and coaling of re-
sidential and commercial buildings as technically acceptable for use in the
demonstration program. Still more recently, in early .April, ERDA an-
nounced the selection of 34 nonresidential buildings in 22 states and the
Virgin Islands for the installation of solarheating and/or cooling systems.

Among t.14 many tasks facing those involved with the national solar
heating and cooling program is the need to identify factors that restrain the
widespread utilization of solar systems and to seek ways of removing or at
least mitigating them. Constraints range from the lack of trained personnel
to install, start-up and operate new and unfamiliar solar heating and cooling
systems to the reluctance of financial institutions to provide mortgages."
homes incorporating them. Stich reluctance is understandable for we are
dealing with a new technology and an industry that is still in its infaqcy.

As the solar industry develops, as objective standards evolve, and as
information is more widely disseminated, developers, builders and
customers alike may begin to understand that savings in operating costs
over the lifetime of an individual housing investment may more than offset
the higher-than-normal initial installation cost of solarliased sygtems. It is
interesting to note that several states have enacted laws to provide proper-
ty tax exemption for individuals, commercial entities, and institutions that
install solar water heating and space heatingitind cooling in their struc-
tures.

The utilization of waste heat may also become important in the mid-
term, helping thereby to reduce demand for liquid and gaseous fossil fuels.
Today, our society discards large quantities of low-grade heat into the at-
mosphere at points of generation (powerplant sites, factories! homes).
Ways of utilizing, the energy content of this residual heat must certainly be
explored.
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PrObaLly the most important mid-term approach is djrected et new
ways of obtaining oil and gas from domestic resources. For institutional and
other reason% their use will almost certainly persist for as long as they are
economically available to the public. The question is, whereare they going
to come .fttm?

Enhanced Oil and Gas Recovery

Near-term enhanced crude oil and natural gas recovery techniques are
certainly going to be vigorously pursued, on-shore and off in the "lower 48"
and in'Alaska. It is estimated that ikp to,40 to 60 billion barrels of crude oil
may become economically produci through the application of advanced
(tertiary) recovery methods. The resource base in which this oil is being
searched consists of An estimated 290 billion barrels of normalgravity oil,
107 billion barrels of heavy oil, and 30 billion barrels of bitumen [14].
There figures compare with measurectiteserves of a little over 34 billion
barrels and*indicated reserves someWhat under 5 billion barrels. As for
natural gas, *resource base of some 600 trillion cubic feet may exist, which
is considerably larger than the 237 trillion cubic feet of measured reserves
in our,country.

Among the appaches being investigated to extract hitherto un-
reachable oil are fluid injection and thermal and chemical techniques.
Requests for p sal ere-released in bite Decemberof 1975 for coopera-
tive ERDA-ind field demonstration projects using a micellar-polymer
cheniical flooding;progse.Deteiegent micellar chemicals jire used to
r ease the oil following poly thickened water is employed to
control and direilt micellar chenittal w. Plain water is then used to
force the oil-c Weal mixture to the, well. In February 1976, similar
requests for pr posals were made for projects.using improved waterflood
techniques. 'ERDA's aim is 5001,000 barrels of oil per day of increased
production. . .

A nintiber of projects ire under way to,stimulate gas production in
11tight formatiogs throi the use of fracturing techniques. One of these is

massive hydraulic fra tiring and another is chemical explosive fracturing.
In both cases, the idea,is to indUce fractures and fissures in tight geologic
formations, exposing,therehr the gas resources to the well bore. ERDA
hopes to use such techniques in meeting its 1985 goal of 3 billion cubic feet
a diy of enhanced recovery of gas.

Syntheticruels

likShoIll `additior to enhancing the r very of naturally- occurring oil and
gas,. technplogies aretvailable for demonstrating the economical and en-
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vironmentally acceptable extraction of oil and gas substitutes from coal, oil
shale and tier sands within the President's Synthetic Fuels Commercializa-
tion Program [15). Synthetic fuels, popularly known as synfuels, are al-
ready being produced on an experimental basis in the United States and
programs for scaling up to demonstration plants are actively tinder way at
ERDA. AMong.the eleMents'of the program are (1) the liquefaction of coal
to yield boiler fuels and crude oil substitutes for refinement, and (2) the
gasification of coal to yield low-Btu fuel gas for electribity generation and
for industrial processes and high-Btu pipeline-qiiality gas for residential
and commercial uses.,

In the oil shale area, industry participation is being sought tddemon-
- strate the feasibility of recovering oil by in situ (removing part of the shale

by mining) retorting methods and to determine the best fracture or explo-
sive rubblizing technique for the resources involved. Projects to demon-
strate ways df recovering oil from tar sands are also being developed.

Assuming that appropriate legislative, budgetary and administrative
actions are taken soon, the production of synfuels could reach a million.
barrels a day of oil equivalent by 1985..A full-fledged industry could be
built upkfuring the following 10 years or so, leading to the production of at
least 5 million barrels a day by the mid to late 1990's. Typically, a commer-
cial size plant would produce 5000 barrels of oil a day or 250 million cubic
feet of gas a day;

Third Strategic Element

The third strategic element of the National Energy Plan is concerned
primarily with the needs of our descendents living in the 21st century,
though efforts taken on their behalf may contribute to the U.S. energy pic-
ture by the 1990's. This element seeks Ways to exploit what are essentially
inexhaustible energy resourcesenergy from deuterium found in the
world's oceans, energy from uranium-238, and energy from the Sun. The
technological development of these resources hopefully will lead to suc-
cessful breeder reactor, solar power, and fusion reactor systems.

. ,

Breeder Reactor
,

The first of these, the breeder reactor, offers the long-term prospect of
unlocking. the energy potential of uranium238 (and of thorium232), and of
converting it ur electricity and perhaps to some extent to industrial process

lightheat. Whereas conventional li t water reactors generate energy almost
completely through the fission o U-235, breeders are able to utilize U-238
which constitutes the overwhelming percentage of the uranium brought out
of mines. The breeder concept is based' on the fact that through neutron
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bombardment essentially nonfissionable U-238 can be converted to fis-
sionable isotopes ofplutonium and, in addition, nonfissionable thorium-232
Cori be converted to fissionable U-233.

The breeder, which is attractive because it promises to increase the
energy value of domestic uranium reserves 60 or more times, has proven to
be a technologically sound concept. Indeed, eight breeders are in operfition
in various parts of the world at this time, includihg three in the U.S.S.R.,
two each in France'and the United Kingdom, and one in the United States.
The American entry is the Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 2, which is
currently being used for fast. flux. irradiation testing of fuel and. structural,
materials. It operates at full power with a plant availability of between 60
and 65,mrcent.

e Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor at Clinch River in Tennessee
represents this country's principal effort to demonstrate the commer-

cial asibility of the breeder concept. The program is aimed at developing
a broa chnological and engineering base from which a competitive com-
mercial b er industry can emerge, hopeffilly sometime beginning in the
1990's. It seeks to demonstrate to the'utility industry and to the publip
that in addition to being economical, the/breeder is a safe and environmen-
tally acceptable energy source [17]. Utilities and industries have been
closely involved with the LMFBR program since its inception.
2 To fulfill LMFBR objectives, seven principal areas requiring rigorous
effort have been identified. First of all, the'reactor cow is being redesigned
with the aim-of improvinkperforsmance and plant economics. Secondly,
mechanized and automated fuel production methods are being developed
so that fuel element fabrication costs can be lowered. In this context, ad-
vanced fuels are being investigated that will not only generate more
in the core at lower costs but will permit the breeding of new fuels at faster
rates. Other efforts include improving the coolant system, cornponents,
and fuel processing and recycling; developing new construction materials;
and studying and addressing safety and environmental aspects of breeder
design and operation. The projected start-Up date for Clinch River opera-
tions is 1983. By 1986, sufficient operational information should be accu-
mulated so that an ERDA decision regarding LMFBR's commercialization
can be made. ,

Solar Electric Power

The second long-term energy option open to the United States involves
the generation of power from the Sun. Based on estimates of the total solar
energy incident on this country during an average year, and postulating a
10 percent collector efficiency, a mere 4 percent of this energy could
theoretically meet all projected U.S. requirements at She end of the centu-
rY.

ns.stva . 77 - 10,
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'
Four technologies are being eveloped to caifture the Sun's energy: (1)

solar thermal electric (which can also supply industrial process heat and
space heating); (2) solar voltaic conversion; (3) wind energy conversion;
and (4) ocean thermal conversion based on temperature differentials oc-
curring between surface and deep-water layers [12 ]. (Other renewable '
ocean resource options include waves, tides, salinity gradients, and cur-
rents; all are being investigated.)

The gieatest potential appears to lie in ERDA's solar thermal activi
ties. These involve systems that collect solar radiation and convert it to
thermal energy. Subsequently, the heat is transferred to a working fluid for
use in generating electricity; or, alternatively, the heat is transferred to a
total energy system to provide both electricity and thermaltonergy.

Two types of euch systems are being considered at the present time:
(1) a central receiver where a large array of Sun-tracking mirrors or
heliostats concentrates solar radiation on a central thermal collector
(boiler), and (2) a distributed thermal collector that uses a large array of
small concentrating systems4to collect the radiation. Steam producedM the
boiler converts th&Sures energy into electric power through a turbine and
generator.

ERDA is developing program whereby it plans to seek proposals for
the location and operati of the nation's first solak thermal electric pilot
plant of the central reeiver type. ConstrUction is to begin in 1978 with
completion set for late 1980. When ready, the plant is to have a 10-
megawatt electrical generating capacity and is to be integrated into an ex-
Iging utility network.

40
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Fusion Reactor Technology

ERDA is pursuing a longtecm program to harness the energy resulting
from the fusion of the nuclei of deuterium with tritium, both of which are
isotopes of hydrogen. The former is available in virtually unlimited quanti-
ties in the world's oceans, while the latter is obtained from lithium found
both in water and in the Earth's crust. To permit fusion to occur, light ele
mental nuclei in the form of a plasma must be confined at high densities
and temperatures (A00,000,000 degrees C).

Two parallel fusion approaches are being investigated by ERDA, one
involving the magnetic field confinement of fusion fuel and the other in-
volving inertial confinement by means of laser or electronbeam energy.

The principal magnetic systemstokamak (a Russian word for toir,
roidal magnetic chamber), theta pinch, and magnetic mirror all require a
combination'of high temperatures, dense plasmas, and long confinement

times to permit a sufficient number of fusion reactions to take place [18].
The tokamak is a low-density closed system receivinf about 65 percent of
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ERDA's emphasis, the theta pinch is a high-density system, with 15 per-
cent and the magnetic mirror is an open system also with 15 percent.
Another 5 percent is reserved for exploratory concepts. .

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory's ORMAK device has demon-.
strated that magnetic confinement improves as the square of the plasma
size, and has further demonstrated plasma heating up to 15,000,000 °C.
More reeTntly, in December of last year, the Princeton Large Torus en
tered into operation. It isthe first experimental device in this country large
enough to produce conditions approaching those required,for fusion reac-
tors. Beyond the PLT a still larger tokamak is scheduled to be built and
should be capable of burning deuterium and tritium fuel on a sustained ba.
sis. It has been designated the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor. Other
devices being constructed for the tokamak program are: the Poloidal
Diverter Experiment; Doublet III, and the Impurity Study Experiment.

In Marbh of this year it was announced that the Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory's 2X-IIB experimental magnetic mirror device achieved a fac
for of two increase in the product of fuel density and temperature over what
had earlier been considered theoretical limits. The magnetic mirror
receives its name from the fact that sirong magnetic fields are used at both
ends of the device to reflect or mirror energetic fuel particles back into the
system. The 2XIIB is the major experiment in the magnetic.inirror pro
gram; others are Baseball II and LITE. Scyllac, the principal device em-
ployed in the theta pinch effort, has achieved "ignition" temperatures of
50,000,000 °C.

Magnetic fusion program milestones are: (1) production and un
derstanding of reactor-level hydrogen plasmas in 1978-1980: (2) production
of substantial quantities of thermal energy in the tokamak fusion test reac-
tor in 1982.1985; (3) production of substantial quantities of electrical ener-
gy in experimental power reactors in the mid 1980's, and (4) the operation
of a commercial scale demonstration power reactor by the late 1990's.

The laser fusion concepts under investigation at ERDA rely on the in.
ertia of material which is made to implode towards the center of a spherical
geometry. This results in the compression of deuterium-tritium fuel pellets
to densities on the order of a thousand times the density of normal solids
and in heating to "ignition" the thermonuclear reaction. Energy is release
in the form of x rays and high-speed atomic particles which are c verted
to heat by absorption in the surrounding chamber. Laser fusion ants are
expected to use their heat to generate steam for electricity and perhaps for
chemical processes. High-energy electron beams can also be focused on
fuel pellets, providing a potentially viable alternative to laser-driven fusion.
A commercial-sciale inertial confinement demonstration fusion power plant
is projected for the mid-1990's. .
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Among many advantages inhe t in fusion reactor technology
are:

4.- Virtually infinite fuel supply av le at extremely low cost.
Safety; no possibility of nuclear nawiy.
No chemical combustion products involved, and no after heat

cooling problems associated with accidental coolant loss.
$ Relatively low radioactivity and attendant hazards.
* As weapons-grade nuclear materials are not employed, concern
over diversion for terrorist or blackmail purposes does' not arise.
*.Considerable siting flexibility, permitting fusion power rplaits to
be located near centers that Will utilize theirmirrgy output.

Complementary to the National Energy Plan' third strategic ap-
proich is the development of technologies that will be needed to accom-
modate' the distribution of the essentially unlimited sources of energy just
reviewed. It is expected that this energy will appear primarily as electrici-

-..4y. Hydrogen may alsO assume an important role as an alternate fuel in the"
transportation and other sectors of our society. The conversion of biologi-

, tally degradable materials ("biomass") to such fuels as alcohol or methane
gas may evolve into still another important energy technology for the long-
term.

-,IRD&D Priorities

To accomplish near-, mid- and lOng-term energy goals, national RD&D
priorities have been tentatively established. Only by setting such priorities
can resources be allocated' effectively to the RD&D process with the
reasonable expectation that a given energy technology will be ready when
it is needed.

Priorities, like all 'else in the National EnergyPlantL of neces-
sity must heflexible. For example, the development ofelectrification and
hydrogen fuel technologies has been given a relatively tow priority today.
Their positions, however, are apt to rise as confidence in breeder, solar
electric, and/or fusion power systems increases in a decadoor so.

Table 3 ranks the many RD&P-lechnologies in which ERDA is in-
volved [6]. Regardless of the level now assigned the various energy
technologies, all to a greater or lesser extent must beand indeed are be
ing pursued. There are a number of compelling reasons for this.

The research, development and demonstiation of one or more
technologies may fail or become seriously delayed, making it prudent that
back-up options be availably -at all times. Then, too4he long-term tip:
proaches have not yet proven to be technologically, much less com-
mercially, feasible, and will require an extended period of development.

Furthermore, in order, to snake the importing of significant quantities
of foreign energy a matter of choice rather than of necessity, a broad range

fi
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TAB 3. National ranking of Rio&D technologies

HIGHEST PRIORITViEMANO

Nearerm efficiency ico rvation Conservation in buildings & consumer
technologies) products

Itidustnal energy efficiency
Transportation efficiency

* Waste materials to energy
it

HIGHEST PRIORITY SUPPLY

Mirror nearerm energy system's

(

Coaldirect utiliza tion in industry and
utilities
Nuclear- converter reactors
'Orkand gasenhanced recovery

Nevi sources of li4s and gases for the o Gaseous and liquid fuels from coal
b Oil and tar sandsmid-term

"Inexhaustible" long-term * Breeder reactors
* Solar electric systems

Fusion systems ,

IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGIES

Under-used lultermtechnologies

Technologies sup
electrification

ng intensive

Supporting technologies being explored for
the longterm

" -0 Geothermal
Solar heating and cooling
Wacte utilization

* Electric conversion efficiency
Electric power transmission and chstn-
bution
Electric transport

* Enetgy storage

Fuels from biomass
Hydrogen in enersy systems

of new technologies 'bust be introduced at the earliest possible time. Still
another reason for avoiding new technology, start-up delays is the possibili-
ty that some seemingly attractive energy systems may not be fullyor even
partially exercised-tecause of environmental, eceonomic, social or other
essentially nontechnological restraints.

( It behooves us not to underestimate -these restraints as the nation
meyes from limited to less limited and eventually almost unlimited alterna-
tive energy resources. Many environmental, social, institutional, regulatory
and other realities must be faced and public acceptance gained. The latter
is vitally important, for,it is the public that-is going to be most affected by
new and often unfamiliar energy technologies and 'the subtle changes in
lifestyle they are almost certain to bring about.
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New Facilities and Equipment

As the United States begito adapt these technologies on a widening
scale, enormous investments in facilities, equipment and trained man-
power are going to be needed in the years ahead. Table 4 gives the number
of major facilities that, according to one of our scenarios, may be required
by the year 2000.

The listing is not additive because different technologies serve the
equivalent energy markets in different ERDA scenarios.

TABLE4. Major energy facilities potentially required by the year 2000

Facilities Potential number required

Coal-fired power plants 220
(1000 MWe equivalent)

Light-water reactor power plants
(1000 MWe equivalent)

Breeder reactor power plants
(1000 MWe equivalent)

Geothermal power plants
(100 MWe equivalent)

Solar electric power plants
(100 MWe equivalent)

Coal mines
(millions of tons/yr equivalent)

Oil from shale plants
(50.000 b/d oil equivalent)

Coal liquefaction or gasification
Plants

(50.000 b/d oil equivalent)

Solar heated and cooled buildings
(millions)

f eat punips (millions)

Electric automobiles

370

80

400

200-400

2.000

80

140

10-15

26

15
s

140
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Cooperative Federal Role in Energy Development

Because the development of new energy technologies and thee facilities
t to exploit them requires long lead-times with attendant economic and, other

uncertainties, potential customers may be reluctant to provide investment
capital when it is most needed. Close Federal cooperation with the private.
utility and productiOn sectors, therefore, hap been and is being encouraged.

Such cooperation can include risk-shating during the critical phases
of research and technology development, price supports coupled with non- .
recou e guaranteed loans, accelerated depreciation; investment tax
ered s, and the enactment of favorable regulatory policies. Government

it
help is also crucial in reconciling the operational- characteristics of new ,
energy systems with environmental, health, safety, and other require-
ments. I

Also, on their own, Federal centers and laboratories conduct RD&D
that can substantially contribute to the overall energy picture.

ERDA-NBS Progranii
41P

Many Federal centers and laboratories are involVed, not only those at-
tached to ERDA. Of the agencies active in the energy field the National Bu-

, .reau of Standards is conspicuous for the breadth of its contributions. In
fiscal year 1976 alone, ERDA transferred to the NBS $5.8 million in spend-
ing authority which has been added to a $3 million carry-over. With this
funding, aloud of 44 separate projects grouped in five major program areas
is now being supported.

Amiroximately $1.3 million have been allocated to evaluating energy-
related inventions submitted by individual inventors and small businesses.
After working deli- way through an intensive screening process, attractive
candidates may be given ERDA development support. Of the 3,000 inqui-
ries)received up to midFebruary 1976, 1,200 have passed the screening
review established by the Office of Energy-Related Inventions. Of these,
400 were sP1Prteri for evaluation, 200 already have been evalu-.
ated, and 25 succeeded in reaching second-stage evaluation. Thirteen of
this group subsequently entered the process and five by mid-February
worked their way through yielding two inventions that have been recom-
mended to ERDA for support. -

In another program area, some $2.4 million have been budgeted for
such fossil energy projects as materials research related to MHD on the
electrical conductivity, viscosity, and chemistry of coal slags, the develop
!pent o( test methods to determine erosion and stress corrosion of metals in
coal gasification plants, and the study of the da(nage of catalysts used for
fuel cells.
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Within the conservation area, supported by $1.8 million, the NBS is
evaluating the performance of a test facility heated by solar collectors and
at the same finite is studying, the energy performance of buildings to deter-
mine how much insulation and other energy-related modifications they may
require for maximum fuel economy. For industrial use, data are generated
and improved methods are developed to illeasure flow rate, temperature,
and chemical composition of hot gaies aut,flames in effdrts to yield more
efficient combustion. Tests of the substitutidn of waste products have also
been carried out in paper and cement production.

Another area of great imliortance Oft EflIDA is energy distribution and
transmission. This involves about $1.2 Million dispersed among such NBS
projects as the evaluation of instrument4 and methods to measure electric

.11fields near high-voltage transmission lines and the investigation of insulat-
ing materials that may be.used for super-conducting underground electric
transmission. Another $2 million is represented by NBS' nucIpar activities,
including the calibration of new types of neutron exposure dosimeters used
by reactor personnel, and the gathering of atomic and molecular data re-
lated to magnetic confinement and laser-induced fusion.

These are but examples of the important work the National Bureau of
Standards is undertaking work that contributes significantly to America's
energy programs while strengthening the scientific and technological
prestige of the United States.

After a decade or more of questioning the meaning and worth of
science and techbology, Americans are now realizing that of themselves
they are neither good nor evil. How science and technology are employed,
the purposes to which they are put, are%vhat count.

On an ever-broadening scale, science and technology are being ap-
plied to 'improve the condition and to assure the integrity of our 200 -year-
old nation. In late March. President Ford again urged that Congressiip-
provelis $24.7 billion budget fgr research and development in the fields of
energy, defense and space, an 11 percent increase over hii 1276 estimates.
In the energy area, he requested a 35 percent increase in ERDA's budget
authority for fiscal year 77 over that of FY 76.

Half of the increase, $805 million in budget authority and $613 million
in outlays, is for energy.research, development and demonstration. Reflect-
ing the importance he attaches t9 science and technology, the President
has requested that Senate and House bills relating to the establishment of
the White House Office of Science. Engineering and Technology Policy be
acted upon as soon as possible.

Contrary to the idle dreams of a few, our nation and all other nations
are Ong to demand vast quantities of energy for as far into the future as
one is able tb predict..What we are setting out to do today will make that fu-
ture secure, for without energy. society as we conceive it would crumble.
President Ford said recently. "I fully recognize that this country's fu-
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lure and that 4all civilization as well, depends on nurturing and drawing
--on the creativityof men and women in our scientific and engineering com-

munity." The truth of this is compelling. There cap be no turning back to
the sithpler nonscientific, notitechnological ways of the pastif, indeed,
they were simpler.
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. THE FUTURE ROLE OF ENGINEERING

A common and short definition of engineering describes it as the li-
cation of science and technology to the benefit of mankind. On this 75th an-
niversary of the National Bureau of Standards, an institution which has
contributed so much to the nation through its engneering expehise, it is
pertinent to ask: Is2the United-States employing science and technology tole
the fullest on behalf of our society? This is not the same as inquiring; Are
we following up every clue to nature's undiscovered secrets wid are we
building every machine it is technically possible hi build? These latter are
very different (and partly foolish) questions. WO seek here to know rathet
whether our scientific and technological know.how is being applied avidly
where strong potential exists for a net, high social reward for thefffort.

To this serious question I submit the answer is "no." While our nation
today has more capability in science and technology than ever before, we
are using it less less as a fraction of the full, beneficial possibilities.
Science and technology, fully employed, could improve the value of our
resources, natural and human. These tools could be put to work to develop
additional products so economically and-socially advantageous as to war-
rant the investmeneof the required resources and whose production could
create new jobs to reduce unemployment. Further research copld lead us
to methods for increasing supply and lowering costsks a counter to infla-
tion, substitutes for materials in s ort supply, and ways of acquiring raw
materials and manufacturing w we need with less harm to tot enviton-
ment. But we have become slower, ore timid and less inncrvative in apply-
ing science and technology toward uch possible ends.

Lethargy and negativism regarding research and development are
especially, penalizing to the U.S. society because our values anit habits -are
so strongly based on a generous availability of the-fruits of advancing
science and technology. Our high standard of living is rooted in many
decades of such advance. While some folks may prefer a life less depen-
dent on high production of goods and seiwice, political experts assure us' -
that no approach to our social and economic problems is politically viable
if it contemplates the average citizen's accepting a substantially reduced
personal supply. It is equally unrealistic politically to expect those living in
substandard conditions to give up aspirations for a better life. If these are
political - truths, then as practical corollary truth, the tools of science and
technology must be used vigorously, because such use is indispensible for
a feasible Approach to national problems.
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'111' Of course, when we speak here of employing technology, we specifi-

-cally do not mean the unthinking application of it,jhe miss use of technology
on prOjects and products the public does not in the end fealty want and that
bring us more harm then benefit. A high rate of technological ad vance'we
recognize as not automatically synonymdus with happiness. Also, we know
that even if all. frnklemented technological programs we're selected to
please the great majority of citizens, we still would not be guaratteed a
healthy' economy and happy society. If the government and the public han-
dle badly other (nontechnology related) decisions; we can have inflation,
necesbijen, unemployment, high pollition, urban problems, and nuriterous
other ills all at once. However, without a strong engineering foundation; our
needs will no be satisfleciScience and technology are not sufficient. But
they& necessary, ,

!The re essential to the 'United States for more than domestic
tranquility. I he U.S.'s international economic competitiveness and our
contributi to world stability and progress are both dependent o e

our science and technology. If world social and economic h It
is best,fostered by-each nation doing for the world what it cars do best and
freely trading 'with the other nilions for their most suppliable items in
return, then continuing U.S. advances in science and technology are funda
mental to, our doing. our 1510. In this regard the situation is again disap-
pointing. In those hig,h'reChnology areas where we are close to unique in
our capabilities and opportunities we are moving painfully slowly:

Now, why. ire,ire' not doing the best we can to reap the 'potential re-
ward4 of scientific ,research and technological effort? 'One reason is the
growing "anti - technology" wave. A substantial fraction of our nation's
citizens equate technology with the devil. In attaining our high production
of goods and services, as they perceive it, we have fait much and gained too
little: We have been forced to crowd into the cities, this before we have
learned to live together. TV -Offers vapid programs loaded with violence
that mis-educate our children. The 'automobile kills 50,000 people a year
and fouls the air and we 'drive in worsening traffic congestion. We go to the
moon but we do not care for our senior citizens. The atom bOrnb may
destroy civilization. The nuclear reactor may poison our environment. We
make our soil more productive, but insecticides may do us in.

Some will argue that the people who believe these things are faith* to
distinguish between the tools of man and his use his mis-uskrather
those tools, and we need,only to 'explain the difference to theth. Unfortu-
nately, -however, ther'e indeed has been misapplication of technology. Our
national -nrchanism for choice and decisionMr matching potential to
needs and balancing gains and losses' when assigning resources to
technOlogical advance is not yet adequately developed. After all, we find
it hard to articulate what kind of a society we wady. Thus, it is not surprii-.
ing.that it is difficult to pinpoint the most effective application of science
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'and technology as tools to help us build it. However, a broad anti-technolo-
gy bias ii a handicap. It stands in the way of our arriving at meaningful
value judgments and impairs our overall ability to reach objective, sound,
nonemotional decisions on the use of technology.

An even more serious limitation to our wise employment of science,
and technology is the public confusion as to the right roles for free, privet
enterpripe, on the one hand, and government sponsorship and control, o
the other. Thus, many people are convinced "business" is socially ir-
responsible. Wifeiever any kind of a problem surfaces, they are certain
private enterprise can be counted on only, to,exploit it, seeking monopolies
and "unconscionable" Profits at the expenie of the consumer. They thus
look to government alone to provide solutions. They vote for those politi-
cians 'wife blame business most vehemently. Technological advance is
often identified with big businegs, andthe anti-business citizens reason
that such "advance" ireally means injected but unneeded changes, or
withheld though needed produ& improvemenft. witlfresulting unemploy-
ment and higher prices. ..

Another large fraction of the voters are equally fed up with govern-
ment spending and big government generally. They see the government as
a huge and increasingly incompetent and inefficient bureaucracy. As to
government-sponsored scientific researckand technological advance, they
see the government as retgaging in wasting dollars int? the,billions,
probably in respdnse to numerous selfish-interest constituencies. As a
capping indicatio ,,of the confusion, it seems much of the Populivion holds
both of these e reme views at once. They distrust both the free enterprise
sector's and 'government's involvement with techndlogy and can be
counted on for itotally negative stance. .

We see in the United States today a severe mismatch between the high
potential of technological advance and the slow pace"bf the counjry's
social-political progress. We are simply not orgatilized to use science and
technology to the fullest. The problem of wise, full use of science and
technology lies not in any lack of availability or promise(of science -arid
technology per se. It is the interface of technological with Aontechnological
factoss that is critical and controlling. The whole is a "systems" problem.
For instance, in choosing where and how to apply science and technology
it would be helpful to have clearer national goals: For a "systems ap-
proach" it is required that we know what we are after before we expect, to

.get very far. We cannot make satisfaciory decisions on Oat to do without
an under-standing of trade-offs and options. We need to be in a position to

s
compare the "good" that can come from teehnological advance against the
"bad" and thecost. Arta.onr employment of techn logical change, we can

abe likened to , 12 ubcrof carpenters, sawing in hammering away, often
getting our fingers in the Saws and hitting our own thumbs and caehiother s
heads as we swing our hamme who don't know quite what we are trying
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who'sense an unsatisfactory situation, and who meanwhile blame
the saws and hammers.

We have two mechanisms for getting things done in the United States:
free enterprise and government. These approaches are not mutually exclu-
sive. In fact, we have always had a hybrid system and the need for a
balance as we go about allocalIng assignments to private or government in-
itiatives. One of the two routes for progress, the free enterprise
system private capital 2t risk seeking a return has served well fohwo
centuries to connect many of the needs and tittleissiaalte citizens with tie
carlabilities of science and technology. This wedding has blessed-us with
an immense stream of products and services. Why is this free market, free
enterprise mechanism not still the practical answer to floe challenge of
putting science and technology to work sensibly and completely?

One important reason is that technological business; producing
goods and services, large and small, are not earning enough now on the
average to provide adequate funds for investment in scientific research and
new technology...After the typically small difference between selling price
and costs ji used to pay taxes, the interest onkorrowed money,dividends
to the shareholder, and the inflated costs of replacing depreciating facili-
ties, too little is left to improve methods and develop new prpducts. So
dislocating has been the effect of inflation and recession that most corpora-
tions have overborrowed. They now find themselves with too high a debt in
relation uktheir equity capital and their net earnings. Since this condition
has been paralleled by high interest rates, their debt expenses are extraor-
dinary. Man* technological corporations' stock is selling on the market at
less than the hoof value of asses, even though thbseassets, because of in-
flation, could not be bought or replaced now at the stated book value. This
means new equity capital is as hard to come by as are earnings for reinvest-
ment.

There are a number of further limitations of the free enterprise sectbr
in helping us realize today the full promise of advaned technology. An ii-
chasing proportion of potentially beneficial technological projects nowIti
volve too great a business risk. More specifically, the "risk-to-return" ratio
is too great. The clearly foreseeable start-up costs are too high, the to
"turn-around" to an eventual profit phase too long, andthe dependence of
success on political decisions forbiddingly severe. The market' far from
being a free' one determined by the public, the ultimate consumers. In-
stead, it is a chaotic cacophony of semi-autonomous, conflicting private
and government actions.

To ensure the proper applicatio'n of science and technology in the in-
terests of the public, the government must be in the act. It must regulate
against impairment of the pUblic welfare that might arise from some
technological applications, particularly if performed for the narrow benefit
of a private group. Moreover, to advance some aspects ,of science and
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technology for the general society's benefit, the government, must be relied
upon for altrong and essentipl if not a solitary contribution. This is perhaps
most obvious in the develop cent of military weapons sNems, for sending
a man to the moon; and for similar large projects considered as vital to the
national interest but where there is no consumer product, no free market
involving the general public. On the whole, scientific and technological ad-
vance realistically involves the government either as the doer, sponsor,
regulator or partner. Additionally, a host of indirect impacts frqtri necessa-
ry and unnecessary government actions set the environment and shape
decisions on areas of investment and on the mode and pace of activities in
the private sector.

The necessity, and yet thomplexity, of combined government and
private involvement in science and technology advances means that the
pace of the advance depends on organization and cooperation: it/e are
weak in both functions.

In listing factors highly influential in determining whether science and
technology are used to the fullest for the public benefit, we must now men-
tion one second to none, namely, the profession that is concerned with this
issue. "Engineering" has meant to most, both in theory and in implementa-
tion, the utilization of resources to design and build machines and systems.
We are in transition to a new, more highly technological society for which
this definition of engineering, and the profession and activities it describes,
falls far, short of meeting that society's requirements. Diecproper use of,.;
science its timely- and wise application to help man with his problems,
enchance his opportunities, provide him with acceptable options, and
satisfy his social and economic requirements now is seen to constitute an
endeavor of vast proportions. It is this broad effort, the overall matching of

.scientific and technological advance to needs and progress that must
constitute "engineering." The profession should include, but does not
today, everything from the recognitiOn of need, articulating of options for
filling it, and analysis of technical-economic-social tradeoffs, to the
planning, arranging and actual implementation of the most sensible

>response this whenever science and technology play a major part in the
accomplishment. If this ne'w profession is not to be developed from present
enginee. ring as a beginning base, if engineering cannot rise to this needed
"greater engineering" plateau, this failure does not decrease the require-
ment. We have a missing profession.

We wish now to discuss the many changes in education, image,
motivation, practice and organization required to develop this necessary
but preseintly nonexistent profession. This can best be done if we first take
a look at some examples of technological advances which the society could
attain with benefit if we were to go about it correctly, but where the pace,
quality, and clarity of effort today is unsatisfactory.
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In the coming decades the world problem of food and nutritffin 'will
probably move to the top as a critical issue. With very few exceptions the
nations 'of the world, developed or underdeveloped, face the certainty of
food insufficienty problems. The United States is clOse to unique in pos..
sessing the combination of natural and technological resources such as to
yield us a permanent large food surplus. The production we are capable of
could enable us to make a dominant contribution to the world's supply
problem. If we organize our research and technology in relationship to the
market requirements properly, and, of course, have the right political-so-
cial-economic policies, we can impror the economic health and stability
of the world, exert world leadership tedding towards peaceful, cooperative'
world trade (and enjoy a favorable trade balance rather similar to the
OPEC nations' petroleum based income).

Our land, soil, weather, topology and size of terrain arc/ outstanding,
our capacity for high mechanization is great, and our technological kn
how on growing, processing, storing, and distributing food is ah the
rest of the world. Yet we have hardly scratched the surface. ery basic
research questions are unanswered (what are the real nutri onal require-

45S(ments of a human being?). Detailed technology of the entire process fro
seed to mouth remains skimpy. For a maximum effort both the govern-
ment's and t private sector's role are not yet fully developed and defined.
Water, ener d environmental factors involve the government. Policies
for sale of products to other countries certainly do. The private 'sector can
be motivated by the right national policies to a much greater 4evel of invest- .
ment, innovation and accomplishment.. ,

. Many billions of dollars per year of added income to the United States,
millions of. people saved from starvation and undernourishment, and
greater world stability depend on our having the skill and desire to organize
agricultural science and technology advance, on our putting to work the --
know-how and entrepreneurial ability of 'Americans; and our physical
resources. It is not a project to be finished in a year or two by a small group
of government- policy makers. The task involves instead a spectrum of in-
fieracting programs including many disciplines and many goyernment and
private interests. Food is an area full of challenge for the full utilization of
science and technology. But if we are to move rapidly and optimize benefits
in relationsip to costs, the field needs and deserves a thoroughly profes-
sidnal effort.

Another exaMple where science and 4echnOlogy. advances are not
being matched weal to the national need is in the area of transportation,
whether mass public transport in cities, railroads, airlines or automobiles.
In epch of these and other segments something is wrong. We.are not
setting the transportation that, speaking only technologically, we should beNti
capable of. Too large a fraction of the operating entities just barely
avoiding bankruptcy or have achielv

:are

ed.it, or it is not possible to obtain
, Sr

k
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financing for needed improvements, or too much of fhe traveler's time is
dissipated, or the system uses up too much energy, or it pollutes the ail too .

severely all this beyond whet would be the situation if we could organize
to create a superiormatch of technology to real requirement.

Specifically, surely almost every large city could gain by installing a _
first-class public transportation system. Of course, for this to be so it has to
be the right system. The approach has to be carefull selected and suited_
to each city's layout, industry pattern, employmen0ealth tare, educa-
tionthat is, to that city's total economy, social ecinditions and life-style.
The sociRlaud economic gains, assuming a sound application of the correct
technology to the city's needs, could be prodigious. In Los Angeles, where
I happen to live, the average person resides, say, 10 miles from work such
is the city's "design" and completes this10 miles through heavy traffic At
something eloser to 10 miles an hour than the 100 miles per hour his au,-
tomobile can do. A combination of private and urban transportation har-
monized with the needs of the people would use less energy, cut air pollu- ,
tion, decrease accident rates and require less total investment (most (fthe
latter now left all day in the parking lot contributing nothing). If workers
could save hours each week compared with present meXtlePfor getting to

-and from work, that would be the equivalent of a major increase in produc ,

tivity. 4E-

Let us assume I am right about there being a need fora public mass
_ transit system in Los Angeles, a potential for large gain in economic and so

cial terms. Would it be intelligent for even the largest of American
technological corporations to invest private resources with the objective of
developing, then selling, and thus finally earning a return from, a mass
transit system for Los Angeles? Hundreds of separate (and generally quar-
relling, apathetic, self-seeking and uncooperative) groups4b4th private and
governmental, are involved in the creation of the "market." Critically im-
portant and 'potentially beneficial asthe application of the right transporta-
tion technology might be to Los AhgeleS that market is not yet formed. The
"risk-toreturn7' ratio for the private corporation going after this field is ab-
surdly high and the startup cost is huge. Even assuming success in the
vague future, the time to payoff is too long and the government's policy on
transportation fares and hence, the promise of return on the private in-
vestment is tbo unpredictable.

Consider next aneflyironmental example. Done with a mixture of
creativity and common sense, a major program fot selective depolluting of
the principal waterways of the nation stands to yield a high return on the in
vestment through improVed health: qUality of life and long term economic
gain from preservation of hiunan and natural resources. To accomplish this
on more than a small scale would regbire much more scientific research
and technology effort than we have so far expended. Understanding pollu
Lion phenomena in detail, developing superior nonpolluting approaches.to,
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the use of the waters, and inventing and producing a myriad of speciplized
equipment would require the-assignment of expensive technological and
scientific resources for many years. pf course, such cific technical......_

work would be meaningless without attention to comp e terface
problems, such as severity of cleanliness standards versus short-term
unemployment consequences, or puizling out the long-term ,value to the
society of cleaner water (how clean?). The decision-maksrs, in the end the
public. must be able to see the options and compare the benefits against
the price to be paid.

The technical problems in this area of engineering and the trade-off
questions of a social and economic nature are admittedly difficult; but the
organization problem is even more so. Take a specific examplecleaning
up Lake Erie. If a ombine could be created of, say, five large corporations,
including amongst their staffs and their sub-contractors all the technical
expertise required, how could they even presume to design and then -
about installing a system that might depollute the Lake but would also af-
fect the economy and hence the social makeup of industrial communities
of millions of citizens bordering it? The private combine might offer
proposals to install superior waste disposal equipment to a typical city con-
tributing sewage to the Lake but why should that city pay to pollute the
Lake less unless' all other polluters do their part in ail agreed-upon,
balanced program. Government initiative and sponsorship, at least in part,
and rather complete government regulation of standards are essential to
create a market. Of course, a syndicate of large private corporations would
not be allowed to form under present interpretations of anti-trust laws,
even though such an arrangement might be necessary to achieve the
required breadth of attack on the whole system problem.

- We are today approaching the varioil problems of environmental con "
tyl, whether it be land, water or air, through a highly fragmented system of ..

sponsorship, pllinning and control? We have arranged 'nothing near to the
degree pf cooperation required between the private sector, whete..knuch of
the science and technology kno,' -how is to be found, and the government
agencies, local through national, who are necessary participants.

A quite different example of the relationship between science and
technology advance and the filling of national needs i%to be found in elec-
tronic information technology. Electronic data systenls are now possible
that can absorb, store, categorize; process, ponder, move and present infor-
mation in vastly higher quantities, yet with greater speed, radically
reduced cost an increased reliability and accuracy, than has ever before
been conceivAbl . This electronic "synthetic brain power" can make each
human being s arter at his job. Information makes man's spinning world
of activities go around, and we all spend much of our time doing something
with information. By a new mantechnology partnership in information han-
dling the potential for increasing the value of every hour in a person's time
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and hence the nations productivity is tremendous in business and indus-
try, banks, the professions, airlines, hospitals, educational institutions, and
all levels of the government.

We know that, compared with almost every developed nation, the
productiVity growth,in the United States is lagging. If it continues, this ag
will increasingly hurt our international competitiveness, and stand in the
way of growth of standard of living for the many millions in the United
States whose situation is well liri ow average. Electronic i0orrnation
technology looms as the solution to the increasing'costs in.the service sec-
tors of our economy. The counter to inflation arid, potential for new jobs
which this new technology offers makes it especially regrettable'if.we can-
not use science and technology to the fullest in this area.

. ,
As with the telephone then the automobile and later TV, such elec-

tronic information handling advances become economical only if the users.
are numbked in the many millions. The UniteState is close to unique in
the world in possessing the combination of characteristics needed for im-
plementation of this information-technology advance; technological lead;
atingle integrated large market; a clear need; opportunity for high return
on invested resources. Almost everyone's output could be improved by the
equivalent of say, $2,000 a year by the application of innovative electronic
technology that would cost about $1,000 a year for hardware and software
per person using it, that is, if the implementation were' done on a mass, na-
tional scale. But this would sum up to some hundreds of billions of dollars
of implementation costs, too big for any one corporation.

. This effort is progressing now in a steady fashion but not nearly at a
rate possible if one looks only at technological bottlenecks or of limitations
of basic return on financial investment. The problem is that of the leader-
ship for organization of the systems integration'of a full utilization of infor-
mation technology. Admittedly, many corporations are involved already in-
producing the ideas, systems concepts, apparatus, and the information hi
electronic fora required for the applications to operate. Thus, tellers in
many banks ntw are using electronic information aids to,enable them to
service each customer more accurately, rapidly and efficiently. A credit
purchase at a department store, a reservati\on at an airline counter, a
purchase of securities through a broker .these and numerous other appli-
cations. of advanced information technology are becoming familiar to us as
we observe the human partners in the activity relyi on a network of intel-
ligent terminals, computers, electronic informati s and communica-
tions systems. Full implementation of electronic in rmation systems
would radically change the way,in which we communica with each other,
altering our present dependence on the transmittal of eces of paper by
the many billions in motion each day across the nation, would substitute
electronic fund transfer for most checks and most cash transactions, would
alter the role of the Post Office, and would lead to better concepts for
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purchasing, scheduling, manufacture, arriving at decisions of a, profes-
siOnal-financial kind, and even the ways medical care is dispensed and
schools educate our children..However, for the broadest use of electronic
information technologii, the proper interaction of the wholeincluding the
evaluation of standards for performance, privacy, and interconnection, and,
again, the arrangement for cooperatio'n between government and private
,groups adds up to a system problem far more complex than, let us say.'
the telephone'system or the TV network system of theitation.

In-electronic information handling as in many other frontier areas the
application of advanced technology is not set by the technology itself but
rather by the complexity of the arrangement-making problem.

Space satellites represent startling additional examples of the poten-
tial of further beneficial technological advance. For instance, if we want to
send telephone messages to Europe we now no longer have to put hundreds
of thousands of pounds of copper beneath the Atlantic Ocean in form of a
cable. We can instead put a few pounds of copper in a communications
satellite and enjoy increased channel capacity. Or consider a space system
to advance agricultural technology in which we plot and examine the
earth's resources by satellites working with a network of communication
equipment, computers and data analyzers on earth. Such a, project could
enchance weather prediction and hasten mineral and water prospecting as
well as disclosing _yield potentials and warn of problems for improved
agricultural planning. However, a private entity could not scan the terrain
of our nation and that of others and then offer the information for sale to
realize income without a government sanctioned position to carry out such
a task. This means not only government decision-making and sponsorship
but also government regulation. Earth resources scanning by satellites is
an example of an embryonic, unsettled area where arrangement-making,
the settling of goals and functions and the organizing of a team of private
and government participants. sets the limit on speed of useful application.

Some aspects of coal technology constitute excellent examples of the
problem of advancing technology occurring when the size and risk of the
project and the number of independent players become too great. We know
we can obtain gas and liquid fuel from coal, that coal can be mined more
safely by using new concepts in mining machinery; and that it can be de-
surfurized and Mimed more cleanly. However, the complete system
needed for a much greater utilization of coal by the United States involves
a host of private and public organizations that are rather autonomous and
not readily directed from any one point: land owners, mine operators, labor
unions, railroads, pipeline companies, power generating and water suppry
utilities, numerous specialized engineering and manufacturing organiza
tions and many agencies in the federal government and state governments
that deal with prices, environmental controls, labor and transport. to name .
only a few. So far no free enterprise group has risen to make a major entry,
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into new coal technology, that is, deyelopment then production and dis-
. tribution on 'a scale such as to bring coal up to petroleum as a source of

energy. Such an entry would require billions of dollars and many years of
start up time before a return would be. realized on the investment. Indeed
that return might never come, so great are the unpredictable risks as-
sociated with independent decisions made on related critical activities not
subject to the investor's control.

The foregoing examples help illustrate that applying science and
technology for the benefit of society is an enormously complex task trans-
cending the science and technology ingredients thereof. Combining
knowledge and ideas on so many technical, economic, social and political
fronts is an intellectual challenge. The art of mixing together ina harmoni-
ous ensemble public value judgments, technical analyses, and creativity
with the ri content of pragmatic actions surmounts the established ex-1
peitise of an recognized profession. Yet the potentials match the difficul-
ties. Also, the detriments to society of inadequacy of attack and execution
are so great that professionalism in applying science and technology is a
vital world need. Amateurism everybody in the act in a helter skelter free
fot all is in some respects inevitable as part of the operations of a
democracy. But we are far from an optimum balance. It does not have to be
as bad as it is.

Engineering. as the profession is today, does not fill the need. The sim-
ple definition that engineering deals with applying science and technology
for the benefit of a society is misleading and, presumptuously, though in
nocently,nverstated. Today's engineering deals with only a part of the task.
so it is only a part of the missing but required profession. Surely those prac-
ticing engineering today cannot on the average be claimed to have a profes-
sional knowledge of the. society greater than that of many other profes-

like lawyers, physicians. educators, businessmen, politicians or
those selling insurance. Of course, it should,be stated that in no way can
any of l'ilese other professions be regarded as engaged primarily in the
matching of science and technology to society's wants and needs.

Engineering may be closer than other conventional professions to what ,.we must ave, but neither in substance nor image does it cover the intellec-
tual disciplines, know-how and interests embracing the whole subject of
the wedding of science and technology with economic-and social require-
ments. .

True, most engineering educational institutions have for many years
required that a typical engineering student include courses in the humani-
ties and social sciences. But this practice has, been largely to supply a
veneer, a cultural coating to make the engineering graduate a fuller man.
It has not been out of a recognition that understanding the way our society,
operates is as important as understanding physics for the profession the
student expects to enter. A number ofuniversities offer "hybrid" courses
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of study physics and economics, engineering And political scieric'e', biolo-
gy and electronics and, of couse, some engineering graduates go on to
take an additional degree in business, economics or even medicine, Such
multiple education equips these graduates for careers that are different
from what Would be open to them with an engineering degree alone. But the
iniage is not that of creating a forte of young people who will comprise the
new, presently absent, profession looked to by the public as the source of
leadership to cover the science to society relationship. That relationship-is
being covered instead by accidental, strained, contesting forces powered
by people from all walks of life. .

Notice how different in some pertinent respects the situation is as re-
gards law and medicine. If we trained our physicians the Way, we do our en-
gineers we first would define medicine narrowly 4s involving (if the reader
will, forgive a slight exaggeration) the application of drugs and knives to the
human body. Then we. would proceed to train him in drugs knives also
giving him a few short courses on the human bodyas a cultural bonus,
but not with the imperative claim that knowledge of the body is vital to his
professional work. One would think that if engineering is the profession of
applying science and technology to society then engineers in sum would
have to spend about as much time learning about, and in their professional
work dealing with, the society as with the toolsthey.plan to apply to that
society.

Public health, whether it involves treatment of individuals, regulaiion
of manufacture and sale of drugs, or organization of government efforts, in-
volves physicians in leadership positions.' Physicians are not the total ac-
tors in the professional effort of handling the nation's medical and health
problems, but they furnish the backbone forit.

In a similar way we certainly lookto laW.yers on anything that has to do
with the law. Attorneys provide the professional foundation for such activi:
ties whether they be by government or.individuels, businesses or families,
and whether in lawmaking, law enforcement or the interpretation of the
Constitution. We are not surprised that a majority of national and state
senators and representatives and Executive Department office holders
have a legal background. The substance and image of the legal profession
are both pervasive on all matters of life that relate to the law, even though
individual practitioners may narrowly spend their lives on divorces, busi-
ness contracts, criminal cases or numerous other specialities.

WhT if there did exist for application of science and technology to.
society a fully developed, totally adequate professional group with the
necessary quality and quantity of, practitioners? How would things be dif-
ferent? What would we notice about the way science and technolOgy are
applied to the society?

In reply, many things can be mentioned, One broad-brush example is
that since ours is a highly technological society, one in which science and
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technology figure into almost every aspect of our livesthe economic
strength and security of the nation, the way we move about, communic*e,
educate ourselves, and provide for our mat fort andmaintain our Yrs

tion, private and government, vould be expected to come from members of
that new profession. Their influence wouldttlelt as the nation goes about
reaching decisions. Alternatives would-bp made clearer to us. Facts, the°-
4e, proposals for action, and value judgments would be articulated more

iearly. The public would be in the habit of listening and trying to un-
derstand what we might get in the *ay of benefits and have td riay in the
way of costs or detriments if we decided on various courses of action. We
would expect our railroads, airlines, medical care plans, military weaponsr
systems programs, investtnents for' technological advance and further
scientific research projects to be better run orbetter chosen.

A good many potential 'Changes in the society resultin Tom
technological advance would be anticipated. There would exist no ct
prediction process, naturally, and the public would not have toll ny
freedOin of choice as a consequence of o'verplanning. However, we
work less from crises and more by following throUgh based upon an-easiert
and wider participation by the public-in choosing directions and emphases
as increasing scientific advance and tejhnolokical developments altef our
society. If the people want more time to walk barefoot in the sand rather
than to own more pairs of shoes, tht would show itSelf more readily in thq

,motivations and controls the government would set up for environmental
conservation, on the one hand or incentives for productivity improvement,
on the other. The average prson would have increased awareness that
science and technology can be used to realize more the life he wants or, if
he does not participate in deciding, might be improperly employed to alter
society in a way he does not want. The relationship between goals and
operating and decision mefileianisms wot>ehe clearer, this as a result Of a
stel a flow of analyses "and data. A natioinal pattern and habit would
develop of expecting a new, plateau of quality and quantity through the in:
'creased utilization of professional effort now highly inadequately supplied.

Now, if this new level of professional activity is not available today,
and ifwe want it in the future, how do we get there from here? If neither
engineering nor any other firOfession is "it:9 how do we plant the new seed
and make it grow. I submit that engineering is not ineligible even-as it ex-

. Ws today as the starting point, although I am not sure that the new pmfes-
an needs to be called "engineering." Perhaps it is "techno-sociology"nr
"sociortechnology." But those 490 names are not good enough because
they suggest a teaming of only two existing areas of endeaver,.e>ineering
an socielogy. Perhaps it is better to call it poly-socio-econo-politico-
techip-lay or, for short, "polylogy." What we call it is not the most import
tant factor.
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Engineering is a sensible beginning point because of two considera-
tions. First, the already existing base of science and technology in the
profession and in the education for it is a basic piece of the substance and

e requireb nroa ene activity. Even more important, engineer-
ing is a "do profession and the new piofessinn is as well. To digress only
slightly, to puisue research, we have need for the kind of individual exem-
plified at tilt 'highest by Einstein. These are people who professionally
apply themselves to understand better the laWs of nature. This applies not
only to physical science but to all other aspects of the universe including
trying to comprehend the behavior of man as an individual and in groups.
For the new broadened profession we are desCribing, in the long run it is in-
disperrsible to have,e steady flow of the contributions of such fundamet91
philosophers and researchers. We should not expect to create the missing
profession by merging an engineer with, let us say, an academic researcher'
in sociology. The latter is permanentlAssential in just what he is doing, at
which he is presumably expert and for which he presumably has natural
talent and aptitude. The expanded' profession we seek to define and create
will be concerned, as is today's 8ngineering, with getting things done.
Again, like engineering, it is distinct from pure research. It is not con-
cerned 'with attempting to enhance our understanding of the laws of nature
but it will profit and grow aelhat understanding grows.

University training for this 'tgreater engineering pr---ofession,would in-
evitably have to include three main dimensions: (1) science and technolo-
gy; (2) the society the nature of man and his institutions and practical, so-
cillwolitical-economic disciplines related to makin e ciety work; (3)
int!Fdisciplinary techniques, or "systeins engineeri e large," for at-
tacking problems through recognizing and handh erections, mul-
tidimensional aspects, interfaces, compromises, alternatives, balances and
optimizations. The fullest use of science and technology' for tlis nation
requireSlunderstan,ding both sciencs and the nation and this thought would
doniinate the curriculum. In addition, since most real-life problems involve
synthesis as well as analysis, methods would be founil to bring out thecrea-
tive as well as the analytical talents of the student.

. .

To assemble a faculty that might be expected to turnout "polylogiit s"
clearly requires a merging of talents and specialities to create a new kind
of teacher as well. ObvioUsly "greater engineering," like law or medicine
or any major pursuit, will continue to have its highly detailed specialized
aspects. Many professionals, probably most of them in fact and most of the
graduates, might be expected to pursuespecialities as a life's work. The
same will apply to faculty members. But there must be an overall concept
that alrof these speCialities are somehow part of an integrated whole which
is interdisciplinary. This certainly requires that in them,i4ersity-part of the
creation of the new profession there be a strong contribution from in-
dividuals whose zeal and capability are the generalization of the whole and
the integration of all the parts.
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Certainly for the new profession, if it is to develop as quickly as possi
ble, we shall have to create mergers from various existing professions. ,

There are how people in business, government, law, medicine, sociology,
(and even engineering) who agree on the points bTing expressed here and
who, in making their individual contributions, could properly be labeled
"i3choo. I of hard knocks" polylogists. When an engineer becomes a busi-
nessman or even conceivably a senator, or a physician becomes a universi-
ty president, this does not necessarily mean he has become a polylogist, a
member .of the new 'profession we have been describing. He may have
simply changeil from one specialized, existing profession to another neither
of which is the new and presently missing profession. In mentioning exist-
ing polylogists, I' refer rather to individuals whose interests and contribu-
tivn are in the broadest sense actually in the application of science and
technology to the meeting of society's needs. The individu Is-gdito are in
such situations today are engaged in their interactive, inter sciplinary ac-
tivities more or less fortuitously. They ha4 not brerr delibe ately.t?ying to
cseate a pattern fos a new profession.

If we want to do precisely itat, the professional societies cotild be
helpful. Leaders in engineering should be interested in broadening en

/ gineering.to meet a societal need. Those concerned'', even though they are
not engineers, with the operation of majbr science and technology centers
also should be interested. So slilkOd leaders of the academies and the
major philosophical socireties, as should univers'Ity presidents, and heads
of technological corporations and of those large government organizations`

(that have a heay,y dependence on scienceand technology.
All engineers might encourage the bringing of people into our fraterni

ty who are not normally thought of as engineers, thisif-They are engaged in
a distinguished way in contributing to the fullest use of science and
technology for the benefit of the world. Many consulting engineers come
closer in certain respects to having a beginning foundation for `greater en-

1-

gineering" than ao, say, computer engineers or aerodynanitsts. However,
in general all engineers tend to have been Organized and categorized by
technical specialitiest-han through the route of interdisciplinary, ac
tivitigs and seldom through the merging and matching of npntechnologica s

with technological aspects. >

As these paragraphs are recittd as to what might be done to bring the
new profession into being, and even as tije case is made that present day

4 engineering in substance and image s the best base for expattiod and
growth into the needed profession, I arcronscious o?how little I haVe really
said about how to get there froighere. But I think we should be tryifig ear.
neatly to make the step because the payoff could be o great.

Perhaps it is inevitable that the new professio will arrive only when I '
it is ready to arrive as a result of eventual demand pressures of the real
world. More and more it will become apparent to thinking people that we,
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are inadequately using, or in many instances actually misusing, these
remakable tools of man, science and technology. It will be seen we are
missing' too much., Evidence will flow steadil sh
in rewards by improved vision an11 performance. The surfacing of the
potential will attract outstanding brains. Organizational patterns will begin
113 improve and intellectual disciplines will. be developed. The new prOfes-
sion will eirolve. I suspect it may still be called."en4neering.,"Nhatever it
is called, it will be different challenging, creativea34-lbeneficial to the
world, well beyond today's engineering.
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